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General introduction
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The United Nations declared 2020 as the International Year of Plant Health (IYPH) (1).
This year event is the opportunity to increase the general awareness of the decisive
importance of plant health to improve food security, fight poverty, eradicate hunger
and preserve the environment. FAO estimated that up to 40% of the global food crops
are lost due to plant pests every year (2). Plant health is therefore a critical lever that
we need to exploit to reach the 60% food production increase which is necessary to
feed the world by 2050. Plant pests are commonly controlled by the use of pesticides,
which long term effects on the environment are unknown, and since nowadays people
tend to regard them as being dangerous, their use must be limited. The most
sustainable and durable way to combat pest attacks is therefore to deploy resistant
varieties obtained by breeding, which is one of the different themes of the IYPH 2020
(1).
Potato is one of the major staple food crops worldwide and is a cornerstone for food
security. It was recently estimated that 8 to 21% of the potato production is lost due
to pests and pathogens (3). Up to 100% of a potato harvest can be lost due to the
quarantine potato wart disease caused by Synchytrium endobioticum. Farmers cannot
use fungicides to combat this fungus as none are completely efficient. The only weapon
at hand is therefore the cultivation of resistant potato varieties. Resistance to the
higher pathotypes of the wart disease is, however, scarce in the available commercial
potato varieties. Thus, there is an urgency to breed more varieties holding a complete
and durable resistance to a broad spectrum of pathotypes of S. endobioticum.
It is in this general context that this thesis was produced. The use of host resistance
is a good illustration of how plant breeding can contribute to efficient solutions to the
plant health concern. In this chapter, I summarize the current knowledge about
Synchytrium endobioticum and the resistance of potato to this pathogen. Moreover,
the scope of this thesis and the thesis outline are introduced.

Synchytrium endobioticum, the causal agent of potato wart
disease
Taxonomy, disease symptoms and host range
The causal agent of potato wart disease was described for the first time by Schilberszky
(Budapest University) in 1896 (4). He named it Chrysophylyctis endobiotica and
assigned it to the genus Chytridinea. Schilberszky described briefly both the summer
and resting sporangia of the pathogen. Percival studied the pathogen a few years later
(1910) and changed its taxonomic nomenclature: he assigned it to the Synchytrium
10
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genus and gave it the name of Synchytrium endobioticum (5). Percival was also the
first to contribute to the understanding and the knowledge about the cytology of the
organism. It is now admitted that Synchytrium endobioticum (Schilberszky) Percival
belongs to the order Chytridiales and to the phylum Chytridiomycota (6). The
Chytridiomycota are true fungi that have a basal position in the fungal tree of life (7)
and that can inhabit both aquatic and terrestrial habitats. Their specificity compared to
other fungal phyla is the lack of mycelium and the production of flagellated zoospores.
Since the late nineteen-nineties, Chytridiomycetes became infamous because of the
massive amphibian decline caused by Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis and more
recently also by Batrachochytrium salamandrivorans (8).
Figure 1. Potato wart disease
symptoms
The susceptible variety Deodara was
infected with pathotype P1(D1) of S.
endobioticum. The warts in contact
with light turn green. Warts are
indicated
with
arrows.
Picture
credits: Bart van de Vossenberg.

The potato wart disease name
comes from the symptoms caused
by S. endobioticum, which are the
proliferation

of

meristematic

tissues leading to the formation of
galls, mainly on tubers, but also on
stems, leaves and flowers (9,10)
(Figure 1). Roots, however, never
show

any

Infection

of

symptoms
the

(11,12).

above-ground

parts is less frequent than below-ground parts (12), which makes the detection of the
disease quite challenging, although infected plants can sometimes show a reduced
vigour (13). The warts proliferating tissues function as sinks for nutrients used by the
obligate biotrophic fungus (13). The warts, green coloured in early stages if exposed
to light (depending on the chlorophyll content (10)) and turning black in later stages,
can increase in size until entirely covering the tubers. After the harvest, they can
continue their development during storage. Yield losses caused by S. endobioticum can
reach 50 to 100%.
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Potato (Solanum tuberosum) is the main host of S. endobioticum, but other species
can be artificially inoculated. In 1916, Cotton inquired about the possibility of the
survival and spread of S. endobioticum in the field thanks to alternative hosts such as
Solanum weeds which would act as reservoirs. He observed that S. nigrum and S.
dulcanara, which can often be found in potato fields, could be artificially infected with
S. endobioticum (14). A few years later, Martin could infect several other Solanum
species as well as tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) (15). In the late 70s, Hampson
tested many tomato cultivars which turned out to be all susceptible to S. endobioticum,
although no galls were observed as in potato (16). He also showed that species of
Capsicastrum, Datura, Physalis and Schizanthus could be infected by S. endobioticum
(17).
Synchytrium endobioticum life cycle
In 1910, Percival was the first to make a real contribution to the understanding of the
life cycle and of the cytology of S. endobioticum, although several papers describing
the different spores or the infection conditions were published previously (5). A few
years later, Curtis produced a very detailed description of the full life cycle of the
pathogen which is still the main reference today (18). To describe the life cycle, I will
start with the haploid (n) zoospores released by winter sporangia in spring, at the
beginning of the potato growing season (Figure 2). These zoospores are mobile for a
short period (20 to 40 minutes, longer if temperatures are < 15°C) (18), their
movements being possible thanks to a flagellum and to the presence of water in the
soil (12). Zoospores are probably attracted by the host in response to a chemical
stimulus (chemotaxis) (19,20). When they reach young potato tissues, they encyst,
enter the host cell and leave the cyst wall outside (21). One host cell can be infected
by one or more zoospores (21). The zoospore, from now called a prosorus (n), travels
into the cell and starts its expansion. The host cell expands too. When the prosorus
occupies the greater part of the host cell, it discharges its content into the latter
through a small pore. The prosorus nucleus divides and the protoplasm segments: five
to six successive mitosis combined with the segmentation of the protoplasm allow the
formation of 3-7 thin-walled sporangia (n) which compose the sorus (n). Zoospores
(n) are formed by further nuclear divisions in the sporangia. The tumours are formed
by the division of the neighbouring cells of the host. Finally, the host cell breaks, the
mature sporangia are liberated and can release 200-300 motile zoospores (n) (21).
There are then two different possibilities for these released cells. i) They can act as
zoospores and the life cycle described previously is repeated, leading to secondary
12
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infections. It takes 10 to 12 days to get a new generation of soral sporangia (12). ii)
They can also act as gametes and fuse in pairs to form an uninucleate biflagellate
zygote (2n) (18). The zygote enters an epidermal host cell the same way haploid
zoospores do, but it will lead to the formation of resting sporangia (winter sporangia).
The zygote travels into the host cytoplasm and starts its expansion. The host cell
divides which brings the resting sporangia deeper in the layer of cells. The formation
of a thick cell wall starts. The host cell’s dead contents form an epispore on the
sporangium.

Figure 2. Synchytrium endobioticum life cycle
The life cycle is divided into two parts: the formation of summer sporangia (haplophase)
and, in stressing conditions (drought, end of the growing season), the formation of
winter/resting sporangia (haplodiplophase). 1: Motile zoospores (n). 2: A zoospore enters
the host cell, it is now called a prosorus (n), 3: The prosorus travels in the cell and starts
its expansion, the host cell expands too. 4: When the prosorus occupies the greater part of
the host cell, it discharges its content into the cytoplasm. 5: The prosorus nucleus divides
and the protoplasm segments. The sorus (n) contains 3 to 7 sporangia (n) in which
zoospores (n) are formed by further nuclear divisions. 6: The host cell breaks and releases
mature sporangia. In turn, the soral envelope breaks releasing numerous motile zoospores

13
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(n). 7: Under stressing conditions, the zoospores function as gametes and fuse in pairs to
form a zygote (2n). 8: The zygote enters the host cell and travels in its cytoplasm. 9: The
young sporangium (2n) starts forming its true membrane while the host cell divides, placing
the sporangium deeper in the layer of cells. 10: The host cell dies and its dead content
forms an epispore on the sporangium. 11: The mature sporangia are released into the soil.
An extra inner wall forms which is where sporogenis takes place. 12: Discharge of the motile
zoospores (n). Drawings made by (18) used and modified with permission.

In the literature, as far as I know, there is no clear information about when exactly the
meiosis takes place. Curtis (18) states that the meiosis occurs just before the release
of mature zoospores into the soil, whereas the cycle described by Karling (22) seems
to show that meiosis occurs during the maturation of the resting sporangia. In the
released mature resting sporangia, an extra inner wall is formed. In this new area
takes place sporogenesis and then, mature zoospores (n), after a dormant phase
(which duration vary in function of environmental conditions), are released into the soil
and can then infect host cells. Resting sporangia can remain viable in the soil for more
than forty years (23).
Curtis investigated the life cycle of S. endobioticum using susceptible potato varieties
(18). A couple of years later, Cartwright compared the infection of S. endobioticum on
a susceptible and a resistant variety (24). She observed zoospores fixed on the surface
of the resistant tubers and observed that they were also able to penetrate the cuticle
and the outer cell walls. Three days after inoculation, she compared the aspect of the
pathogen inside the cells of the resistant and susceptible varieties and observed that
its size was reduced and the nucleus was smaller in the resistant variety. She could
never observe the later stages of the life cycle, suggesting recognition occurs shortly
after entering the host cell.
Introduction of S. endobioticum in Europe
S. endobioticum is native of the Andes mountains of South America where it co-evolved
with its main host Solanum tuberosum (25). At the end of the XIXth century, S.
endobioticum spread first to Europe and then to North America (Figure 3). The
introduction of the pathogen in Europe probably happened because of the use of
breeding material from South America in the 1840s (19).
S. endobioticum has a very limited capacity for natural dispersion: at the first stage of
its life cycle, zoospores are released from winter or summer sporangia and start
movements during approximatively 20 to 40 minutes. During this brief swarm period,
the maximum spread of zoospores is about 9 inches (23 cm) or 30 inches (76 cm) if
there is a slope (12). Therefore, its major mean of dissemination is the trading of
14
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Figure 3. Distribution of S. endobioticum in 1993 and presumed dissemination
scheme of the pathogen
S. endobioticum was first introduced from the Andes region to the United Kingdom in the
second part of the XIXth century. From the UK, it spread to several European countries, to
North America and probably to other countries worldwide such as South Africa and New
Zealand. a Found but not established. b not confirmed. () Inactive. This scheme was adapted
from (26) with permission.

infected tubers (or tubers with soil holding resting sporangia) between countries. There
are other ways of dispersion such as commercial exchange, irrigation, vehicles (27),
infested soil adhering tools, feeding animals (10) and even water flood (28).
Schilberszky first described S. endobioticum in what nowadays is Slovakia, but there
is no evidence of the presence of the pathogen in this area at that time. Although S.
endobioticum was first described in 1896, there are clear evidences that it was already
found in the United Kingdom in 1876 (10). During the following decades, the fungus
was introduced in most of the countries where potato was grown (29) (Figures 3 and
4). These new findings probably originated from the UK and were not caused by new
introductions from South America. Its first observation in Germany was in 1908 and
shortly after, in 1915, it was observed for the first time in The Netherlands. In Poland,
S. endobioticum was first observed in 1925 and it was later introduced in the former
USSR in 1938 (30). Nowadays, the pathogen is present on all continents except for
15
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Antarctica and in more than twenty countries on the European continent (Figure 4),
but often restricted to certain areas thanks to strict quarantine measures. These
measures achieved the eradication of S. endobioticum in several countries such as
Austria, France, Hungary, Latvia, Portugal, Slovenia and Northern Ireland (31).

Figure 4. Distribution of S. endobioticum in Europe in 2019
Orange countries are countries in which S. endobioticum is present. Yellow dots = present,
pink dot in Norway = transient. This map was generated by (31) (updated 2019.09.02).

Emergence of new pathotypes of S. endobioticum and pathotyping method
Before 1941, only one pathotype of S. endobioticum, that we call pathotype 1(D1),
was found in Europe. Probably due to the rising deployment of wart resistant varieties,
new pathotypes started to emerge in the 1940s. In 1941, in Germany and in Czech
Republic, warts were found for the first time on resistant cultivars. The emergence of
several new pathotypes followed, mostly in Germany and Czech Republic, but also in
Eastern Europe (former USSR) (30). To distinguish the different isolates and to group
them into pathotypes, bioassays are performed on a differential set of varieties with
contrasting resistance patterns (see next §). At that time, each country and laboratory
had its own set of differential varieties and there was also no consensus for the naming
of the pathotypes, which made comparisons between countries impossible. Some
countries used a naming system based on the first letter of the locality where the new
pathotype was first found, some used an Arabic numbering system. Baayen, in 2006,
16
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proposed an harmonization of this naming system which combines the pathotype
number and the locality first letter (i.e. pathotype 1 (D1)) (30). In this thesis, I use
mainly the numbering system alone for simplification. Baayen also made a detailed
review of the differential sets used by the different countries and of the new pathotypes
that emerged worldwide (30) (Figure 5). Some pathotypes are now extinct but new
ones continue to emerge. In the past ten years, despite the strict quarantine measures,
pathotype 38 (Nevşehir) (32) was identified in Turkey and a similar pathotype was
identified in Georgia (33), and pathotype 39 (P1) was identified in Poland (34).

Figure 5. Emergence of the main S. endobioticum pathotypes in Europe
References: a: (10), b: (30), c: (35), d: (32), e: (34), f: (33).

To date, there are no molecular tools to differentiate the different pathotypes of S.
endobioticum. The European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organization (EPPO)
developed diagnostic protocols for S. endobioticum in which a differential set initially
composed of 11 varieties was used to distinguish pathotypes 1, 2, 6, 8 and 18, the
most common pathotypes in Europe (36) (Table 1). The EPPO set is now used by the
majority of the European countries. Some varieties with the same resistance pattern
are included, such as Producent and Combi or Karolin, Ulme and Belita. Based on
current information, these varieties appear to be exchangeable. However, the genetic
basis for resistance in these varieties is unknown and might be different. Another
weakness of this set is that there is only one variety which allows to distinguish
between pathotypes 2 and 6 (Saphir), one variety to distinguish between pathotypes
6 and 8 (Delcora), and one variety to distinguish between pathotypes 8 and 18
(Miriam). Furthermore, variation in the S. endobioticum populations may be
17
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underexposed because there may be many more resistances (and hence virulences)
around that are currently not detected. So, the current differential set is only poorly
characterised and its composition should be re-evaluated using knowledge about the
R genes composition of the varieties and the corresponding S. endobioticum effector
they specifically recognise. Adding or removing varieties from this set has an important
impact on the pathogen variation that can be recognised. To retain testing efficiency
and throughput, the set might need to be extended only for certain countries or specific
locations which have a higher diversity of pathotypes.
Table 1. EPPO differential set of varieties to distinguish S. endobioticum
pathotypes
Potato variety

Deodara
Tomensa
Eersteling
Producent
Combi
Saphir
Delcora
Miriam
Karolin
Ulme
Belita

P1
S
S
S
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

P2
S
S
S
S
S
S
R
R
R
R
R

P6
S
S
S
S
S
R
R
R
R
R
R

P8
S
S
S
S
S
R
S
R
R
R
R

P18
S
S
S
S
S
R
S
S
R
R
R

EPPO set according to (36).
This set was later reduced
(37). The main changes are
that Talent (R to P1, middle R
to P2 and P6, S to P18) and
Ikar and Gawin (both R to P1,
P2, P6, P18) were added.
Combi, Delcora, Miriam and
Ulme were removed. Because
of the removal of Delcora and
Miriam, there is no distinction
between P6 and P8, and P8
and P18 anymore.

Measures for potato wart disease control
Quite a wide array of chemicals have been tested to control S. endobioticum (19). The
main conclusion of these studies is that some chemicals were able to reduce the
infection by S. endobioticum but none could totally eradicate the pathogen. Moreover,
many of these chemical treatments have negative impacts on the environment and on
the soil health. Because of this lack of efficient chemical control, the long persistence
of the resting spores in the soil and the important yield losses, S. endobioticum was
added to the A2 list of pests by the EPPO (38). When S. endobioticum is identified,
through direct observations, bioassays, or molecular identification (conventional PCR
or real-time PCR) (37), the field in which it is present is “scheduled”. A buffer zone is
set to delimit the contaminated field and avoid contamination of the surrounding areas.
All the potato tubers and plant waste are destroyed to eliminate S. endobioticum.
Potato production in scheduled fields is prohibited and only resistant varieties can be
grown in the buffer zones (39). After a field has been scheduled, it can be partially or
completely descheduled if specific conditions are met. A field can be completely
18
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descheduled minimum 20 years after the first identification of S. endobioticum. The
field should have been used for cultivation during this period and a strict soil sampling,
examination and bioassay procedure is carried out. A field can also be descheduled
without a soil test, minimum 50 years after its scheduling, only if no susceptible crops
have been cultivated on it. A partial descheduling, which will only allow the cultivation
of resistant varieties on the plot, can be done at least 10 years after the scheduling.
As for a complete descheduling, the field should have been used for cultivation and soil
sampling and testing should be performed to determine the number of viable spores
per gram of soil (40). These strict measures were successful in eradicating S.
endobioticum in several countries or contain it to limited areas.
S. endobioticum genome and identification of the first Avr gene
Recently, the mitochondrial genomes of several pathotypes of S. endobioticum were
sequenced and compared (41). The authors identified several mitochondrial haplotype
groups and observed isolates from the same pathotype associated with the different
haplotype groups. This observation suggests that pathotypes have emerged
independently. A striking finding was that S. endobioticum isolates were not composed
of a single genotype but of a community of different genotypes, stable over time. These
communities can explain the fast emergence of new pathotypes when they multiply on
partially resistant varieties. Also recently, the nuclear genome of several pathotypes
of S. endobioticum was sequenced and comparative genomics were performed to learn
more about its obligate biotrophic lifestyle (20). The authors observed that S.
endobioticum lacks genes encoding indispensable enzymes for the purine and
pyrimidine pathways. Interestingly, S. microbalum, which is not an obligate biotroph
but a saprobic Synchytrium species, holds these genes. S. endobioticum probably relies
on its host for its purine and pyrimidine bases supply, which can explain its obligate
biotrophic lifestyle. Another interesting feature of S. endobioticum genome is its high
repeat content which could be linked to its pathogenic lifestyle. Moreover, comparative
genomics of the different pathotypes allowed the identification of the first S.
endobioticum effector protein AvrSen1 (42). AvrSen1 triggers Hypersensitive
Responses (HR) in the cytoplasm of plants containing the Sen1 gene. Several variants
of the AvrSen1 gene were identified in the other pathotypes but none of them was
recognised by Sen1. These findings strengthen the hypothesis that the different
resistance patterns of varieties to different pathotypes is due to the specific recognition
of S. endobioticum Avr proteins by potato R proteins.

19
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Potato resistance to S. endobioticum
Potato production and impact of pathogen attacks
Potato (Solanum tuberosum) has a key role in global food security and in the fight
against poverty. It is one of the major staple food crops with wheat, rice, maize and
soybean. With the current estimated population growth, world food production should
increase by not less than 60% to feed the world population in 2050 (2). However, the
actual yield improvement rates of maize, rice, wheat and soybean are insufficient to
reach this goal (43). Potato is the most energy productive crop, is a good source of
proteins and calcium (44) and has a higher water use efficiency than cereals (45).
Moreover, the potato production of developing countries has highly increased in the
last decades and is now more important than in developed countries. The importance
of potato to meet tomorrow’s food demand is therefore growing. Yield increase can be
obtained by a combination of optimized cultural practices and high yielding varieties.
Another important point for improvement is to reduce yield losses by combating the
negative impact of (a)biotic stresses. For potato, the pests and pathogens induced crop
losses have been estimated to range between 8% and 21%, depending on the
production region (3). Considerable amounts of pesticide treatments are used for pests
and pathogens that can be controlled this way. For other diseases such as bacterial
wilt, soft rot, or wart disease, no chemical control is possible and reduction of yield
losses can only be achieved by deploying resistant varieties and/or by applying strict
control measures.
The plants immune system
Plants depend on an innate immune system to defend themselves against biotic
stresses. The plant immune system deploys surface and intracellular receptors that
recognize pathogen factors. This immune system is a result from intricate coevolution
of the pathogen with its host and is framed by the zigzag model (46).
The first defence layer of this model is called PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI). PTI relies
on the recognition of conserved pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs),
microbe-associated molecular patterns (MAMPs), or damage-associated molecular
patterns (DAMPs) released from injured cells, by transmembrane pattern recognition
receptors (PRRs) such as receptor-like kinases (RLKs) and receptor-like proteins
(RLPs). PAMPs/MAMPs are defined as being conserved molecules required for the
pathogen/microbe survival, such as for instance bacterial lipopolysaccharides, flagellin
and harpin, fungal chitin or oomycetes transglutaminase and glucans (47). Effector
20
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proteins of successful pathogens are capable of suppressing PTI signalling, resulting in
effector-triggered susceptibility (ETS). As a counter-attack, plants evolved intracellular
R proteins able to directly or indirectly recognise specific effectors. This second defence
layer of the zigzag model is the effector-triggered immunity (ETI) and was early
identified by Flor in the gene-for-gene concept (48). In ETI, the pathogen secretes
effector proteins (Avr proteins) into the host cell (or they can be translocated into the
host cell). Intracellular R proteins, for the majority, are receptors proteins from the
nucleotide-binding domain, leucine rich containing (NLR) protein family. Upon
recognition of their matching effector, NLR proteins trigger hypersensitive responses
(HR), a form of programmed cell death. There are two major NLR protein families which
are distinguishable by their N- terminal domain: CNLs hold a coiled-coil (CC) Nterminal domain whereas TNLs hold a Toll-interleukin 1 receptor (TIR) N- terminal
domain.
The identification of the first S. endobioticum effector protein AvrSen1 revealed the
involvement of ETI in potato wart disease resistance. The recognition of the AvrSen1
by Sen1 happens in the cytoplasm (42) which suggests that Sen1 is likely an NLR
protein encoding gene. S. endobioticum effectors might be involved in ETS as well with
the suppression of PTI. This hypothesis is strengthened by the observation by (24) that
the pathogen is also able to penetrate the cells of resistant varieties.
The main differences between PTI and ETI are therefore the pathogen and host
components involved: roughly, PTI involves conserved pathogen molecules recognized
by extracellular receptors, leading to non-specific basal resistance, whereas ETI
involves the specific recognition by intracellular receptors of species- or race- or strainspecific effectors. This theoretical dichotomy between the PTI and ETI branches is
however not as black and white in practice and should better be perceived as multiple
shades of a grey continuum (49).
RLK and NLR resistance proteins are often leading to a qualitative type of resistance
and were therefore broadly targeted in mapping and cloning studies and widely used
in breeding programs, as their Mendelian segregation pattern makes them easy to
study and to introgress in breeding material. It was long thought that quantitative
resistance is more durable than qualitative resistance. Although, the mapping and finemapping of genes underlying quantitative resistance showed that the same type of
innate immune receptors as involved in qualitative resistance, such as RLKs and NLRs,
can bring partial resistance. For instance, many Quantitative Trait Loci (QTLs) have
21
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been mapped to R gene clusters and (50) made the hypothesis that weak forms of R
genes or defeated R genes could bring a quantitative type of resistance. Other
hypothesis have been made about the genes underlying resistance QTLs such as genes
controlling morphological and developmental traits, mutations or allelic diversity of
genes involved in basal defence (i.e. RLKs), genes involved in the chemical
host/pathogen warfare or genes involved in the defence signalling pathways (50). The
recent finding that soil bound pathogen populations like S. endobioticum consist of
multiple genotypes may also contribute to our understanding of partial resistance, as
only parts of the pathogen population can be recognised.
R gene mapping and cloning strategies in potato
In potato, more than 20 R genes have been cloned so far, and many more have been
mapped, the majority of them being from the NLR family (51). R gene mapping and/or
cloning studies usually involve the same major steps as described by (52): 1) choosing
the parents to make a segregating population, usually one resistant parent, holding
one R gene in one copy or several resistance QTLs, is crossed with a susceptible parent;
2) phenotyping of the descendants and estimation of the segregation ratio; 3)
genotyping of the segregating population and creation of a genetic map; 4)
identification of markers flanking the R gene(s) or QTL(s) to place them on the map.
Early mapping studies often made use of diploid populations to simplify the mapping
process. Depending on the segregation observed in the descendants, several strategies
can be followed to genotype the population and identify markers linked with the R
gene(s) segregating. When only one major R gene is segregating in a 1:1 Mendelian
ratio, the preferred strategy is to perform a Bulked Segregant Analysis (BSA), which
consists of pooling resistant and susceptible progeny, genotyping the two contrasting
bulks and identifying markers which have contrasting allele frequencies between the
two bulks (53,54). The main advantage of BSA is that genotyping efforts can be
drastically reduced. When resistance is segregating in a quantitative way in the
mapping population, the genotyping of all individuals with a sufficient marker density
and the building of a genetic map are required. Moreover, complex QTL mapping
methods involving multiple regressions, mixed models or Bayesian statistics may be
required.
The first mapping studies involved the genotyping of the mapping populations with
Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism (AFLP) markers and/or Restriction Fragment
Length Polymorphism (RFLP) markers. Many of the Phytophthora infestans Rpi genes
were mapped using BSA combined with RFLP or AFLP markers. This is the case for
22
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example of R2 (55), the R3 locus (56), Rpi-mcq1.1 (57), Rpi-ber1 (58), R10 and R11
(59). Later, the NBS profiling approach was developed (60). This approach is based on
the design of PCR-primers targeting the NBS domain of NLR genes. NBS profiling was
used for instance to map R8 (61) and was combined with BSA to map Rpi-vnt1 (62),
Rpi-ver1 (63), Rpi-avl1 (64), Rpi-cap1 and Rpi-qum1 (65). In mapping studies for
other traits, RFLP and AFLP markers could be replaced by the use of SNP arrays such
as the 8.3K SolCap SNP array (66,67) or the 20K SolSTW SNP array (68). For R genes
mapping, it is however not the preferred option because of ascertainment bias. An
illustration of the ascertainment bias that the use of SNP arrays can bring for resistance
mapping studies is the study of (69). A tetraploid population segregating for several
pathotypes of the wart disease was genotyped with the SolCap array. Several QTLs
could be mapped but when tested in a broader variety panel, the markers linked with
resistance identified were not diagnostic, likely due to a lack of haplotype specificity of
the SolCap markers or to a linkage with the resistance loci in repulsion phase.
With the increasing accessibility of sequencing techniques, and with the release of the
potato reference genome DM1-3 516 R44 (DM) (70), the recent R gene mapping and/or
cloning studies involve the use of genotyping-by-sequencing for the genotyping of
mapping populations. Whole Genome Sequencing data or genome reduction strategies
can be used to identify Single-Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) through a read
alignment step to the reference genome. RenSeq, a NLR gene enrichment and
sequencing method designed by (71), is currently the preferred genotyping-bysequencing method for the mapping and cloning of R genes from the NLR family.
RenSeq, combined with BSA, has been used to map and/or clone several NLR genes
such as Rpi-ber2 and Rpi-rzc1 (71), Rpi-ver1 (72), Rpi-amr3 (73), Rysto (74) and H2
(75). Gene enrichment strategies can also be designed to target other gene families
such as for instance the RLP/RLK genes targeted in the RLP/KSeq method designed by
(76).
The cloning of R genes requires a good assembly of the fine-mapped resistant
haplotype. Traditionally, the cloning of R genes involved the construction of a Bacterial
Artificial Chromosome (BAC) library and a long and labour-intensive process of BAC
landing or BAC walking. The release of the potato reference genome did not replace
the BAC libraries as DM is not known to be resistant to any disease and the assembly
of R gene clusters is extremely difficult. Recently, the SMRT-RenSeq method allowed
to correctly assemble the targeted R genes thanks to the use of PacBio long reads
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(73,74). The ONT MinION sequencing device (Nanopore) has also shown to be an
alternative to PacBio to correctly assemble R gene clusters (77).
As mentioned previously, traditional R gene mapping in potato involves the generation
of bi-parental segregating populations. Alternatives are Genome-Wide Association
Studies (GWAS) which allow to include the genetic diversity of a wider panel of
genotypes and to reach a better mapping resolution thanks to a higher number of
recombination events. To date, the few GWAS performed to identify resistance loci in
potato were successful in identifying QTLs involved in resistance to Verticillium wilt
(78) and late blight (79–81).
Screening for potato wart disease resistance
As no chemicals are available to fight S. endobioticum, the only efficient option is to
breed for wart resistant potato varieties. So far, very few diagnostic molecular markers
for potato wart disease resistance loci have been published. For this reason, the main
breeding tool is to screen second- and third-year clones for wart disease resistance in
tuber-based bioassays. The two major laboratory bioassays are the Spieckermann (82)
and the Glynne-Lemmerzahl assays (83,84). The Spieckermann assay, mainly used in
the Netherlands, involves the inoculation of tuber eye-pieces with a compost containing
winter sporangia harvested from infected tubers. The Glynne-Lemmerzahl assay,
mainly used in Germany and in Poland, uses fresh warts for the inoculation of emerging
sprouts on tubers or eye-pieces. Therefore, the main difference between both methods
is that the first infection in the Spieckermann assay is made by winter spores whereas
it is made by summer spores in the Glynne-Lemmerzahl assay. Overall, both methods
give correlated results, although the Spieckermann method is known for causing more
escapes, but being closer to what happens in the field through the use of winter spores.
Recently, a new bioassay involving the inoculation of lateral shoots instead of tuber
sprouts was developed (85). The results matched with the Spieckermann and GlynneLemmerzahl assays but has the advantage of not requiring tubers. A sufficient number
of repeats is however needed to avoid escapes.
Potato wart disease resistance sources
Resistance to the pathotype 1 of the wart disease can be traced back in early potato
breeding ancestors. Resistance to S. endobioticum is probably even the first disease
resistance which was intentionally bred for in early breeding programs. One of the
oldest varieties in which pathotype 1 resistance was reported is Myatt’s Ashleaf (86)
which was released in 1804 and was substantially used in British and Dutch breeding
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programs (87). According to Ross, one of the old sources of pathotype 1 resistance is
the old British variety Flourball released in the late 1800’s (88). Pathotype 1 resistance
has also been observed in the old British variety Snowdrop (86) released before 1881
(87). The pedigree of Flourball and Snowdrop is unknown, so it is not possible to
determine if the pathotype 1 resistance sources used in the early breeding programs
were multiple or unique. In Germany, 30% of the pathotype 1 resistant varieties of the
beginning of the 20th century would come from the variety Jubel (89). Although the
pedigree of Jubel is also unknown, it is likely that its resistance source is different from
the British varieties. These pathotype 1 resistant varieties turned out to be susceptible
to the new pathotypes that emerged in the early 1940’s.
With the emergence of these new pathotypes, it was important to determine if
resistance could be found in the breeding material. The German breeding clone
BRA9089 was early identified as being a donor of resistance to several pathotypes to
several German varieties such as Galina, Judika, Oda, Ora, Tondra and Xenia (88,90),
although the pedigree of Judika and Xenia do not seem to contain BRA9089 (87).
Another source of resistance to the higher pathotypes was identified in the German
variety Saphir which probably inherited its resistance from the wild species S. acaule
through the breeding clone MPI 44.1016/24 (88). Ross also referred to another
possible resistance source coming from S. tuberosum ssp. andigena through the
breeding clone CPC1673 (88) which was used to introgress the G. rostochiensis R gene
H1 in the breeding genepool (91,92). Resistance to the higher pathotypes was
therefore already present in the breeding genepool when these new pathotypes
emerged, which suggest that these higher pathotypes resistances were introgressed
by chance as linkage drag from introgressing other diseases resistances, as observed
for instance for the resistance coming from CPC1673.
Wild Solanum species are also an important reservoir for resistance genes for many
diseases. Numerous R genes were identified in wild species such as S. demissum and
S. bulbocastanum for late blight resistance for instance. As resistance to S.
endobioticum was already present in the breeding genepool, no targeted efforts have
been made to introgress new wart resistance genes from wild species. Several
screening experiments were however performed to assess the resistance to several
wild species and landraces to wart disease. Pathotype 1 resistance has been assessed
in a panel of 52 landraces from S. phureja, S. stenotomum, S. tuberosum ssp.
andigenum and S. tuberosum ssp. tuberosum (93). Pathotype 1 resistance was
observed in every taxonomic group and from every geographical origin. A wide
25
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collection of tuber-bearing Solanum species has also been phenotyped for several traits
by (94), including resistance to pathotypes 1, 2 and 6 of S. endobioticum. Strong
resistance to pathotype 1 was found in more than 18 different Solanum species
including S. acaule, S. boliviense, S. chacoense, S. gourlayi, S. microdontum, S.
multidissectum, S. polyadenum, S. raphanifolium, S. spegazzinii, S. stoloniferum, S.
sucrense, S. tuberosum ssp. andigena and S. vernei. Resistance to pathotype 1 is
therefore very abundant in wild species which can explain its presence very early in
breeding material. In the same panel, resistance to pathotype 2 was observed in S.
sucrense, S. tuberosum ssp. andigena and S. vernei and resistance to pathotype 6 was
observed in S. tarijense and S. tuberosum ssp. andigena. Resistance to the higher
pathotypes was also observed by (90) in S. acaule, S. demissum, S. vernei, S.
simplicifolium and S. parodii and by (95) in S. andigenum, S. chaucha, S. macmillanii,
S. phureja and S. stenotomum. Recently, the Sen2 gene which gives a strong
resistance to eight different pathotypes has been identified in a complex diploid hybrid
with origins from S. tuberosum, S. chacoense, S. yungasense, S. gourlayi, S. acaule,
S. demissum, S. verrucosum, S. microdontum and S. phureja (96). Wild Solanum
species represent therefore a rich reservoir of resistance to introduce new resistance
sources in the breeding genepool.
Genetic analyses of potato wart disease resistance
Potato wart disease resistance was one of the first traits in plants studied for Mendelian
inheritance (86), but no consistent genetic model was built in the early studies due to
inconsistent phenotyping results, the use of small populations and the use of diploid
genetic models in tetraploid material. Several hypotheses were made involving the
existence of one or two genes that could give resistance to wart disease, that resistance
was dominant over susceptibility and that complementary and inhibitory factors were
involved (86,97,98).
The progress made in polyploid genetics made the mapping of wart resistance genes
feasible. The first wart disease resistance gene mapped was Sen1, a dominant gene
involved in pathotype 1 resistance, which is located on the north arm of chromosome
11 where also numerous other resistance genes reside (99). Another dominant gene
involved in pathotype 1 resistance, Sen1-4, was mapped in a diploid population on the
south arm of chromosome 4 (100). These two mapping studies showed that resistance
to the pathotype 1 can be given by a single locus and that there are at least two
pathotype 1 resistance sources in the potato breeding genepool. In 2011, the first
study was performed to map resistance to the higher pathotypes. The authors used
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the two tetraploid half-sib populations BNA1 and SaKa1 segregating for pathotypes 1,
2, 6 and 18 resistance. They identified a QTL conferring partial resistance to pathotype
1 on chromosome 11 where Sen1 was previously identified, a QTL on the south arm of
chromosome 9 bringing specific resistance to the pathotype 18 and a pathotypes 2, 6
and 18 resistance QTL on the south arm of chromosome 1 (101). This study showed
that not only qualitative resistance loci are involved in wart resistance, and that
different genes are involved in pathotype 1 and the higher pathotypes resistance. This
last observation is in agreement with a previous study in which resistance to
pathotypes 2 and 6 did not co-segregate with Sen1 (102).
In 2013, AFLP and SSR markers were used to map pathotypes 1, 2, 6 and 18 resistance
QTLs in the Saturna x Panda tetraploid population (103). They identified a major QTL
for pathotype 1 resistance on chromosome 11 near the Sen1 region, and other QTLs
involved in one or several pathotypes on chromosomes 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 11. All
these QTLs showed a small effect on resistance. In 2015, 195 SSR markers and the
8.3K SolCAP SNP array (66,67) were used to map pathotypes 1, 2, 6 and 18 resistance
QTLs in the BNA2 tetraploid population (69). A major effect locus involved in
pathotypes 1, 2, 6 and 18 resistance was identified in the Sen1 region of chromosome
11. Six other loci have been identified with smaller effects on wart resistance. During
the redaction of this thesis, two new studies were released in which major effect
resistance loci were mapped. In a dihaploid population with Karolin as resistant parent
(104), the same locus as in the BNA2 population (69), on the north arm of chromosome
11, was identified again and fine-mapped. In another diploid population segregating
for resistance to several pathotypes, a new locus, Sen2, was identified on chromosome
11 (96), 32 Mb south from Sen1. This Sen2 locus, identified in a complex hybrid with
multiple wild species origins, is involved in resistance to pathotypes 1(D1), 2(G1),
6(O1), 8(F1), 18(T1), 2(Ch1), 3(M1) and 39(P1).
In the majority of the cited potato wart disease mapping studies, the diagnostic power
of the designed markers was not assessed in a broader panel of varieties. The Sen1
associated markers Nl25 (99), GP125 (101) and Stl046 (101) were screened in an
independent panel of German and Polish varieties but the results were not elaborately
reported (104). Nl25 and StI046 were also screened in a panel composed only of
varieties from Russia and neighbouring countries (105). Regarding loci conferring
resistance to the higher pathotypes, only the markers designed by (104), linked to
pathotypes 6 and 18 resistance, were validated in a panel of 38 susceptible and
resistant varieties. There is therefore a great demand for diagnostic markers to identify
27
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unique wart disease resistance genes and QTLs to facilitate the breeding of resistant
varieties in Marker Assisted Selection (MAS).
Scope and outline of the thesis
The primary aim of this thesis was to identify the loci involved in resistance to the most
frequent pathotypes of S. endobioticum in different potato genotypes, in order to
produce an inventory of resources for wart disease resistance breeding. This thesis
explores the type of genes involved in resistance to wart disease and the effect of
combining several genes to provide full resistance to the higher pathotypes. This thesis
also addresses the development of a new set of tools for the genetic analysis of a trait
of interest and for the identification of haplotype specific SNPs.
In Chapter 2, we analysed the distribution of the pathotype 1 resistance in a variety
panel representative of the commercial genepool. Pathotype 1 resistance is widely
spread in breeding material which is due to successful breeding programs from the
beginning of the 20th century. A Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS) was
performed in the variety panel to identify haplotype specific SNP markers linked with
pathotype 1 resistance. The markers identified with the GWAS were located on the
north arm of chromosome 11, in the region were the Sen1 locus was previously
identified. We validated the significantly associated markers in two tetraploid
populations segregating for pathotype 1 resistance and all were linked to pathotype 1
resistance. However, no marker with a complete diagnostic value was identified, due
to the limited number of markers on the chip representing the region of the R gene
clusters C76 and C77 on the 20K SNP array. Sen1 was identified in approximately 70%
of the resistant varieties of the panel and is, therefore, the main source of pathotype
1 resistance in the breeding genepool. Due to a lack of identity-by-descent, it was not
possible to trace back Sen1 to a common founder. Less frequent alleles or loci involved
in pathotype 1 resistance are present in the breeding genepool and remain to be
identified.
To fine-map Sen1 in chapter 4 and map resistance loci involved in the higher
pathotypes resistance in chapters 3 and 5, we developed novel workflows, named
Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis (CoSSA), for the genetic study of traits of
interest and for the design of haplotype specific markers (Chapter 3). As a model, we
applied CoSSA to map the Sen3 gene involved in resistance to all tested pathotypes.
A resistant and a susceptible bulk were built in a tetraploid population segregating for
pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 resistance. Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) of the two bulks
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and the two parents of the population was performed. K-mers specific to the resistant
bulk and inherited from the resistant parent were obtained by applying basic set
operations to the k-mers sets. To increase the haplotype specificity of the resistance
specific k-mers, we also sequenced varieties susceptible to wart disease and removed
commonly occurring k-mers from the resistance specific k-mers set. Next, we mapped
these k-mers to the reference genome or made a de novo assembly of the reads
containing these k-mers. Both approaches (reference dependant and reference free)
allowed the design of haplotype specific SNP markers flanking the Sen3 gene. Sen3
was mapped to a 260 kb interval of the north arm of chromosome 11 containing the
complex C76 TNL cluster. A panel of resistant and susceptible varieties was screened
to validate the diagnostic value of the Sen3 flanking markers. The panel screening and
a pedigree analysis performed with CoSSA allowed to trace back Sen3 to the variety
Ora.
Before this study, it was still unknown what type of genes are involved in Synchytrium
endobioticum resistance in potato. In Chapter 4, we set out to clone the first potato
wart disease R gene. We mapped Sen1 in chapter 2 to a region from the north arm of
chromosome 11 which contains the two R gene clusters C76 and C77. As these two
clusters are composed of R genes from the TNL group, we designed a RNAi construct
to silence the TNLs from these two clusters to determine if Sen1 is a TNL. The stable
RNAi plants were phenotyped with AvrSen1, the effector matching Sen1. A significant
reduction of the Hypersensitive Response (HR) triggered by Sen1 was observed in the
RNAi plants which confirmed that Sen1 is an R gene from the TNL group. CoSSA was
applied in the two populations segregating for pathotype 1 resistance (Chapter 2) to
identify Sen1 specific k-mers. Next, haplotype specific SNP markers were designed
using the potato reference genome DM and screened in 1,104 seedlings to identify
recombinants. The recombinants were phenotyped using AvrSen1. Sen1 was mapped
to the C76 cluster, the TNL cluster to which Sen3 was also mapped (Chapter 3). As DM
is susceptible to the potato wart disease and contains two gaps in the Sen1 region, we
used a phased de novo assembly of the variety Colomba, which contains Sen1, to
design new markers in the R gene cluster and to identify candidate genes. The Sen1
interval was reduced to a 97 Kb region in which five TNLs were found. RNAseq data
was used to validate the expression and the gene model of the predicted candidate
genes. Three genes were discarded after the analysis of RNAseq data. The coding
sequences of the two remaining candidates were cloned into plant expression vectors
and co-expressed with AvrSen1 in N. benthamiana and in potato.
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The screening of the Sen3 flanking markers in the panel of resistant and susceptible
varieties in Chapter 3 showed that Sen3 is the main source of pathotypes 2, 6 and 18
resistance in German and Polish breeding material. In Chapter 5, to identify other loci
giving resistance to the higher pathotypes present in the breeding genepool, we used
the same strategy as in Chapter 2 and performed a GWAS for pathotypes 2, 6 and 18
resistance in panels representative of the potato breeding genepool. The significantly
associated markers were validated in three tetraploid populations. Sen4, a new locus
involved in resistance to pathotypes 2, 6 and 18, was identified on the south arm of
chromosome 12. A smaller effect QTL, also involved in resistance to the three
pathotypes, was identified on the north arm of chromosome 11 in the three
populations. With CoSSA, we identified another resistance locus, Sen5, involved in
resistance to pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 and located on the south arm of chromosome 5.
In this chapter, we showed that CoSSA was also efficient in identifying QTLs and not
only major effect genes. CoSSA was also used to further study the population from
Chapter 3 in which Sen3 was segregating. A minor effect locus was identified which
was required, alongside Sen3, to bring full resistance to the pathotype 18. We also
applied CoSSA to develop haplotype specific markers for the QTLs segregating in the
SaKa1 population from (101). Finally, broad variety and wild Solanum accession panels
were screened with CoSSA, or with the diagnostic markers designed in the different
chapters, to inquire the presence of Sen1, Sen2, Sen3, Sen4 and Sen5. This screening
brought new information about how the Sen genes were introgressed in commercial
potato. Altogether this study provided a state-of-the-art overview of non-overlapping
sources for breeding wart disease resistance.
In Chapter 6, the results obtained in this thesis are summarized and discussed. The
focus is set on the different sources of wart disease resistance present in the breeding
genepool and their origin, the type of genes involved in wart disease resistance, on the
importance of stacking several genes to bring full resistance to the higher pathotypes
and on the best strategies to use to identify resistance genes. Finally, future
perspectives and future research lines for potato wart disease management and
resistance breeding are discussed.
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Abstract
Key message
A Genome-Wide Association Study using 330 commercial potato varieties identified
haplotype specific SNP markers associated with pathotype 1(D1) wart disease
resistance.
Abstract
Synchytrium endobioticum is a soil borne obligate biotrophic fungus responsible for
wart disease. Growing resistant varieties is the most effective way to manage the
disease. This paper addresses the challenge to apply molecular markers in potato
breeding. Although markers linked to Sen1 were published before, the identification of
haplotype specific single nucleotide polymorphisms (hsSNPs) may result in marker
assays with high diagnostic value to allow efficient applications in breeding programs.
To identify hsSNP markers, we performed a Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS)
in a panel of 330 potato varieties representative of the commercial potato gene pool.
SNP markers significantly associated with pathotype 1 resistance were identified on
chromosome 11, at the position of the previously identified Sen1 locus. Haplotype
specificity of the SNP markers was examined through the analysis of false positives
and false negatives, and validated in two independent populations. This paper
illustrates why it is not always feasible to design markers without false positives and
false negatives for marker-assisted selection (MAS). In the case of Sen1, founders
could not be traced because of a lack of identity-by-descent and because of the decay
of linkage disequilibrium (LD) between Sen1 and flanking SNP markers. Sen1 appeared
to be the main source of pathotype 1 resistance in potato varieties, but it does not
explain all the resistance observed. Recombination and introgression breeding may
have introduced new, albeit rare haplotypes involved in pathotype 1 resistance. The
GWAS approach, in such case, is instrumental to identify SNPs with the best possible
diagnostic value for marker-assisted breeding.
Keywords
Solanum tuberosum, GWAS, Synchytrium endobioticum, pathotype 1, tetraploid,
haplotype specific SNP marker, population structure.

Introduction
Potato wart disease, caused by Synchytrium endobioticum, induces the formation of
galls on tubers of potato (Solanum tuberosum). The pathogen belongs to the phylum
40
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of the Chytridiomycota, one of the early diverging fungal lineages. It is an obligate
biotrophic soil borne fungus producing winter spores presumably after a sexual phase
of its life cycle. These persistent spores can remain viable in the soil for more than 40
years (1). The yield losses can reach 50 to 100% and no fungicides are available
against this pathogen. Therefore, it has the status of a quarantine disease. When the
presence of the fungus is recorded in a field, no potato can be cultivated until soil tests
become negative for the presence of sporangia (2). For these reasons, breeding for
varieties resistant to the potato wart disease is essential, especially in Europe where
the presence of the pathogen has been recorded in many countries (3).

2

Breeding for potato varieties resistant to S. endobioticum is challenging. Before 1941,
only pathotype 1 was known and breeding programs produced resistant varieties. After
1941, new pathotypes emerged and most varieties are susceptible to them, because
resistance to the available pathotype 1 was evaded (4). The availability of haplotype
specific SNP (hsSNP) markers for breeders to screen their clones as well as the potato
germplasm to find resistance sources is limited. Consequently, large numbers of
laborious disease assays are needed in breeding programs. Different phenotyping
methods exist, consisting either of field trials or laboratory assays using winter (5) or
summer spores (6,7) for inoculation. Often, these different methods do not give
consistent results, they are difficult to manage and time consuming. Thus, molecular
markers associated with resistance should be identified for breeding resistant potato
varieties.
The dominant monogenic Sen1 locus confers strong resistance to pathotype P1 (D1),
hereafter abbreviated to P1. The Sen1 locus has been mapped on the north arm of
chromosome 11 (8), in a region containing several Nucleotide-binding Leucine-rich
Repeat-encoding (NLR) gene clusters. (9) described two NLR clusters (C76 and C77)
at this position of chromosome 11. Both clusters consisted of Toll/interleukin-1
receptor Nucleotide-binding Leucine-rich repeat (TNL) encoding genes. Another
dominant monogenic locus conferring P1 resistance, Sen1-4, has been mapped to the
south arm of chromosome 4 (10). Additional genetic studies have been performed
using diploid and tetraploid populations to identify wart disease resistance loci. Sen2
is a dominant monogenic locus, bringing strong resistance to a wide range of
pathotypes, located on chromosome 11 approximately 32 Mb south from Sen1 (11).
Sen3, another dominant monogenic locus involved in strong resistance to pathotypes
2, 6 and 18, was fine-mapped to the same region as Sen1 (12,13). Multiple QTLs
involved in resistance to several pathotypes or in pathotype specific resistance were
41
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also identified across the potato genome in different genetic backgrounds (14–16).
Nevertheless, few of the markers linked to Sen1 or these other monogenic loci and
QTLs have been validated in a wider panel of distantly related varieties, representative
for the entire gene pool of commercial potato.
Such a validation experiment has been performed for markers linked to P1 resistance
by (16), but the markers they tested were, inconveniently, linked in repulsion phase
with the resistance locus. The Nl25 marker, used for the first mapping of Sen1 (8,17),
was recently validated in a limited set of twelve resistant and susceptible varieties by
(18) and in a panel composed only of Russian varieties (19). Nl25, GP125 and Stl046,
all found to be linked to Sen1 in mapping populations, were screened in a panel of 89
Polish and German varieties in the CORNET project SynTest, but the results were not
elaborately reported (12). The two DArTseq markers flanking Sen1 designed by (11)
in a diploid segregating population were not validated in tetraploid varieties.
Compared to traditional linkage mapping approaches, Genome-Wide Association
Studies (GWAS) allow to include the genetic diversity of a wider panel of varieties and
to reach a superior mapping resolution thanks to a higher number of recombination
events. Aside from studies in genetic model organisms, GWAS has already been
successfully used in several crops such as soybean (20), rice (21), wheat (22) as well
as potato (23,24). GWAS has never been applied to identify loci involved in S.
endobioticum resistance, although resistance values are well documented for varieties
on National Lists motivated by the Value for Cultivation and Use (VCU) requirements.
In this study, we performed a GWAS in a panel of 330 tetraploid potato varieties
representative of the gene pool of commercial potato breeding. We identified a region
with SNPs strongly associated with pathotype 1 resistance on the north arm of
chromosome 11. Four significantly associated SNP markers were selected and
validated in two different biparental populations segregating for P1 resistance, to
demonstrate their linkage in coupling phase with the Sen1 locus. The markers do not
explain all the P1 resistance present in the GWAS panel. This suggests a more complex
architecture of pathotype 1 resistance involving one predominant gene with a major
effect along with other less frequent haploblocks with Sen1 or Sen1-like alleles, or loci
beyond chromosome 11.
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Materials and Methods
GWAS panel
A subset of the panel of 569 potato genotypes described in (25) was used, because
phenotypic data for wart disease were available for 330 individuals. These individuals
are representative for the gene pool of commercial potato, because it includes old and
recent varieties, developed for different markets, widely used progenitors, as well as
Dutch advanced breeding lines (Supplementary file 1). Because this panel is composed
of 304 commercial varieties and only 26 progenitors and breeding clones, hereafter we
use the term of varieties for this GWAS panel.
GWAS panel genotyping data
The genotyping data used for GWAS were obtained by (25) with a 20K Infinium SNP
array (hereafter mentioned as the SolSTW array) comprising 4,463 attempted SNPs
from the potato SolCAP array (26,27) and 16.5K attempted PotVar SNPs from a
targeted enrichment study (24). For 14,530 SNPs in the panel, the assay quality
allowed determination of the tetraploid scores of the markers, with a score of 0 for a
nulliplex genotype call, 1 for simplex, 2 for duplex, 3 for triplex and 4 for quadruplex.
Markers were removed when missing values exceeded 20%, when the minor allele
frequency (hereafter MAF) was below 1.25%, and when the markers were present in
less than 6 varieties, resulting in a subset of 10,968 SNPs used for the GWAS
(Supplementary file 1). The MAF threshold of 1.25% implies for a tetraploid species
that ~5% of the varieties have this SNP allele in simplex condition, which is equivalent
to the commonly used threshold of 5% in diploids.
Population structure
The population structure of the variety panel was studied using a kinship matrix,
calculated using van Raden (28), with a random subset of 1,000 markers
(Supplementary file 1) to perform a Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA), which
suggested four structure groups. STRUCTURE (29) was used to assign each variety to
one of the four groups. We used the settings advised by (30): length of burn-in period
10,000, number of MCMC reps after burn-in 10,000, admixture model, allele
frequencies correlated among the populations. We made 10 repetitions for K = 4
(Supplementary file 2).
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GWAS panel phenotypic data
Phenotypic data for P1 resistance were collected from various sources, such as National
Lists (Value for Cultivation and Use (VCU-data)), various websites and brochures from
commercial breeders (Supplementary file 3). As the scales used by the different
sources varied, we converted the scales into resistant scores ranging from 1 (highly
susceptible) to 10 (highly resistant), as described in Supplementary file 3. During a
preliminary GWAS, false positive varieties were identified (susceptible varieties holding
P1 associated markers). For some of these varieties, the phenotypic data we gathered
was scarce or inconsistent. Therefore, for 12 varieties, new disease assays were
performed to assess these inconsistencies. The re-assessment was performed during
spring 2016 by HLB (Wijster, the Netherlands) using both the Spieckermann (5) and
Glynne-Lemmerzahl (6,7) methods with 9 and 5 tuber eye-pieces respectively. Isolate
MB42 P1(D1) was used for both tests (31). The same quantitative scoring scale was
used for both experiments, ranging from 10 (highly resistant, corresponding to type 1
in Germany and type “–“ in the Netherlands) to 1 (highly susceptible, corresponding
to type 5 in Germany and type X in the Netherlands). Varieties rated in a category
lower than 8 are considered as susceptible as it corresponds to very late defence
necrosis, which can be slower than the pathogen maturation (32). For each variety
assessed, a mean score was calculated (Supplementary table 1). Hence, the final
phenotypic dataset used in the rest of the analysis included corrected phenotypes for
these 12 varieties.
Genome-Wide Association Study
The genotypic data ranged from 0 to 4 reflecting the dosage of the SNPs. For each
variety in the panel, we calculated a final resistance score corrected for the source
effect using restricted maximum likelihood (REML). After correction for data source,
phenotypes ranged from 0.85 to 10.72. The model included the source as a random
effect and the variety as a fixed effect as follows: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜1 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 +

𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣. We carried out the association analysis using three different association

models. Firstly, a simple linear regression model without any structure correction
(naive model). Secondly, the 30 first Principal Coordinates of the PCoA performed on
the van Raden kinship were included as a fixed effect in a mixed linear regression
model to correct for the population structure. In the third model, we included five cofactors (most significant markers from the PCoA corrected model) as fixed effects in
the PCoA corrected model. Quantile-quantile (qq) plots were produced to compare the
models. The GWAS models were fitted in GenStat version 18 (VSN International,
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2015). The genome-wide significance threshold – log10(p) = 4.7 was calculated by
procedure QTHRESHOLD, using the method developed by (33). GWAS results were
visualised on R version 3.2.2 using the EasyStrata package (34).
Validation populations
Populations segregating for P1 resistance were used to validate markers identified by
the GWAS. The P1 resistant varieties Desiree and Kuras were crossed with Aventra
(susceptible to P1) giving 42 (AxD population) and 35 progeny (KxA population),
respectively. The descendants were phenotyped for their resistance to P1 during spring
2016 with the Spieckermann (5) and the Glynne-Lemmerzahl (6,7) methods with 8
and 6 eye-pieces respectively. Two subsets of 9 and 17 descendants from the AxD and
KxA populations were re-phenotyped in spring 2017 with 12 and 6 eye-pieces for the
Spieckermann and the Glynne-Lemmerzahl methods, respectively. The Spieckermann
assays were performed by HLB using isolate MB42. The Glynne-Lemmerzahl assays
were performed by the Laboratory of Quarantine Organisms, Department of Plant
Pathology, IHAR-PIB, Poland with the isolate JKI P1(D1)-2009. Disease symptoms
were rated from 1 (highly resistant, early defence necrosis) to 5 (highly susceptible).
Mean scores were calculated between replicates (6-8 eye-pieces, or 6-12 tubers) within
years and between the two assessment years.
DNA extraction
Total genomic DNA was isolated from freshly harvested freeze-dried tubers or fresh
leaves using a modified CTAB-method (35). The DNA concentration was estimated
using a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and adjusted to a
concentration of 5-50 ng/μl. The DNA quality was assessed on ethidium bromide
containing agarose gels.
SNP validation
To validate linkage in coupling phase of significantly associated SNPs, Kompetitive
Allele Specific Polymorphisms (KASP) markers were designed. KASP primers design
was done by LGC Genomics (LGC, Hoddeston, UK) or in-house, using Primer3 (v3.0.0)
(36). All KASP primers are given in Supplementary table 2. Segregations patterns and
associations between markers and P1 resistance was tested using 2-tests and KruskalWallis tests respectively. All the statistical analyses were performed with R version
3.2.2.
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Results
GWAS panel structure and P1 resistance data
A panel of 330 tetraploid potato varieties composed of old widely used clones as well
as recent varieties from 14 different countries was used for GWAS ((25);
Supplementary file 1; Supplementary figure 1). A Principal Coordinate Analysis and a
STRUCTURE analysis were performed on a random subset of 1,000 SNPs (Figure 1).
The first two principal coordinates (PCo) explained 8.8% of the variance and showed
four groups in the GWAS panel. The first group (‘starch’) was composed of varieties
bred for starch industry. The second group (‘GB origins’) was composed of varieties
with British origins. The third group (‘Agria’) has varieties descending from Agria. Agria,
at the edge of this cluster, was frequently used in the 1990’s to breed for varieties
suitable for French fries. The last group (‘rest’) was composed of varieties with diverse
origins.
The phenotypic values for P1 resistance in the GWAS panel showed a bimodal
distribution, skewed toward resistance (Supplementary figure 1). The skewed
distribution reflects the historical progress in breeding wart resistant varieties. Before
the 1920s, 50% of the varieties were resistant to P1 whereas since the 1980s more
than 77% of the varieties are resistant. In the ‘starch’ structure group, most varieties
were resistant (Supplementary figure 2). Only Amado, Aventra, CMK2007-042-003,
Festien, Karakter and Lady Rosetta were susceptible (scores below 8). Resistant
varieties were also predominant in the ‘Agria’ structure group, which contained only
seven susceptible varieties (Endeavour, Fontane, Heroud, Hzpc06-11, Lady Felicia,
Markies and Sinora). The group containing varieties with British origin showed most
variation for resistance: 31% of the varieties from this group were susceptible. These
observations suggested a correlation between the panel structure and potato wart
resistance. Indeed, the 30 first principal coordinates of the PCoA were 51% correlated
with P1 resistance and were consequently included in the GWAS model to correct for
the structure confounding effect.
In view of the skewed distribution of phenotypic values, the distribution of the residuals
of the PCoA corrected GWAS including the five most significant but uncorrelated
markers as cofactors was examined. The close to normal distribution of residuals
confirmed the legitimacy of using a linear regression model for GWAS (Supplementary
figure 3).
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Figure 1. Principal Coordinate Analysis of the GWAS panel
The structure of the panel of 330 potato varieties was analyzed using the first two principal
coordinates of the PCoA performed on a random subset of 1,000 SNPs on the GWAS panel.
Each variety is represented by a pseudo-colour that scales with the level of resistance to P1
(dark colour (P1 predicted mean < 6) indicates highly susceptible varieties). The shapes of
the dots indicate the STRUCTURE group affiliation of each variety according to
Supplementary file 2.

Genome-Wide Association Study of P1 resistance
Association between phenotypic values for P1 resistance of 330 tetraploid varieties and
10,968 SNP markers with the naive model identified a clear pileup of 47 SNPs on
chromosome 11. In addition, 23 SNPs from several other genomic regions showed
significant association with wart resistance. However, when using the PCoA corrected
model, only 12 markers remained associated with P1 resistance, all located on the
north arm of chromosome 11 between 0.78 Mb and 4.35 Mb (Figure 2, Table 1). This
region is known to harbour the Sen1 locus associated with P1 resistance (8).
With a QQ-plot, the corrected and uncorrected (naive) models were compared to study
p-value inflation (Supplementary figure 4). Without PCoA correction, the distribution
of the observed – log10(p) values deviated from the diagonal line representing the
expected values under a model of no association. The model including the 30 first PCo
effectively decreased this deviation. This justifies the conclusion that other regions
identified with the naive model are false positives.
Analysis of predictions of SNPs from chromosome 11
For each of the 12 associated SNPs from chromosome 11 in the PCoA corrected results,
we calculated the false positive rate (FPR) and the false negative rate (FNR). The FPR
is the percentage of varieties which hold the marker allele but are susceptible whereas
the FNR is the percentage of resistant varieties that lack the marker allele. According
to the MAF, the FPR and the FNR, we divided the associated SNPs in three groups. The
first group, located between 0.78 and 3.07 Mb, contained six SNPs (PotVar0064472,
solcap_snp_c2_13431,

PotVar0066243,

PotVar0066295,

PotVar0067303

and

PotVar0067483; Supplementary file 1, Table 1) with a high frequency in the GWAS
panel (0.26 ≤ MAF ≤ 0.49), a high FPR between 11 and 20% and a low FNR between
1 and 15%. These SNPs descended from heirloom varieties such as Yam (<1787),
Myatt’s Ashleaf (1804), Jaune d’Or (<1850) and Pink Fir Apple (1850), of which Myatt’s
Ashleaf and Pink Fir Apple are known to be resistant. The raw data (Supplementary file
1) does not suggest that the markers from group 1 are indicative for a specific
haplotype conferring resistance in spite of their significant
48

Miami plot of the GWAS of pathotype 1 resistance without the PCoA correction (in blue, lower part of the plot) and with the PCoA correction
(in green, upper part of the plot) performed on 330 potato varieties. The association (-/+ log10(p)) of each SNP with pathotype 1 resistance
is represented. The x axis represents the physical position of each SNP on the 12 potato chromosomes (u corresponds to markers of
unanchored regions and to chloroplast markers). The red horizontal lines correspond to the significance threshold calculated with the Li
and Ji method (- log10(p) = 4.7). The strongly associated region at the beginning of chromosome 11 corresponds to the Sen1 locus
previously identified by (8).

Figure 2. GWAS of pathotype 1 resistance
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association with wart disease resistance, and cannot be recommended for markerassisted selection (MAS). The second group contained one marker (PotVar0066434)
with a negative effect on resistance. This marker, presumably linked in repulsion phase
to P1 resistance, is not useful for MAS either. The third group had five markers
(PotVar0067008,

solcap_snp_c1_2314,

PotVar0106272,

PotVar0106247

and

PotVar0105904), located more south on chromosome 11 (2.77 – 4.35 Mb), with an
MAF of ~ 18%. These SNPs had a low FPR (0.04 ≤ FPR ≤ 0.08) but a higher FNR (0.23
≤ FNR ≤ 0.25). Based on the year of market introduction of the variety, all group 3
markers are historically first observed in Pink Fir Apple and absent in older varieties.
The pattern of marker raw data suggest that these markers are in strong LD, and
belong to a haplotype that includes resistance to P1, albeit historical recombination
events led to decay of LD, proportional to the distance of the markers from the
resistance gene (37).
Table 1. Significantly associated markers in the PCoA corrected GWAS model
SNP
PotVar0064472 a
solcap_snp_c2_13431
PotVar0066243

a

a

Chromo-

Position

some

(bp)

11

p-value

Effect

MAF

FPR

FNR

787,356

6.66E-07

1.04

0.41

0.18

0.06

11

788,222

1.92E-07

1.08

0.41

0.18

0.06

11

2,060,973

1.28E-08

1.04

0.48

0.19

0.01

PotVar0066295 a

11

2,261,174

1.23E-05

0.78

0.49

0.20

0.02

PotVar0066434 b

11

2,704,904

1.63E-06

-0.84

0.39

0.22

0.12

PotVar0067008 c

11

2,773,680

1.07E-09

1.47

0.17

0.04

0.24

PotVar0067303 a

11

2,780,260

8.20E-08

0.97

0.36

0.15

0.06

PotVar0067483 a

11

3,074,626

1.84E-05

0.86

0.26

0.11

0.15

solcap_snp_c1_2314 c

11

3,928,601

6.78E-07

1.23

0.18

0.06

0.23

PotVar0106272 c

11

4,224,342

8.42E-08

1.32

0.18

0.06

0.23

PotVar0106247 c

11

4,227,848

8.52E-08

1.26

0.19

0.08

0.23

11

4,348,897

6.33E-06

1.12

0.18

0.06

0.25

PotVar0105904

c

a SNPs with a high FPR and a high MAF: not haplotype specific
b SNP with a negative effect

c SNPs with a lower FPR and a lower MAF: higher haplotype specificity

Phenotypic analysis of resistance in two validation populations
To further validate the significantly associated SNPs, we used two tetraploid
populations AxD and KxA segregating for P1 resistance. Both populations were tested
for P1 resistance using the Spieckermann and the Glynne-Lemmerzahl methods
(Supplementary figure 5, Supplementary file 4). Resistance scores obtained with the
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two phenotyping methods were significantly correlated (R2 = 0.5, p-value < 0.0001).
With the Spieckermann method, the offspring of Desiree and Kuras were comparable
in their transmission and level of resistance to P1 (Kruskal-Wallis test, p-value = 0.16).
With the Glynne-Lemmerzahl method, the AxD population showed a higher level of
resistance than the KxA population (Kruskal-Wallis test, p-value = 0.023). The
Spieckermann method showed transmission of P1 resistance was skewed toward
resistance: 81% and 68.6% of the AxD and KxA populations were resistant,
respectively. The Glynne-Lemmerzahl method, however, showed a 1:1 segregation
ratio (χ2 test p-value = 0.3) suggesting a monogenic major-effect locus. The P1
segregation analysis with Spieckermann data was flawed due to escapes, and does not
warrant to postulate a different genetic model which accommodates for differential
recognition of factors from either summer or winter spores.
Genotypic analysis of two validation populations with SNPs markers
KASP markers were designed for SNPs that were significant in the PCoA corrected
GWAS model. We chose four of the five SNPs from group 3 that showed a lower MAF,
a lower FPR and a higher FNR. The minor allele of these SNPs was present in simplex
in Desiree and Kuras and absent from Aventra according to the SolSTW array data
(Supplementary file 1). The markers were screened in the two populations and their
segregation fitted the expected 1:1 segregation ratio (χ2 tests, p-values > 0.05)
(Supplementary file 4). In the AxD population, none of the markers was associated
with the phenotypic data collected with the Spieckermann assays (Table 2). However,
all the markers were strongly associated with P1 resistance using the GlynneLemmerzahl assays. In the KxA population, the four markers co-segregated with P1
resistance collected with both assays (Figure 3).
Table 2. Marker validation in AxV and KxA offspring
Aventra  Desiree

Kuras  Aventra

Marker

PGSC 1
chr11

Spieckermann

GlynneLemmerzahl

Spieckermann

GlynneLemmerzahl

PotVar0067008

2,773,680

0.06

1.14E-04***

1.67E-06***

3.93E-07***

solcap_snp_
c1_2314

3,928,601

0.20

1.87E-03**

2.70E-05***

1.28E-05***

PotVar0106272

4,224,342

0.17

2.12E-03**

1.67E-06***

7.06E-06***

PotVar0105904

4,348,897

0.12

4.53E-03**

2.50E-06***

1.16E-05***

1

Physical coordinates (in bp) on the potato reference genome (v.4.03)
*:
p-value < 0.05
** :
p-value < 0.01
*** :
p-value < 0.001
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Graphical genotyping to identify additional SNPs from the Sen1 haplotype
PotVar0067008 was fully co-segregating with Sen1 in the KxA population but there
were eight recombinant events between the marker and Sen1 in the AxD population
(Figure 3, Supplementary file 4). To develop KASP markers closer to the NLR clusters
C76 and C77 (9), we used the 135K PotVar SNP dataset developed by (24) from which
markers on the SolSTW SNP array were selected. By graphical genotyping ((38);
operators used: allele frequency between 12 and 24%, absent in Black 1256,
Ackersegen, Y 66-13-636 and Yam, but present in Arran Pilot), we could identify a
haploblock comprising 54 SNPs including PotVar0067008 (Supplementary figure 6). As
this haploblock ranged from 2.70 to 2.78 Mb, we decided to design a KASP assay for a
most distal SNP, PotVar0066530 located at 2,706,497 Mb. The marker was indeed cosegregating with resistance but there were still seven recombinants (Figure 3;
Supplementary file 4). With operators: MAF>30%, absent in susceptible varieties
Bintje, Industrie and Arran Chief, but present in resistant Arran Pilot, 31 SNPs were
identified in high LD with PotVar0066243 from coordinates ranging from 2.03 to 2.26
Mb, but no haplotype structure was observed that would allow to develop additional
KASP markers to reduce the amount of false positives or false

negatives

(Supplementary figure 7).
Sen1 distribution and contribution to P1 resistance
In the populations, the presence of the Sen1 markers significantly increased the
resistance to P1. With the Spieckermann phenotyping method, the P1 resistance scores
increased from an average of 7.25 to 9.93 in the combined populations when the minor
allele of PotVar0066530 was present (Supplementary figure 8). With the GlynneLemmerzahl method, the average score decreased from 3.6 to 1.4. In the AxD
offspring, 58.8% and 79.2% of the resistant descendants with the Spieckermann and
the Glynne-Lemmerzahl methods respectively held the minor allele of PotVar0066530
(Supplementary figure 5). In the KxA population, 78.3% and 100% of the resistant
varieties with the Spieckermann and Glynne-Lemmerzahl assays respectively held the
minor allele of the marker. The difference between the Spieckermann and the GlynneLemmerzahl results observed in both populations might be explained by escapes in the
Spieckermann assays. The AxD offspring showed a higher proportion of resistant
progeny which did not hold the minor allele compared to the KxA population. This could
be explained by a higher number of recombinants between PotVar00066530 and Sen1
or by the fact that another allele involved in P1 resistance segregated in this population.
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Figure 3. Genetic and physical maps comprising the Sen1 locus
(a) Consensus genetic map of the Sen1 haplotype in the combined AxD and KxA validation
populations (n = 77). The Glynne-Lemmerzahl phenotypic data were used to build the map.
(b) Physical map of the chromosome 11 north arm adapted from (13). The KASP markers
tested in this study are anchored on the right according to their physical position on DM
v4.03 (39) and on the left are the NLR clusters according to (9). In grey are the markers
designed in previous mapping studies: (A) (8), (B) (14), (C) (16), (D) (11).

In the GWAS panel, the average P1 resistance score was 7 when the minor allele of
PotVar0067008 was absent, while the scores were 9.5, 9.9 and 9.5 when the minor
allele was present in simplex, duplex and triplex respectively (Supplementary figure
8), which is in agreement with a dominant effect without additivity. The number of
susceptible varieties and the variance of the P1 resistance scores decreased with the
higher dosages, which can be explained by the fact that a variety is less likely to inherit
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several recombined haplotypes. Overall, the PotVar0067008 minor allele was present
in 68% and 16% of the resistant and susceptible varieties of the GWAS panel,
respectively. The false negatives were probably not only due to recombination events
between Sen1 and PotVar0067008 but also to other alleles and/or other loci involved
in P1 resistance present in the GWAS panel.
The minor allele of PotVar0067008 could be observed in every structure group of the
GWAS panel (Supplementary figure 9). It was highly frequent in the ‘Agria’ and in the
‘starch’ structure groups: 74.4% and 74.5% of the two groups respectively hold the
minor allele. In contrast, only 56.4% and 35.1% of the ‘Rest’ and the ‘GB’ groups
respectively hold the minor allele of PotVar0067008. Selection for Sen1 containing
varieties was very successful in the starch structure group as almost 20% of the
varieties hold the minor allele in duplex.
Other P1 resistance sources are available in breeding germplasm
To identify putative other P1 resistance loci present in the gene pool, we added five
uncorrelated, but significantly associated markers from the chromosome 11 peak as a
cofactor

with

fixed

effect

in

the

PCoA

corrected

model

(PotVar0067008,

PotVar0067303, PotVar0066243, SolCAP_snp_c2_13431 and Potvar0066434). The
signal of the chromosome 11 peak was reduced due to the inclusion of these cofactors
(Supplementary figure 10). Only one marker, PotVar0067876, remained significant
considering the Li and Ji association threshold (Supplementary table 3). This marker
was not significant in the two previously applied models (- log10(p) = 0.61 in the naive
model, - log10(p) = 0.009 in the PCoA corrected model) and had a relatively high FPR
and FNR of 16.36% and 20.3%, respectively. This marker might reveal the existence
of another haplotype on chromosome 11 involved in quantitative P1 resistance. This
hypothesis would require validation.
We performed a new PCoA on the 144 varieties from the GWAS panel which do not
contain the minor allele of PotVar0067008 (Supplementary figure 11). The ‘Agria’
structure group observed in the entire panel is underrepresented in this PCoA as most
(74.4%) of the ‘Agria’ varieties hold the minor allele of PotVar0067008 (Supplementary
figure 7). A separate cluster of ‘starch’ varieties is observed without PotVar0067008
but resistant to P1 (except for Aventra). This could imply the presence of other wart
resistance sources than Sen1 in the ‘starch’ group. Likewise, the ‘GB’ varieties are a
clear group, composed of 27 resistant and 23 susceptible varieties. Again, this could
imply the presence of other wart resistance sources in this structure group. In the 71
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varieties from the ‘rest’ group, 39 showed resistance to P1. For this group, it is less
obvious to make assumptions about other wart resistance sources.

Discussion
Successful identification of Sen1 using GWAS
Pre-existing phenotypic data on resistance to potato wart disease P1 have been
collected from various public and private sources for 330 potato varieties. The
phenotypes were associated with previously generated SNP data (25). Analysis of the
panel showed four groups: starch varieties, processing varieties descending from
Agria, varieties of British origin and a miscellaneous group. Because the panel structure
correlated with P1 resistance, we applied a PCoA correction in our GWAS model to
correct for the structure confounding effect. The GWAS resulted in one peak of 12
strongly associated SNPs on the north arm of chromosome 11 where the Sen1 locus
was mapped previously. We could divide these associated SNPs into three groups: (1)
common SNPs with a high FPR lacking haplotype specificity, (2) one marker with a
negative effect on resistance, probably linked in repulsion phase with Sen1, and (3)
markers showing a low FPR and lower MAF in the panel. The markers from the last
group belonged to a resistant haplotype first observed in Pink Fir Apple. We designed
KASP markers for four SNPs from the last group and screened them in two independent
bi-parental populations. In the AxD population, a 10cM distance was found between
Sen1 and PotVar0066530 (at PGSC coordinate Chr11: 2.706.497), but no recombinant
was found in the KxA population. As all recombinants were found among resistant
offspring, escapes from the disease assays are likely erroneously regarded as
recombination events.
The Glynne-Lemmerzahl method is less ambiguous than the Spieckermann
method
Our mapping populations were phenotyped with the two commonly used methods
recommended by the EPPO (32). Their main difference is the material used as
inoculum: compost with winter sporangia (5) versus fresh warts containing both winter
and summer sporangia (6,7). Although both methods correlate well, the phenotypic
distribution obtained with the Spieckermann method was skewed toward resistance,
suggesting 15 escapes among 77 descendants. Few studies have compared both
methods. (40) reported that the Spieckermann method is cheaper and less laborious
than the Glynne-Lemmerzahl method, but the lower infection pressure and can lead to
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escapes. Escapes can be avoided in the Spieckermann method when more tubers are
tested.
Sen1 probably resides in the C76 or C77 TNL gene cluster
Our results showed that Sen1 is located north to PotVar0066530 (2.7 Mb), where the
C77 and C76 TNL clusters are located (9). Here, the Sen3 gene has been mapped as
well (12,13). However, speculations about the physical position of Sen1 relative to the
DM reference genome should be taken carefully. The reference genome has two gaps,
one of which should contain the unanchored scaffold DMB734 (13). In a first report,
(8) mapped Sen1 distal to Nl25 and Nl27 which is in agreement with our results (Figure
3). In subsequent reports (14–16), no markers flanking Sen1 were designed but
markers associated with P1 resistance were identified. When the physical position of
these markers on the potato reference genome was extrapolated, they pointed to the
same region as identified in the current study (Figure 3). In the diploid population in
which the gene Sen2 was identified, Sen1 was mapped between 1.64 Mb and 3.08 Mb
which means Sen1 would more likely belong to the C77 TNL cluster than to the C76
TNL cluster (9). However, the mapping results of this paper are different from the
mapping results of (8) as they mapped Sen1 proximal to Nl25 and Nl27. According to
(11), this different position could be explained by the different genetic background or
by the type of markers which were used in the two different studies.
A historical interpretation of Sen1 distribution in potato germplasm
The oldest variety from the panel in which PotVar0067008 was observed was Pink Fir
Apple (released in 1850, pedigree unknown), but this variety has hardly contributed to
the contemporary gene pool. Pink Fir Apple is duplex for PotVar0067008, but this does
not imply that this variety is duplex for two identical haplotypes, or two copies of Sen1.
This study largely illustrates that such historical reconstructions of the breeding history
of haploblocks with the Sen1 resistance locus are complicated. We assume that related
varieties or unnamed landraces with resistance should have existed, as PotVar0067008
is also present in the resistant varieties Champion (1876) and Belle De Fontenay
(1885), both unrelated to Pink Fir Apple. These findings suggest that Sen1 was already
present in the gene pool before S. endobioticum was first described in Europe in the
1880’s (41,42). These observations would argue for at least one minor allele being
present in early material grown in Europe. However, breeders may have introgressed
additional Sen1 allele(s) or paralogs of Sen1 along with other R genes on the north
arm of chromosome 11 such as Solanum andigena (Ryadg) (43) or Solanum
stoloniferum CPC 2093 (Ny(o,n)sto) (38). Unfortunately, pedigree analysis did not allow
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to identify a common ancestral donor for the Sen1 locus. This is in contrast to the more
recently introgressed Sen3 (13) where all cases of resistance are identical-by-descent.
About 37% of the varieties from the GWAS panel, registered before the 1960’s, hold
Sen1, against 60% of the varieties registered after 1960. These numbers illustrate well
how successful the breeders were in selecting for P1 resistance in their breeding
programs. Indeed, varieties such as Abundance, Flourball, Irish Cobbler, Jubel and
Majestic were used in many crosses as P1 resistant parent (44–46), albeit Irish Cobbler
does not contain PotVar0067008. In the GWAS panel, we observed that Sen1 was
especially selected in the starch and processing potatoes programs, where ~75% of
the varieties from the ‘starch’ structure group have Sen1, including 20% in two copies.
These observations make sense, as starch potatoes are cultivated in regions with
narrow crop rotations. S. endobioticum is often found in such areas and therefore
cultivation of susceptible varieties is prohibited to contain the spreading of the disease
(4). In the ‘Agria’ structure group, 75% of the varieties have Sen1: Agria is donor of
Sen1, and breeders selected P1 resistant progeny. Only ten Agria descendants did not
hold the minor allele of PotVar0067008, four of which were resistant (Dione, Excellent,
Lady Blanca and Vr-93-146), so we can hypothesize recombination between
PotVar0067008 and Sen1. Although we showed that PotVar0067008 explained around
69% of the P1 resistance in the GWAS panel, its false negative rate indicates that there
are likely other P1 resistance sources already present in the gene pool that remain to
be discovered.
No other P1 resistance loci identified with the GWAS
To identify other genes involved in P1 resistance, we performed a GWAS with five Sen1
associated markers as co-factor. This new GWAS model did not identify new markers
outside the Sen1 region, suggesting that no other locus is present in the potato
genome. Neither could we re-discover the Sen1-4 locus on chromosome 4 (10). One
new chromosome 11 marker PotVar0067876 (at coordinate 3,268,823) emerged as
significantly associated with wart resistance. The joint analysis of false positives and
false negatives showed nevertheless that PotVar0067876 could not be used to recover
false positives or negative predictions from our best marker PotVar0067008. The minor
allele of PotVar0067876 was present in simplex in Desiree and Aventra and in duplex
in Kuras. The expected segregation ratio would be 3:1 and 11:1 in the AxD and KxA
populations respectively. Therefore, the size of our full-sib populations was too small
to (in)validate the significance of the effect of PotVar0067876 on P1 resistance.
Another strategy to identify new resistances in the GWAS panel could have been to
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perform a GWAS in each of the four structure groups. However, the size of these groups
did not allow us to follow such a strategy.
Other P1 resistance loci remain to be identified in the gene pool
The large proportion of false negatives was explored by visual interpretation of a PCoA
of varieties without the minor allele of PotVar0067008 (Supplementary figure 11).
These groups share a specific breeding history along with being frequently resistant to
P1. One easy conclusion is to assume that within each group, another recombined Sen1
haplotype or source (founder) of resistance was used, having an insufficient allele
frequency to pass the MAF threshold or to achieve the statistical power for discovery
by GWAS. Specifically, the group of starch varieties was distinguished from the subpanel. This group contained only Aventra, Festien and Karakter as P1 susceptible
varieties. Some of the varieties from this group are known to contain also resistance
to other wart pathotypes. This is the case of Allure, Astarte, Avaya, Aviala, and Merano
(47,48). Possibly, these varieties are resistant to P1 due to other sources than Sen1.
E.g. Merano has the Sen3 gene which gives resistance to a broader range of pathotypes
(12).
Another interesting observation was that among the 77 varieties from the ‘GB origin’
structure group, only 27 held the minor allele of PotVar0067008. In the remaining 50
varieties, 27 were resistant to P1. It is very likely that (an)other source(s) of P1
resistance, not yet described, are present in the ‘GB’ structure group.
For the structure group of varieties coming from diverse origins (rest), it is difficult to
make assumptions about other resistance sources to P1. For Escort, Panda, Royal, and
Ulme, which are known to be resistant to other pathotypes (48), we can again propose
that resistance to P1 is due to another gene conferring resistance to a broader range
of pathotypes (such as Sen3 in Ulme, (12,13)). For other varieties, which are only
resistant to P1, the resistance could still come from Sen1 if they recombined between
PotVar0067008 and Sen1 or from another locus not yet identified.
Limitations to the identification of markers with complete diagnostic value
PotVar0067008 is the most closely linked marker to Sen1 that we identified with the
GWAS. However, its diagnostic value was not optimal as it showed a false positive rate
of 4% and a false negative rate of 24%. An explanation for false positives can be
recombinations which occurred in some varieties between the marker and Sen1 or
background dependency of the Sen1 gene. The explanation for false negatives can be
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recombinations between the marker and Sen1 as well, but also the presence of other
alleles or other loci bringing resistance to P1 in the panel. With the genotypic data we
used in the GWAS, we could not identify markers with a better diagnostic value than
PotVar0067008 or PotVar0066530 for which recombinations with Sen1 have been
observed in the bi-parental populations.
When comparing the physical coordinates of the most significant markers from our
GWAS study with genetic positions of Sen1 from literature and from our validation
population, we noticed that we did not achieve to identify strongly associated SNPs
north

of PotVar0066530 and

Sen1.

Was our GWAS analysis hampered by

ascertainment bias or by insufficient numbers of markers, or a strong decay of LD?
Ascertainment bias is excluded because the SNP discovery panel includes 83 varieties
of which many have Sen1. When evaluating marker sufficiency and their distribution,
it appeared that 3,104 SNP markers have been described in the first 4 Mb of
chromosome 11 (24) and that a subset of 288 SNPs were placed on the SolSTW array
(25). Their distribution depends on the baits designed for targeted resequencing and
is shown in Supplementary figure 12. It appears that no markers from the dataset of
(24) were designed between 814,888 bp and 1,416,133 bp meaning that we could not
identify markers flanking north of the TNL cluster C76 (located between 1,333,729 bp
and 1,589,104 bp, (9)). No markers were designed either between 1,417,043 bp and
1,952,061 bp hampering the design

of diagnostic markers closer to

Sen1

(Supplementary figure 12). Moreover, from a region at 1.42 Mb, comprising 146 SNPs,
only four SNPs were selected for the SNP array. This uneven coverage of designed SNP
markers in the Sen1 region in the dataset from (24) could be the primary reason that
we did not identify SNP markers with better association than PotVar0067008. By
graphical genotyping, we also observed that no marker specific to the Sen1 haplotype
could be identified north to 2,7 Mb. The lack of haplotype specificity of the markers
north to PotVar0066530 hampered the identification of markers with complete
diagnostic value.
Conclusion
This study illustrates that pre-existing genotypic data and a collection of historical
phenotypic data, allowed to screen potato germplasm for genes involved in P1
resistance and to identify the haplotype specific marker PotVar0067008 linked to Sen1,
with a false positive rate of only 4%. Because this SNP was identified using a GWAS
approach, we know that the utility of this KASP marker can be extrapolated to a wide
genetic background. We conclude that the Sen1 locus, first published by (8), is the
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most frequent source of P1 resistance, but other less frequent alleles or loci remain to
be identified. In general, marker-assisted breeding demands for SNPs without false
positives and false negatives. This paper shows reasons why this is not always feasible.
First, we could not trace founders of Sen1 and suspect a lack of identity-by-descent of
Sen1 bearing haplotypes. Second, the raw marker data describes more than a century
of potato breeding and clones with recombinant haplotypes were identified, which
illustrates the process of decay of LD between flanking markers and Sen1.
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Supplementary figures

Supplementary figure 1. Distribution of pathotype 1 resistance in the GWAS panel

Distribution of the pathotype 1 resistance scores in the GWAS panel (right stacked histogram). Colours are given in function
of the year of release of the variety. The scores ranged from 0 to 11 as we calculated for each variety a mean score corrected
for the source effect. For each resistance category ([0-2], ]2-4], ]4-6], ]6-8], ]8-11]), the varieties origin is given (left table).
AUT = Austria, BRD = Bundesrepublik Deutschland (West Germany), CAN = Canada, DDR = Deutsche Demokratische
Republik (East Germany), DEN = Denmark, ESP = Spain, FRA = France, GB = Great Britain, GER = Germany, HOL =
Netherlands, IRL = Ireland, POL = Poland, SWE = Sweden.
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Supplementary figure 2. Distribution of pathotype 1 resistance in the
structure groups
Boxplots of the distribution of the pathotype 1 resistance scores in function of the four
structure groups identified with the PCoA and delimited with the Structure analysis.
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Supplementary figure 3. Distribution of the residues of the GWAS models
Three GWAS models have been tested: a naive model with no correction (1), a corrected
model with 30 PCOs included as a fixed effect (2) and a corrected model with 30 PCOs and
5 co-factors (PotVar0067008, PotVar0067303, PotVar0066243, solcap_snp_c2_13431,
PotVar0066434) as fixed effects (3). In (a) are shown the histograms of the residues
distribution and in (b) the qq-plots. When including the chromosome 11 uncorrelated most
significant markers, the distribution of the residues is very close to normality.
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Supplementary figure 4. QQ-plot of the GWAS results
Quantile-quantile plot (qq-plot) of the GWAS p-values (- log10(p)) with (green) or without
(blue) PCoA correction. The qq-plot shows the observed distribution of association test
statistics compared to the expected distribution of associations among the 10,968 SNPs used
in the analysis. Including a PCoA correction as a fixed effect in the GWAS model decreases
the deviation from the X = Y line (red) for the lower part of the curve, decreasing the chance
to find false associations due to the structure confounding factor.
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Supplementary figure 5. Distribution of P1 resistance in the AxD and KxA populations

Distribution of the resistance means (2016 + 2017) scored with the Glynne-Lemmerzahl method (a and b) and
with the Spieckermann method (c and d) in the AxD (a and c) and the KxA (b and d) populations. Black bars
represent the number of individuals holding the minor allele of PotVar0066530. The threshold between R and S
descendants is represented with a dashed line.
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Graphical genotyping in the 135K dataset developed by (24), with the following operators: allele frequency between 12 and 24%, present
in Arran Pilot, absent in Black 1256, Ackersegen, Y 66-13-636 and Yam, an haploblock of 54 SNPs was identified including Potvar0067008.

Supplementary figure 6. Sen1 haploblock identified by graphical genotyping
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Supplementary figure 7. Graphical genotyping to develop additional KASP markers to reduce the number of false
positives or false negatives

Graphical genotyping in the 135K dataset developed by (24), with the following operators: MAF > 30%, absent from the susceptible
varieties Bintje, Industrie, and Arran Chief, present in the resistant variety Arran Pilot, 31 SNPs in high LD with PotVar0066243 were
identified.
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Supplementary figure 8. Effect of the Sen1 markers on pathotype 1 resistance
(a) Effect of PotVar0067008 on P1 resistance in the GWAS panel. (b) Effect of
PotVar0066530 in the validation populations on P1 resistance assessed with the
Spieckermann method (average 2016 +2017) and (c) with the Glynne-Lemmerzahl method
(average 2016 +2017). 0, 1, 2 and 3 represent the dosage of the marker (absent, simplex,
duplex and triplex respectively).
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Supplementary figure 9. Presence of PotVar0067008 in the structure groups

(a) Dosage of PotVar0067008 minor allele in function of the structure groups and (b) proportion of each structure group with
the minor allele of PotVar0067008 in nulliplex, simplex, duplex or triplex.
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Miami plot of the GWAS of pathotype 1 resistance using 330 potato varieties. The PCoA correction and five chromosome 11 markers as
cofactors is shown in the upper part of the plot (in orange). The PCoA correction alone is shown in the lower part of the plot (in green). The
association (-/+ log10(p)) of each SNP with pathotype 1 resistance is represented. The x axis represents the physical position of each SNP
on the 12 potato chromosomes (u corresponds to unanchored and chloroplastic markers). The red horizontal lines correspond to the
significance threshold calculated with the Li and Ji method (- log10(p) = 4.7).

Supplementary figure 10. GWAS of pathotype 1 resistance including 5 co-factors
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Supplementary figure 11. PCoA performed on the sub-panel of varieties
which do not hold Sen1

The volume of 3,104 SNPs identified by targeted resequencing is shown in blue (24). Only 288 SNPs (shown in
red) were deployed on the SolSTW SNP array (25). The position of candidate R gene clusters are indicated with
green boxes (9).

Supplementary figure 12. Physical distribution of PotVar SNPs in the first 4 Mb of chromosome
11

The structure of the sub-panel of 144 varieties, which do not hold the minor allele of
PotVar0067008. Still a large proportion of the varieties are resistant to pathotype 1. The
PCoA was performed with a random subset of 1,000 SNPs. Each variety is represented by a
pseudo-colour that scales with the level of resistance to pathotype 1 (dark colour (P1
predicted mean < 6) indicates highly susceptible varieties). The shapes of the dots indicate
the structure group affiliation of each variety.
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Supplementary tables
Supplementary table 1. Re-phenotyping of 12 varieties for which preliminary
analysis showed inconsistencies between the marker’s prediction and the
phenotype

Variety

Spieckermann

GlynneLemmerzahl

Agria

10

9.2

Belana

10

8.8

Bellanova

10

8.8

Berber

10

8.2

Caruso

10

9.2

Cherie

10

9.8

Elisabeth

10

9.6

Forza

9.8

9.8

Kastelli

10

9.7

Lady Jo

10

9

Laura

10

9.2

Starga

10

8.6

Deodara

6.9

2.2

Supplementary table 2. Primers of the KASP markers used to validate the
GWAS results in the two populations
Marker
PotVar
0066530
PotVar
0067008
solcap_snp_
c1_2314
PotVar
0106272
PotVar
0105904

Forward primer (R
allele) (5'- 3')

ATATTTTAGTGTGTTTC
TCTGTGCTGC
GGCATTAAATTCCTTAA
AACTCTCAGCG
CTTCATCTCTTTCTTTCA
TAACTCTAGC
CCAATTCACCAGGAAG
AACCAATCT
GAGCAAGTAAGCCAAT
GCCAATTCAT

Forward primer (S
allele) (5'- 3')

ATATTTTAGTGTGTTT
CTCTGTGCTGG
GCATTAAATTCCTTAA
AACTCTCAGCA
TCATCTCTTTCTTTCAT
AACTCTAGT
CAATTCACCAGGAAGA
ACCAATCG
AGCAAGTAAGCCAAT
GCCAATTCAG

Reverse primer (5'3')

GACAAAGAAAGCAGTAG
CACTTTCTCATT
GGAAAGCTTTTTTGTTAC
AAGGTGGAGAT
GATGAGGAGATTTTGCAA
CTTAAGGATCTA
ACTTCACGGGAAATTCAA
ACTGCTGTT
GCCTAGTACTTCTCGTGT
TGTTTTCAAAA

Supplementary table 3. Significantly associated marker in the GWAS structure
and cofactors corrected model results
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SNP

Chr

Pos (bp)

p-value

Effect

MAF

FPR

FNR

PotVar0067876

11

3,268,823

9.14E-06

1.08

0.23

0.16

0.20
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Supplementary files list
Supplementary files can be accessed at https://doi.org/10.17026/dans-2zf-pnd3
> Supplementary file 1 (Chapter2_S_file_1.xlsx)
First sheet: Overview of the 330 potato varieties of our GWAS panel with their year of market
release, their country of origin, the structure group to which the variety was assigned, the
phenotypic score obtained from the data in Supplementary file 3. This score was used to
classify varieties into resistant or susceptible. The significantly associated markers are
shown with their coordinates (PGSC v4.03 (39)) and their allele dosage. Our interpretation
on concordance between marker PotVar0067008 and resistance is shown in the last columns
where false positives are susceptible varieties which hold the minor allele of PotVar0067008
and false negatives are resistant varieties which do not hold the minor allele of
PotVar0067008.
Second sheet: Genotypic data input used in the GWAS. Markers randomly selected with
replacement for the van Raden kinship calculation are indicated in column B.

> Supplementary file 2 (Chapter2_S_file_2.xlsx)
Structure group membership of each variety according to the STRUCTURE results for K = 4.
These results were used to describe the distribution of P1 resistance and the distribution of
Sen1 in the different groups.

> Supplementary file 3 (Chapter2_S_file_3.xlsx)
Overview of the historical sources that provided data on wart disease resistance in the 330
potato varieties used in our GWAS panel. These historical sources include documents for
National listing where VCU data were recorded, marketing brochures from commercial
breeders as well as scientific publications. Many sources use different scales to describe the
level of wart disease resistance. Qualitative data R and S were converted into 10 and 1
respectively. This allowed compilation of the next tab sheet showing all records used to
calculate a single phenotypic score using REML.

> Supplementary file 4 (Chapter2_S_file_4.xlsx)
Phenotypic and genotypic observations collected across years and assays from the offspring
of the AxD and KxA validation populations, along with the Mendelian classification into R and
S for linkage analysis and map construction.
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Abstract
Background
Standard strategies to identify genomic regions involved in a specific trait variation are
often limited by time and resource consuming genotyping methods. Other limiting prerequisites are the phenotyping of large segregating populations or of diversity panels
and the availability and quality of a closely related reference genome. To overcome
these limitations, we designed efficient Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis
(CoSSA) workflows to identify haplotype specific SNPs linked to a trait of interest from
Whole Genome Sequencing data.
Results
As a model, we used the resistance to Synchytrium endobioticum pathotypes 2, 6 and
18 that co-segregated in a tetraploid full sib population. Genomic DNA from both
parents, pedigree genotypes, unrelated potato varieties lacking the wart resistance
traits and pools of resistant and susceptible siblings were sequenced. Set algebra and
depth filtering of subsequences (k-mers) were used to delete unlinked and common
SNPs and to enrich for SNPs from the haplotype(s) harboring the resistance gene(s).
Using CoSSA, we identified a major and a minor effect locus. Upon comparison to the
reference genome, it was inferred that the major resistance locus, referred to as Sen3,
was located on the north arm of chromosome 11 between 1,259,552 bp and 1,519,485
bp. Furthermore, we could anchor the unanchored superscaffold DMB734 from the
potato reference genome to a synthenous interval. CoSSA was also successful in
identifying Sen3 in a reference genome independent way thanks to the de novo
assembly of paired end reads matching haplotype specific k-mers. The de novo
assembly provided more R haplotype specific polymorphisms than the reference
genome corresponding region. CoSSA also offers possibilities for pedigree analysis. The
origin of Sen3 was traced back until Ora. Finally, the diagnostic power of the haplotype
specific markers was shown using a panel of 56 tetraploid varieties.
Conclusion
CoSSA is an efficient, robust and versatile set of workflows for the genetic analysis of
a trait of interest using WGS data. Because the WGS data are used without
intermediate reads mapping, CoSSA does not require the use of a reference genome.
This approach allowed the identification of Sen3 and the design of haplotype specific,
diagnostic markers.
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Introduction
The identification of genetic loci involved in important traits variation is a fundamental
step in genetic research and breeding. QTL mapping strategies are often timeconsuming and laborious. Often, large biparental populations (n>300) segregating for
the trait of interest are used, which necessitates considerable efforts for genotyping
and phenotyping. Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) are alternatives but
equally require genotyping and phenotyping of a broad panel of individuals. Bulked
Segregant Analysis (BSA) (1,2), simplify the genotyping effort as pools of individuals
with contrasting phenotypes are used, which drastically reduces the number of samples
to be genotyped. BSA consists of estimating and comparing allelic frequencies between
the pools. The frequency of non-linked loci for the trait of interest are expected to be
equivalent between the pools whereas a bias in the frequency of the loci linked to the
causal genes is expected. This way, DNA sequence variants linked to the trait of
interest are identified, which allows the development of markers for genetic mapping
and Marker Assisted Selection (MAS) purposes.
A conventional BSA approach uses a set of formerly identified markers (2,3) such as
SNP-arrays (4). Using markers not specifically developed for the population of interest
can lead to ascertainment bias resulting in a limited number of markers, which may
result in low mapping resolution. In polyploids, ascertainment bias is even a more
severe problem, as markers in linkage disequilibrium are less informative. As
sequencing became more affordable, genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) methods, such
as whole genome sequencing (WGS) (5), RNA-Seq (6) or different complexity reduction
strategies (7,8) have been applied in combination with BSA. These BSA methods,
collectively referred to as mapping by sequencing (MBS) (9), involve the successive
extraction, pooling and sequencing of the DNA of the pooled individuals. The reads
obtained from these bulks are mapped to a reference genome and variants are called
in each bulk. The allelic frequencies of the variants are compared between the bulks
and variants in linkage disequilibrium with the locus encoding the trait of interest are
identified. When WGS data are used, the resolution is increased and it becomes
possible to not only identify polymorphisms in linkage disequilibrium but also in the
causal locus itself (5).
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Methods using read mapping rely on the availability of a reference genome. Nowadays,
many crops have reference genomes available, but this is not yet the case for some
non-model species or complex polyploid species. Even if a reference genome is
available for the crop of interest, the assembly quality or completeness of the reference
can be sub-optimal. Moreover, the genotype used as a reference can be considerably
different from the genetic background of the population of interest. The wheat pangenome was studied by comparing whole genome sequencing data of 18 different
cultivars (10). Interestingly, only 64% of the genes were present in all the cultivars
and the rest showed presence-absence variations between them. This study illustrates
why reference genome based approaches for genetic analysis and crop improvement
can cause limited and incomplete results. This limitation is even more prominent in the
case of disease resistance genes, which reside in clusters of highly similar paralogous
sequences inherently difficult to assemble and highly variable in organization.
Moreover, the genotype used as a reference is often susceptible to the disease and
lacks the causal R gene paralog segregating in a mapping population. This is
exemplified by the case of the fine-mapping and candidate gene analysis of a powdery
mildew resistance QTL in barley (11). After an exome capture experiment was
performed using homozygous recombinants, reads were mapped to the barley
reference genome. Surprisingly, heterozygous sites were observed in genomic regions
containing R genes. This could be explained by assuming the reference genome is
missing some paralogs of an R gene cluster. The reads from the recombinant lines
coming from these missing paralogs wrongly mapped to similar paralogs. In this case,
a de novo assembly of the wrongly mapped reads was needed to identify the candidate
genes.
Working directly with WGS reads without alignment to a reference offers several
advantages. The use of subsequences (k-mers of k nucleotides) instead of the full
reads allows to bypass sequencing errors in the reads and allows unambiguous
comparisons between samples thanks to their invariable length. A notable example of
the use of k-mers is provided in a study aiming to identify variants associated with
human diseases (12). Here, the authors identified several disease-associated
sequences that were not present in the human reference genome. A similar approach
was applied in a panel of wheat accessions (13). The authors developed a new method,
AgRenSeq, which combines resistance gene enrichment (RenSeq) and a k-mer based
GWAS. They phenotyped an Aegilops tauschii panel with different stem rust races and
intended to identify stem rust resistance (Sr) genes. AgRenSeq was successfully
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applied to identify and clone four functional R genes independently from a reference
genome in a diversity panel.
In this paper, we describe a set of workflows including a BSA approach using k-mers
instead of variants. The Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis (CoSSA) is suitable
to quickly identify haplotype specific SNPs to develop diagnostic markers linked to traits
of interest, with or without a reference genome. As an example, we used a tetraploid
potato (Solanum tuberosum) population segregating for potato wart disease
resistance.
Potato wart disease is caused by the obligate biotrophic soil-borne Synchytrium
endobioticum Chytridiomycete fungus, which can result in dramatic yield losses. This
fungus produces spores that can persist in the soil for more than 40 years (14). In
addition, no chemicals are available to control the pathogen. For these reasons,
quarantine regulations are imposed (15), forbidding the cultivation of potatoes on
infested fields. Moreover, in protection zones around the infested fields, only resistant
varieties may be grown. Therefore, resistant varieties are an essential key to manage
the disease. The Sen1 locus providing resistance to pathotype 1 isolates has been
mapped previously on the north arm of chromosome 11 (16). Most potato varieties of
the European gene pool are resistant to pathotype 1, but only a few are resistant to
pathotypes 2, 6 and 18, all of which are occasionally detected in most European
countries. Until recently, other QTLs giving resistance to various patterns of pathotypes
have been mapped in diploid (17,18) and tetraploid populations (19–21). However,
markers with diagnostic value were not found frequently. Only recently, a combined
approach of linkage mapping, BSA and RNAseq data in a dihaploid potato population
derived from the tetraploid variety Karolin allowed the identification of markers with
diagnostic value linked to pathotypes 6 and 18 resistance on the north arm of
chromosome 11 (22).
In this study, we applied the CoSSA workflows to map the Synchytrium endobioticum
pathotype 2, 6 and 18 resistance from the variety Kuba, and refer to it as Sen3. CoSSA
was implemented with and without the use of the potato reference genome and was
successful in both cases. Sen3 was fine-mapped and haplotype specific markers close
to the resistance gene were developed and validated for Marker Assisted Selection.
CoSSA also allowed us to improve the potato reference genome that is poorly
assembled in the region of interest. Different aspects and further applications of
CoSSA, such as pedigree analysis, are described in this paper and compared to earlier
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approaches. We found that Sen3 descended from the variety Ora and was
indistinguishable from the resistance in the variety Karolin (21,22).

Materials and Methods
Plant material and wart disease resistance phenotyping
The potato variety Kuba (resistant to the pathotypes 1, 2, 6, and 18 (23)) was crossed
to the susceptible variety Ludmilla (resistant to the pathotype 1 only (23)), resulting
in a full-sib tetraploid population (KxL) of 328 clones segregating for the pathotypes 2,
6 and 18 resistance (abbreviated as P2, P6 and P18 respectively).
Progeny clones and both parents were phenotyped in spring 2016 for potato wart
disease resistance with the Glynne-Lemmerzahl (24,25) method. For each progeny
clone, five tubers were tested for pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 resistance. The isolates used
for inoculation were respectively JKI P2(G1)-2009, JKI P6(O1)-2009 and JKI P18(T1)2009. Resistance levels were scored from 1 (highly resistant, early defense necrosis)
to 5 (highly susceptible, formation of small to large warts). Mean scores were
calculated for each progeny clone for each phenotypic season (Supplementary file 1).
Chi-square tests were performed to analyze the resistance segregation ratio to the
three tested pathotypes in the population.
To compose the susceptible bulk (S-bulk), 17 progeny clones fully susceptible to
P2(G1), P6(O1) and P18(T1) in 2016 were selected. To compose the resistant bulk (Rbulk), 17 progeny clones that were fully resistant to the three pathotypes in 2016 were
selected and were re-phenotyped (six tubers) in 2017. The three isolates and
phenotyping method used were the same as the previous year. All the phenotypic
assays were performed in the Laboratory of Quarantine Organisms, Department of
Plant Pathology, IHAR-PIB, Poland.
DNA extraction, pooling and sequencing
Genomic DNA of the bulked progeny clones, the two parents, the mother (Bzura), the
suspected great-great-grand-father (BRA9089) of Kuba and of four susceptible
varieties (Alegria, Desiree, Kuras and VR808) was extracted from freshly harvested
leaves according to (26). DNA concentration was assessed using a Qubit Fluorometer
(Invitrogen). For the S-bulk and the R-bulk, 59 ng of DNA of each individual was
pooled. For all WGS experiments, 1µg of (pooled) genomic DNA was used for library
preparation and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2000 platform producing 151 bp
paired end (PE) reads (Hartwig Medical foundation, Amsterdam, The Netherlands).
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Genomic DNA of the entire full-sib population (n = 328) and of a panel of 56 resistant
and susceptible potato varieties was extracted from freshly harvested leaves using a
modified CTAB-method (27). These varieties were selected to embody the different
wart resistance sources present in the European breeding germplasm. The DNA
concentration was estimated using a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo
Scientific) and adjusted to a concentration of 5-50 ng/μl. The DNA quantity was
confirmed and the quality was assessed on ethidium bromide containing agarose gels.
Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis workflows
The CoSSA workflow used in this study is illustrated in Figure 1. All the scripts, the
software

and

the

code

used

in

CoSSA

are

available

on

GitHub

(https://github.com/cprodhom/CoSSA-workflows). The computational requirements of
each of the main steps of the workflows are given in Supplementary file 2. The forward
and reverse reads were quality trimmed and Illumina adapters were removed using
Trimmomatic version 0.32 (28) (settings ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-PE.fa:2:30:10,
LEADING:3, TRAILING:3, SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 and MINLEN:70). K-mer tables were
built for each sequenced sample by using the GlistMaker program of the
GenomeTester4 toolkit (29). GlistMaker generates k-mers lists from the trimmed reads
and counts the frequency (≈ sequencing depth) of each unique k-mer. We used a kmer size of 31 nucleotides. This k-mers size was chosen as a compromise between
sequence uniqueness (increase the k-mer size increases the chances that each k-mer
comes from a unique region of the genome) and sequence correctness (decrease the
k-mer size allows to reduce the PE reads errors). The k-mers that were observed only
once were removed from the dataset as they are likely caused by sequencing errors
and would unnecessarily increase the required computational power and memory if
retained. The GlistCompare program of GenomeTester4 was then used to perform basic
set operations such as unions, intersections or differences.
To obtain k-mers exclusively present in the R-bulk (R-bulk specific k-mers) we
subtracted the S-bulk k-mers from the R-bulk. Additional filtering steps were applied
to refine the R-bulk specific k-mers selection. The sequencing yield was 52 Gb for the
R bulk. Therefore, the sequencing depth of the R-bulk was approximately 62x
considering a haploid genome of 840Mb. Under the assumption of a uniform sequence
coverage, the expected sequencing depth of the R haplotype is ~16x, as potato has a
tetraploid genome (2n = 4x). Paralogous and other repetitive sequences are expected
to be present at a multitude of this depth.
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Figure 1. Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis (CoSSA) workflow example
1. The R-bulk, the S-bulk and (optionally) the parents of the full-sib population are
sequenced with Illumina 151 bp PE. The Illumina reads are quality trimmed and k-mer tables
are built for each of the samples. The k-mer tables contain all the possible k-mers of the
sample and their frequency (~sequencing depth). K-mers with a frequency of 1 are
considered as sequencing errors and are removed from the set. The difference between the
R-bulk and S-bulk k-mer tables is performed to keep only the R-bulk specific k-mers. 2. Rbulk specific k-mers are filtered upon their depth in function of the expected depth of the R
haplotype. In our situation, we worked with a tetraploid population in which the resistance
segregated with a 1:1 segregation ratio. Each of the progeny clones pooled in the R-bulk
held the R-haplotype in one copy (simplex) which means that 25% of the reads cover the
R-haplotype. The depth of each haploid genome in our R-bulk was ~16x so we kept the k-
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mers with a depth from 10x to 22x. If the parents have been sequenced, additional set
operations can be used to divide the k-mers in function of their parental origin: k-mers
inherited from the resistant parent (Kuba, subset A: resistance specific k-mers), k-mers
inherited from the susceptible parent (Ludmilla, subset B), k-mers inherited from both
parents (subset C) and the k-mers inherited from none of the parents (subset D). 3a. If a
reference genome is available, the k-mers are mapped to it to identify the resistance locus.
3b. If no reference genome is available, the read pairs containing the R-bulk specific k-mers
are extracted from the raw reads data and used to re-assemble the resistant haplotype. Nu:
Number of unique k-mers, Nt: Total number of k-mers.

In order to select for single copy SNPs specific for the resistant haplotype, we decided
to keep k-mers with a depth from 10x to 22x. These filtered R-bulk specific k-mers
were further divided into four different sets after comparison with the k-mers from the
resistant and susceptible parent: inherited from the resistant parent (referred hereafter
as “resistance specific k-mers”), inherited from the susceptible parent, inherited from
both parents or deriving from none of the parents. This last set, probably representing
contamination with unrelated biological material, was discarded for subsequent
analyses.
In order to select SNPs with high diagnostic value, prior to the development of PCR
markers, k-mer sets operations were used to eliminate k-mers present in different
varieties not sharing the same trait. K-mers tables were produced for Alegria, Desiree,
Kuras and VR808 which are all resistant to the pathotype 1 but susceptible to P2, P6
and P18. The union of the k-mers from these varieties was subtracted from the
resistance specific k-mers set.
For reference genome based downstream analyses, the resistance specific k-mers
minus S varieties, the R-bulk specific k-mers inherited from the susceptible parent and
the R-bulk specific k-mers inherited from both parents were mapped to identify the
genomic region harboring the trait of interest. We used BWA aln (version 0.7.12) (30)
to map the R-bulk specific k-mers to version v4.03 of the Solanum phureja DM1-3
(DM) genome (31,32). After mapping, k-mers per 1Mb bins, starting at the beginning
of each chromosome, were counted using the bedtools suite (v2.25) (33). The resulting
numbers of k-mers per 1Mb bin were plotted using Microsoft Excel.
For reference genome independent downstream analysis, the paired end reads
containing resistance specific k-mers were retrieved from the R-bulk and the resistant
parent and assembled de novo. We used an in-house developed script to retrieve the
PE reads containing at least one of the resistance specific k-mers. The de novo
assembly of the extracted reads was done using SPADes (v3.11.1) (34) (command line
options: -k 21, 33, 55, 77 --careful --pe1-1 --pe1-2 --pe2-1 --pe2-2). The
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corresponding scaffolds are mainly derived from the haplotype bearing the resistance
and are referred to as the R-haplotype scaffolds. To compare the CoSSA workflows
with and without using the reference genome, we mapped the resistance specific kmers to the R-haplotype scaffolds using BWA aln and allowing no mismatches
(command line option: -n 0). The k-mers mapping to the three biggest R-haplotype
scaffolds were extracted using SAMtools view (v1.3) (35) and mapped to the potato
reference genome using BWA aln and allowing 0, 1 and 2 mismatches. The number of
reads mapping to DM was determined using SAMtools flagstat.
K-mer sets algebra was also used for pedigree analyses. To check if different varieties
sharing the same trait were identical by descent, the number of k-mers shared with
the resistance specific k-mers were counted. For this purpose, the intersections
between the resistance specific k-mers not present in the four susceptible varieties and
the k-mers from the two pedigree clones (Bzura and BRA9089) were made.
Successively, the resulting k-mers were mapped to the reference genome or to the Rhaplotype scaffolds.
Minimum input required by CoSSA
To assess the influence of the sequencing depth on the CoSSA results, we randomly
sampled subsets of reads from the R-bulk, the S-bulk, and the two parents using seqtk
(v1.2) to simulate sequencing depths of 10x and 5x of the haploid genome. CoSSA
was applied to these two datasets, changing only the R-bulk specific k-mers depth cutoff which was proportionally adapted to k-mers with a depth comprised between 6x
and 14x and k-mers with a depth between 3x and 7x for the simulations with a depth
of 10x and 5x respectively. To assess if we could identify the same loci with the lower
depth datasets as with the full dataset, we calculated the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
for the 10x and 5x simulations, with or without intersections from the parents. Without
the parents’ intersections, the SNR was calculated as being the average number of Rbulk specific k-mers mapping under the peak (the peak boundaries are defined as
identified with the full dataset) divided by the number of R-bulk specific k-mers
mapping to the rest of the chromosome. If the parent’s intersections were included,
the SNR was calculated as being the ratio between the average of R-bulk specific kmers coming from the specific donor parent under the peak and the average of R-bulk
specific k-mers coming from the donor parent mapping to the rest of the chromosome.
To test if sequence input for the CoSSA workflows could be minimised further, we
subtracted the S-bulk k-mers from the resistant parent (Kuba). We kept the k-mers
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from the difference with a depth comprised between 8x and 18x and mapped them to
the reference genome. The number of mapped k-mers per 1Mb was counted and
compared with the CoSSA results obtained with the two bulks and the two parents.
Design of PCR markers for validation and diagnostic purposes
A haplotype specific SNP without flanking SNPs within 30 bp on each side has a
maximum of k (=31) resistance specific k-mers mapped to it. To select these “isolated
haplotype specific SNPs” for the design of markers, we mapped the resistance specific
k-mers minus the S varieties k-mers to the potato reference genome DM (v4.03). To
select SNPs coming from Ludmilla, we mapped the R-bulk specific k-mers inherited
from Ludmilla to the reference genome. From the resulting .bam files, the position of
the mapped k-mers was inferred using SAMtools and exported to Microsoft Excel. This
way, we could pinpoint isolated haplotype specific SNPs because 31 k-mers were
mapped in a row and because there were no other k-mers mapped to the flanking 61
bp sequences. The candidate SNPs were visualized in the .bam file using the Integrative
Genomics Viewer (IGV, v2.3.72) (Supplementary figure 1).
To identify resistant haplotype specific SNPs without using the reference genome, we
mapped the resistance specific k-mers minus the S varieties k-mers to the de novo
assembled R-haplotype scaffolds and isolated SNPs were pinpointed as described
previously. As we mapped the resistance specific k-mers without the S varieties kmers to scaffolds belonging to the resistant haplotype, the susceptible variant(s) of the
SNPs were not known. Knowing the susceptible variant(s) of the identified SNPs is
necessary to design KASP markers. Therefore, we also mapped the R-bulk reads, which
contain reads from the resistant haplotype and the seven possible susceptible
haplotypes, to the de novo assembly using BWA mem (version 0.7.17). Duplicates
were removed using sambamba (v0.5.1) (36). The susceptible variant(s) of each
selected SNP could be visualized in IGV.
KASP markers genotyping
A

first

set

of

Kompetitive

Allele

Specific

Polymorphisms

(KASP)

markers

(Supplementary file 3), that were used to validate the different CoSSA peaks, was
designed by LGC Genomics (LGC, Hoddeston, UK) and tested in a subset (n = 83) of
the KxL population. The clones from this subset were selected for historical reasons
(first clones of the KxL population). The KASP markers name reflects the physical
coordinate of the SNP, relative to DM. Allele specific forward primers and common
reverse primers were designed based on the 61 bp sequences of the 31 k-mers from
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CoSSA mapped to the reference genome. One KASP marker (chr11_1259552) flanking
the resistance locus and two new KASP markers designed for further fine-mapping
(chr11_1519485 and chr11_1666090; Supplementary file 3) were used to genotype
the full population (n = 328). Two haplotype specific markers (chr11_1259552,
chr11_1772869; Supplementary file 3) flanking the resistance locus were used to
genotype an independent panel of 56 susceptible and resistant potato varieties. The
KASP genotyping assays were performed by C. Meijer BV (Rilland, The Netherlands)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (LGC Genomics). In brief, 1.5 µL DNA of
a concentration of 5-50 ng/µL in a 1536-well plate was dried in a fan oven for one hour
at 55°C and 1 µL of the PCR mix was added (containing the 2x KASP Master mix, the
primer mix and the water). The PCR was performed in a Hydrocycler 16 and the data
reading was performed on a BMG PHERAstar®
A second set of three KASP markers (NODE1_7193, NODE2_18410, NODE3_17594;
Supplementary file 3) that were used to validate the “CoSSA without reference
genome” workflow was designed in house using Primer3 (37). The three markers were
designed for SNPs from the three longest R-haplotype scaffolds and tested in the
subset of 83 KxL progeny clones. These KASP assays were performed according to the
manufacturer’s guidelines (LGC Genomics, Hoddesdon, UK) in a total volume of 10 µL
with 5 to 50 ng of genomic DNA on a BioRad CFX96TM Real-Time System machine.
Chi2 tests were used to test the goodness of fit of the segregation of the tested markers
with the expected 1:1 segregation ratio. Kruskal-Wallis tests were performed using R
v3.2.3 to validate the association of the tested markers with wart disease resistance.

Results
Distribution of resistance in the KxL population
The resistance of the entire full-sib population (n = 328) and the two parents to
pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 was assessed (Supplementary file 1). The distribution of
resistance to the pathotypes 2 and 6 segregated in a bimodal fashion in a 1:1 ratio (χ2
test p-value > 0.05; Supplementary file 4A, B, E). The pathotype 18 scores were
skewed towards susceptibility (χ2 test p-value < 0.001; Supplementary file 4C) which
can be explained by a weaker resistance of Kuba to pathotype 18. Nevertheless, the
Pearson correlations between the resistance scores for the three pathotypes were very
high (Supplementary file 4D): 0.93 between P2 and P6, 0.91 between P6 and P18 and
0.89 between P2 and P18. These observations suggested the presence of a single major
resistance locus for all three pathotypes and possibly a minor effect locus improving
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resistance to pathotype 18. When transforming the quantitative scores into a
qualitative trait (Resistant or Susceptible, Supplementary file 1), we observed a perfect
co-segregation between the three pathotypes. Only a few exceptions were found where
the phenotypic classification for resistance against P2, P6 and P18 did not cosegregate. Most of these exceptions might be explained by the choice of the threshold
to call a clone resistant or susceptible.
Design of a CoSSA workflows for gene mapping
To identify sequence variants linked to the wart disease resistance from the KxL
population, we pursued a Bulked Segregant Analysis combined with Whole Genome
Sequencing. We selected 17 fully resistant and 17 fully susceptible plants to the three
pathotypes to compose a resistant bulk (R-Bulk) and a susceptible bulk (S-Bulk),
respectively. Selected clones are highlighted in Supplementary file 1. The R-bulk, the
S-bulk, Kuba (R parent) and Ludmilla (S parent) were sequenced with Illumina 151 bp
PE reads. The calculated sequencing depth obtained for each sample was of 62x, 82x,
72x and 70x, respectively, assuming an 840 Mb genome (Supplementary file 5). It was
decided not to use complete reads but subsequences (k-mers) of 31 nucleotides
instead. Indeed, sequences with an invariable length can be unambiguously compared
using set algebra. These basic set operations are less computationally demanding than
methods requiring reads alignment to a reference and allow to work independently
from a reference. K-mer tables (k = 31), containing the unique k-mers and their
frequency, for the four samples were produced and the k-mers with a depth of one
were removed (Supplementary file 5). For Kuba and Ludmilla, we observed peaks of
k-mers at four different k-mer frequencies. They corresponded to sequencing errors
and PCR duplicates (low depth), the k-mers present in one haplotype (simplex; 13 for
both Kuba and Ludmilla), two haplotypes (duplex), and the k-mers present in three
haplotypes (triplex) or four haplotypes (quadruplex) (Supplementary figure 2). The kmers with a depth >52 (4 x 13x) were assumed to be originating from multi-copy
sequences. Except for the first two peaks (errors and single copy), no distinct frequency
peaks could be observed in the bulks. Most likely, the remaining peaks are diffuse
because the bulk samples were composed of 17 different DNA samples from individuals
containing genetic variants from eight haplotypes. From these eight haplotypes, only
the resistant haplotype was present in each R-bulk individual which, theoretically,
would be twice the frequency of the single copy peak (2*7 =14 for the R haplotype).
In order to select k-mers linked to resistance, we subtracted the S-bulk k-mers (Nu
(number of unique k-mers) = 1,669,156,268; Nt (total number of k-mers) =
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45,467,875,801) from the R-bulk

k-mers set (Nu = 1,601,951,563; Nt =

34,475,435,516) to obtain the R-bulk specific k-mers (Nu = 88,774,024; Nt =
260,595,070) (Supplementary file 5). After enriching for simplex k-mers using a k-mer
depth threshold between 10 < Nt k-mers < 23, we retained 1,979,520 unique k-mers
(Nt = 23,219,641). These unique k-mers were then divided into four different
subgroups: 624,608 unique k-mers inherited from Kuba (resistance specific k-mers),
197,014 unique k-mers inherited from Ludmilla, 329,529 unique k-mers inherited from
both parents and 828,369 unique k-mers inherited from none of the parents. From this
last set of k-mers, 69% could be mapped to the potato reference genome. This set
was not used for further analysis because they were likely due to sequencing errors
and DNA contamination from an unrelated potato genotype.
To further increase the haplotype specificity of the resistance specific k-mers, we
removed from the resistance specific k-mers the k-mers that were also found in the
susceptible varieties Alegria, Desiree, Kuras and VR808 (S varieties). The sequencing
depth obtained respectively for each tetraploid variety was 46x, 46x, 43x and 45x
(Supplementary file 5). From 624,608 resistance specific k-mers, 319,443 k-mers
remained after subtracting the S varieties k-mers (Supplementary files 6 and 8). The
unique resistance specific k-mers minus the S varieties and the unique R-bulk specific
k-mers inherited from Ludmilla and from both parents (845,986 unique k-mers in total)
were mapped to 1Mb bins of the potato reference genome DM (Figure 2,
Supplementary file 6). The highest k-mers peak was identified on the first 5 Mb of
chromosome 11, where 13% of all the R-bulk specific k-mers sets mapped. From these
k-mers, 84.3% were inherited from Kuba, the resistant parent (resistance specific kmers minus S varieties). Interestingly, we observed another peak of resistance specific
k-mers mapping to the 20-21Mb bin of the chromosome 0, and specifically to the
unanchored superscaffold PGSC0003DMB000000734 (referred hereafter as DMB734).
Several smaller peaks of k-mers could be observed in other genomic regions (Figure
2). The larger and smaller k-mers peaks might represent major and minor effect loci,
a hypothesis that required validation. We decided to design markers to validate the
two major peaks and five minor peaks of R-bulk specific k-mers coming from Ludmilla:
on chromosome 3 (14 - 17Mb; 0.39% of the mapped three R-bulk specific k-mers
sets), chromosome 4 (64 - 68Mb; 0.61%), chromosome 5 (0 - 3Mb; 1.46%; 7 - 10
Mb; 2.1%), and chromosome 9 (55 - 57Mb; 0.62%) - (Supplementary file 6).
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Validation of the CoSSA results
To validate the hypothesised resistance loci positions as identified with CoSSA, we set
out to design haplotype specific KASP markers for the two larger and five of the smaller
k-mers peaks identified. To increase the chances to select SNPs with diagnostic value,
we removed from the resistance specific k-mers the k-mers that were also found in
the susceptible varieties Alegria, Desiree, Kuras and VR808. When comparing the peak
of resistance specific k-mers mapping to chromosome 11 before and after the
subtraction of the S varieties k-mers (Supplementary file 6F), we observed that the
highest peak shifted from the 3-4Mb bin to the 1-2Mb bin. This suggested that a high
proportion of frequently occurring SNPs from multiple ancestral origin mapped to the
3-4Mb bin (Supplementary file 6C).
From these k-mer sets, “isolated SNPs” were selected to design 24 KASP markers,
covering all 7 CoSSA peaks, which were used to genotype a subset of 83 progeny
clones from the KxL population. Chi2 tests were used to validate the expected 1:1
segregation pattern of the markers (Table 1). All the markers followed the expected
ratio except chr11_5505183 for which the segregation was skewed toward the
alternative allele. (Table 1; Supplementary file 1). The KASP markers from
chromosome 11 and DMB734 largely co-segregated and were strongly (p-values <
0.001) associated with pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 resistance as determined using Kruskal
Wallis tests. Upon construction of a linkage map, it was found that DMB734 markers
were positioned between markers corresponding to 1,259,552 bp and 1,772,869 bp of
chromosome 11. So most likely, DMB734 must be positioned inside one of the two
gaps between DMB148 and DMB505. Despite this misassembly, the order of the
chromosome 11 markers and the order of the markers on DMB734 were conserved
within the Sen3 locus in comparison with the reference genome.
Markers designed in four of the smaller CoSSA peaks were not associated with
resistance (p-values > 0.05). Only the markers chr09_55113777 and chr09_55354021
were associated with pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 resistance (p-values < 0.01; Table 1).
This second resistance locus was inherited from the susceptible parent Ludmilla and
shows a smaller effect on resistance than the chromosome 11 locus (Supplementary
file 7). This shows that SNPs identified using CoSSA can identify major and minor loci,
but also false positives. Hence, the SNPs identified in the peaks require validation
through marker analysis.
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Figure 2. Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis in the KxL population
The R-bulk specific k-mers from the four different sets are mapped to the 12
chromosomes of DM and to the unanchored scaffolds (chromosome 0, v4.03). For each
chromosome, the average of the number of R-bulk specific k-mers mapped has been
calculated and for each 1Mb bin, the number of k-mers mapped from each set has
been transformed to a percentage of the chromosome average. (a) Number of NLR
genes per bin (1Mb) from the DM genome according to (7). (b) R-bulk specific k-mers
minus k-mers present in the susceptible varieties (ymax = 1,208%) inherited from Kuba,
(c) the k-mers inherited from Ludmilla (ymax = 469%), (d) the k-mers inherited from
both parents (ymax = 516%), (e) intersection of the k-mers from (b) with the k-mers
from BRA9089 (ymax = 428%), (f) intersection of the k-mers from (b) with the k-mers
from Bzura (ymax = 1,205%). The arrows indicate the validated resistance loci and the
position of the DMB734 scaffold.
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Table 1. Validation of the CoSSA SNPs
SNP

R allele
donor

Association
with P2
resistance*

Association
with P6
resistance*

Association
with P18
resistance*

χ2

χ2 test
significance

chr00_20792298

Kuba

2.1E-14

1.2E-14

8.3E-15

1.5

ns

chr00_20801212

Kuba

1.3E-14

7.3E-15

4.8E-15

1.2

ns

chr00_20858042

Kuba

2.1E-14

1.2E-14

8.3E-15

1.5

ns

chr00_20872536

Kuba

1.3E-14

7.3E-15

4.8E-15

1.2

ns

chr03_15683229

Ludmilla

6.8E-01

6.9E-01

3.0E-01

0.1

ns

chr04_64488861

Ludmilla

6.6E-01

9.7E-01

3.8E-01

0.1

ns

chr04_65204393

Ludmilla

4.5E-01

1.1E-01

2.0E-01

1.5

ns

chr05_2117034

Ludmilla

3.8E-01

9.4E-02

1.4E-01

0.0

ns

chr05_8795719

Ludmilla

2.0E-01

9.0E-02

1.6E-01

0.0

ns

chr05_9254557

Ludmilla

2.3E-01

8.4E-02

1.8E-01

0.0

ns

chr09_55113777

Ludmilla

2.4E-03

9.0E-04

4.2E-03

0.0

ns

chr09_55354021

Ludmilla

4.6E-03

1.3E-03

5.9E-03

0.1

ns

chr11_799292

Kuba

7.3E-13

6.7E-14

1.5E-13

0.4

ns

chr11_1259552

Kuba

2.0E-12

1.8E-13

4.5E-13

0.8

ns

chr11_1680269

Kuba

2.2E-14

1.2E-14

7.7E-15

1.5

ns

chr11_1772869

Kuba

2.9E-13

1.8E-13

1.4E-13

0.6

ns

chr11_1919971

Kuba

2.2E-13

1.4E-13

1.1E-13

0.8

ns

chr11_2040481

Kuba

2.2E-13

1.4E-13

1.1E-13

0.8

ns

chr11_2298154

Kuba

2.1E-12

9.7E-12

1.1E-12

1.8

ns

chr11_2687396

Kuba

3.6E-11

6.0E-11

1.9E-11

2.1

ns

chr11_2815640

Kuba

2.5E-11

5.5E-11

1.4E-11

1.5

ns

chr11_3325292

Kuba

1.2E-09

4.6E-09

7.7E-10

2.1

ns

chr11_4362386

Kuba

1.0E-09

3.0E-08

3.4E-09

1.0

ns

chr11_5505183

Kuba

4.8E-06

6.4E-04

4.3E-04

6.5

< 0.01

3

χ2 tests: null hypothesis: the marker follows a 1:1 segregation pattern, ns: not

significant.
* p-values of association between KASP marker results and Glynne-Lemmerzahl tests
of 2016 (Kruskal-Wallis tests)
CoSSA data as a source for sequence variants in fine-mapping
In the subset of 83 progeny clones, we could identify 20 recombinants between
markers chr11_799292 and chr11_5505183 on the chromosome 11 haplotype (Figure
3B; Supplementary file 1). Three informative recombinants indicated that the locus
giving resistance to all the tested pathotypes, which we will refer to as Sen3, is within
a 513,317 bp window relative to the reference genome (excluding DMB734; flanked
by chr11_1259552 and chr11_1772869). We used the CoSSA resistance specific kmers without the S varieties k-mers to design two more KASP markers inside the
resistance interval (chr11_1519485 and chr11_1666090). Screening of the full KxL
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Figure 3. Genetic and physical maps of the resistant haplotype
(A) Physical map of the three longest scaffolds of the R-haplotype de novo assembly. (B)
Genetic map of the resistance region in a subset (n = 83) of the Kuba x Ludmilla population.
The chromosome 0 scaffold could be anchored to the resistance interval. The analysis of
recombinants allowed to fine-map the region flanked by chr11_1259552 and
chr11_1772869. The markers developed without using the potato reference genome are
underlined. (C) Genetic map of the resistance region in the full Kuba x Ludmilla population
(n = 328). The resistance locus was fine-mapped to an interval between chr11_1259552
and chr11_1519485. (D) Physical map of the chromosome 11 first 6Mb region. The KASP
markers developed to screen the Kuba x Ludmilla population are in black on the right of the
haplotype and on the left are the NLR clusters (7). The markers in grey are the markers
used to map Sen1 (Nl25 and Nl27) (16,18) and to map Karolin’s resistance (solcap markers
and SSCP13) (22).

population (n = 328) with chr11_1259552, chr11_1519485 and chr11_1666090
narrowed Sen3 to a 260kb region between PGSC coordinates 1,259,552 bp and
1,519,485 bp (Figure 3C). Interestingly, this genomic position contains many TNL (TIR
Nucleotide-binding site Leucine-rich repeat) sequences (Figure 3D) and matched both
the C76 (7) cluster which is synthenous to the XIa-TNL cluster (38) and RH11.1a
clusters (39).
Only two false positives (KxL9006 and KxL9201) and one false negative (KxL9128)
were observed in the full population (n = 328). Because of the scarcity of these
observations, we can reasonably assume that they were due to mismatches between
the samples used for the phenotyping and genotyping. None of the clones which
showed a non-perfect co-segregation of the qualitative resistance traits to P2, P6 and
P18 showed a recombination event between chr11_1259552 and chr11_1519485
(Supplementary file 1).
CoSSA based gene mapping without a reference genome
Identification of sequence variants by mapping reads to a reference genome has its
limitations. The genes or regions of interest may be absent or overly different from the
reference. Especially R gene clusters are difficult to assemble (as evident from the
unanchored DMB734 contig; this study), and divergent, even among closely related
haplotypes. We were interested to test if CoSSA could also be used without a reference
genome. We extracted 408,281 and 469,251 read pairs from the R-bulk and from
Kuba, respectively, which contained at least one of the resistance specific k-mers and
assembled them. The obtained de novo assembly was composed of 21,306 scaffolds
(N50 = 1,115) ranging in size from 100 until 46,690 bp (Supplementary table 1). To
locate the R haplotype specific variants, we mapped the resistance specific k-mers
minus the S varieties k-mers to the de novo scaffolds. “Isolated SNPs” were selected
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to avoid KASP assay failure due to (unknown) flanking variants. To know the
susceptible allele(s) of each DNA sequence variant, we also mapped the R-bulk reads
to the de novo scaffolds. Next, we designed one KASP marker on each of the three
longest scaffolds (node1 = 46,690 kb, node2 = 44,756 kb, and node3 = 38,969 kb;
Figure 3A) and tested them in the subset of 83 offspring. The three markers were
indeed linked to resistance and could be placed in the linkage map (Figure 3B). The
three markers were specific to the resistant haplotype and the markers present on
node3 and node1 were flanking the resistance gene, while the node2 marker fully cosegregated.
To further inquire the benefit of the CoSSA workflow without a reference genome, we
mapped the resistance specific k-mers to the three longest R-haplotype scaffolds
(node1, node2 and node3) allowing no mismatches. The mapped k-mers were
extracted and mapped to the potato reference genome allowing 0, 1 and 2 mismatches
(Supplementary table 2). When no mismatches were allowed, only 2.95%, 0.58% and
41.85% of the k-mers mapping to the nodes 1, 2 and 3 respectively could map to the
reference genome. When 1 mismatch was allowed (the mismatch corresponds to the
resistance specific SNP present in each k-mer), 25.6%, 33.11% and 66.63% of the kmers mapping to nodes 1, 2 and 3 respectively mapped to the reference genome. We
released even more the mapping stringency by allowing 2 mismatches during the
mapping, which allowed k-mers containing 2 SNPs to be mapped. With these settings,
45.17%, 60.78% and 81.85% of the k-mers mapping to nodes 1, 2 and 3 mapped to
the reference. Overall, the nodes 1 and 2 R-haplotype scaffolds contained only a small
portion of k-mers that mapped to the reference genome, which can be explained by
poor assembly of the reference genome or by huge differences between the DM
haplotype compared to the Sen3 haplotype. The node3 scaffold contained more kmers, which could map to DM. According to our genetic map (Figure 3B), the DM
assembly deviates strongly from the Sen3 haplotype in the region between the flanking
markers, which corresponds to the R genes clusters. These results clearly show the
advantage of working with a reference genome independent approach.
CoSSA-based pedigree analysis
To assess which clone in the pedigree of Kuba has been the donor of resistance
(Supplementary

figure

3),

we

sequenced

BRA9089

(suggested

great,

great

grandparent of Kuba) and Bzura (grandparent of Kuba) and obtained sequencing
depths of 51x and 47x respectively. We used the resistance specific k-mers without
the S varieties k-mers and made the intersection with Bzura and BRA9089 k-mers sets.
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Bzura and BRA9089 shared respectively 75.7% and 6.8% of the resistance specific kmers without the S varieties k-mers. These shared k-mers were mapped to the
reference genome (Figure 2). Along the seven first bins of chromosome 11
(Supplementary figure 4A), Bzura shared 99.44% of the k-mers with Kuba whereas
BRA9089 shared only 12.9% of the k-mers with Kuba. These results showed that Bzura
shared the full resistant haplotype with Kuba but it was not the case for BRA9089. In
order to rule out that crossover events on both sides of the causal gene had resulted
in lack of similarity in the k-mers lists of Kuba and BRA9089, we focussed on the finemapped interval (1,259,552 bp - 1,519,485 bp). BRA9089 shared 1.7% of the Kuba
resistance specific k-mers whereas Bzura hold 99.4% of them. In the de novo
assembled R-haplotype scaffolds we described previously, on scaffolds node2 and
node1 containing the markers flanking Sen3, Bzura shared 99.9% of the R-bulk specific
k-mers with Kuba and BRA9089 0.02% only (Supplementary figure 4B). These
observations strongly suggested that the BRA9089 clone we sequenced was not the
donor of resistance a.
Robustness of CoSSA based gene mapping
In the CoSSA workflows, we applied a depth cut-off on the R-bulk specific k-mers (10
to 22x). We wanted to assess how these upper and lower depth cut-offs affected the
CoSSA peaks identification. If the parents were sequenced and no lower cut-off was
applied on the R-bulk specific k-mers (2 – 22x; Supplementary figure 5A), the signalto-noise (SNR) ratio of Sen3 (chromosome 11: 0-5Mb) was drastically reduced from
45.15 to 6.04 (Supplementary figure 5D). The signal from the peak was still 6 times
higher than the noise from the rest of the chromosome so the peak was still identifiable.
In the case of the minor effect locus from Ludmilla on chromosome 9 (55-57Mb), that
we will refer as Ludmilla_chr9, however, the SNR was reduced from 10.04 to 1.75
which was too low to identify the peak. Therefore, the lower depth cut-off was not
necessary to identify the major effect locus but necessary to identify the minor effect
one. When no upper cut-off was applied (Supplementary figure 5C), the SNR of both
the major effect and the minor effect loci were unaffected: the SNR of Sen3 was of
45.56 instead of 45.15 when an upper cut-off was applied and the SNR of
Ludmilla_chr9 was of 10.11 instead of 10.04 (Supplementary figure 5D). Therefore,
the upper cut-off threshold does not affect the detection of the peaks but impacts the
selection against multi copy SNPs.
To determine the minimum input to supply for CoSSA to be efficient, we analysed the
CoSSA results when the parents’ sequences were not included in the workflow. When
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sequencing only the two bulks, the SNR of the Sen3 peak was halved (45.15 to 22.19;
Supplementary figure 5D) but it was still sufficient to clearly identify the peak. For the
minor effect locus, however, the SNR was reduced from 10.04 to 1.88 when the parents
were not sequenced which was too low to identify the peak. Therefore, sequencing only
the two bulks was sufficient to identify the major effect locus but not to identify the
minor effect one. When the parents were not sequenced, the k-mers lower depth cutoff became vital, as the SNR of Sen3 was reduced from 22.19 (10 to 22x) to 1.38 (2
to 22x) which made the peak not identifiable. Moreover, new peaks arose in other
positions of the genome (Supplementary figure 5A). These peaks were composed of kmers that were not inherited from either of the parents, likely due to DNA
contamination from unrelated biological material as discussed previously. This
contamination would not have been removed if the parents had not been sequenced,
making the lower depth cut-off the only way to discard it.
To further minimize the sequence data input for CoSSA, we reduced the sequencing
depth of the samples (two bulks and parents) to a depth per haploid genome of 10x
and 5x instead of 16x with the full dataset used previously (Supplementary table 3 ;
Figure 4). The SNR of Sen3 was reduced from 22.2 (16x) to 3.02 (10x) and 1.3 (5x) if
the parental origin of the k-mers was not included in the CoSSA workflow, (Figure 4A
and D). Therefore, a minimum sequencing depth of 10x per haploid genome was
sufficient to identify Sen3 when no parents were sequenced. However, new peaks arose
on chromosomes 2, 4 and 5, which were false positives, as they were not identified
with a depth of 16x per haploid genome (Figure 4A). For the minor effect locus on
chromosome 9, 16x per haploid genome was already not sufficient for its identification
when no parents were sequenced. When the parental origin of the k-mers was included
in the workflow, Sen3 SNR was reduced from 45.3 (16x) to 5.5 (10x) and 2 (5x) (Figure
4B and E). Therefore, even a sequencing depth of 5x per haploid genome was sufficient
to identify the major locus, Sen3, if the parents were sequenced. However, as observed
previously, new peaks arose on other chromosomes but the chromosome 11 peak was
still the highest (Figure 4B). Regarding the minor QTL (Ludmilla_chr9), the SNR was
reduced from 10 (16x) to 4.2 (10x) and 2.3 (5x) for 10x and 5x (Figure 4C and F).
However, many new peaks arose for the 10x and 5x datasets (Figure 4C). The
identification of this locus would then require the design of many more markers for
each of these peaks to discard false positives.
Finally, to reduce the CoSSA input by sequencing fewer samples, we simulated the
situation where only the resistant parent (Kuba) and the susceptible bulk were
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Figure 4. Assessment of the CoSSA minimum required sequencing depth
(A) Total R-bulk specific k-mers, (B) R-bulk specific k-mers inherited from Kuba (resistance
specific k-mers) and (C) R-bulk specific k-mers inherited from Ludmilla mapped to the potato
reference genome using the full sequencing depth (~16x / haploid) (red), a depth of 10x /
haploid (green) and a depth of 5x / haploid (yellow). (D) Signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the
different peaks in the case the parents are not sequenced, (E) and (F) SNR of the different
validated peaks in the case parents are sequenced.

sequenced. The difference between Kuba’s k-mers sets and the S-bulk’s k-mers was
made. The k-mers with a depth comprised between 8 and 18x, according to the peak
(n=13) of simplex k-mers in Kuba (Supplementary figure 2), were mapped to the
reference genome (Supplementary figure 6). With this reduced input, CoSSA was
successful to identify Sen3, which had an SNR of 7.39. Obviously, the minor QTL
Ludmilla_chr9 was not found because it is absent from Kuba. However, one smaller
peak arose on chromosome 2 (0-13Mb) with an SNR of 4.28. This peak might be an
additional minor effect locus. Again, a validation would be required to rule-out the fact
that it is a false positive peak.
Diagnostic value of the haplotype specific markers for breeding
To assess the diagnostic value of the resistant haplotype specific KASP markers to
detect Sen3 in breeding clones and varieties, we genotyped an independent panel of
56

tetraploid

resistant

and

susceptible

varieties

with

the

flanking

markers

chr11_1259552 and chr11_1772869 (Table 2). The resistant allele of the markers was
absent in the tested varieties susceptible to the pathotypes 2, 6 and 18, including the
BRA9089 clone which we showed to lack the Sen3 haplotype using CoSSA. In 17 of the
tested varieties, both flanking markers scored positive. From these varieties, 14
(including Bzura that contained Sen3 as determined using CoSSA) are known to be
fully resistant to pathotypes 1, 2, 6 and 18. For the other three varieties (Gawin,
Rudawa and Sonda), only a partial pathotype resistance pattern was known. We
observed several false negative varieties in the dataset, which were resistant to the
pathotypes 2, 6 and/or 18 but did not score positive to the tested markers. These
varieties likely got their resistance from another source than Sen3.
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Table 2. Sen3 markers validation in a panel of 56 varieties
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Ulme
Ultra
VR808
Zagloba
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POL
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Flanking markers of Sen3: FM1 = chr11_1259552 and FM2 = chr11_1772869. The dosage
of the FM1 and FM2 is given (0: absent, 1: simplex, 2: duplex). Pedigree information is only
shown if the variety was positive for the Sen3 markers. ? : No pedigree information is
available, n: This clone is not in the pedigree, y: This clone is in the pedigree.

Discussion
In this study, we designed CoSSA workflows for gene mapping and related applications
in which sequence variants are deduced directly from subsequences (k-mers), without
the necessity of variant calling software. CoSSA is a quick and robust method to identify
a locus involved in the variation of a particular trait. When the biggest datasets in this
study were used, the jobs parallelized and run on only one node of 10.5 Gb memory,
the CoSSA workflow using a reference genome took half a day. The reference
independent workflow required around 30 hours. The read pairs extraction step,
currently consuming 23 hours CPU, could be improved to be quicker (Supplementary
file 2). In this case study, we mapped a major and a minor locus for resistance against
pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 of Synchytrium endobioticum, the causal agent of potato wart
disease. The CoSSA workflows also enabled to identify the major locus independently
from a reference genome. Furthermore, CoSSA enabled to select for haplotype specific
SNPs to fine-map the Sen3 locus corresponding to a 260 kb interval in the reference
genome (between 1,259,552 bp and 1,519,485 bp). The haplotype specific SNPs
identified in this way proved to have diagnostic power in potato breeding material and
pedigree analysis.
S. endobioticum pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 resistance had previously been identified in a
similar region as the Sen3 locus as identified in this study (21,22). In the first study,
the authors used 195 SSR markers to genotype the resistant parent Karolin and a
susceptible parent which identity was not disclosed, as well as two DNA bulks of a
tetraploid offspring segregating for pathotypes 1, 2, 6 and 18 resistance (21).
Furthermore, the 8.3k SolCAP potato SNP array was used to identify markers
significantly associated with resistance. The authors could not validate these markers
with resistance in a broader panel of 91 distantly related varieties, probably because
none of the markers was in coupling phase with the resistance gene. Such
ascertainment bias can be circumvented only with haplotype specific SNPs. The failure
to extrapolate SolCap markers associated with resistance from a biparental study to a
GWAS panel should be expected because the SNP discovery panel of SolCap SNPs is
not resistant to wart disease. In a later study, a dihaploid population was generated
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from the resistant variety Karolin and screened with the 12.8k SolCAP potato
genotyping array (22). The authors compensated the ascertainment bias caused by
the SolCAP array by developing new haplotype specific markers using the RNAseq data
obtained from three resistant descendants. The resistant locus was mapped to a region
corresponding to a 777 kb interval of the reference genome (939,581 bp and 1,716,722
bp) which overlaps with the 260 kb interval we identified in this study.
In our study, we included Bzura, the resistant grand-parent of the studied population,
and BRA9089, a speculated donor for a resistance locus found in the German and Polish
potato breeding material (40–42). Among the 17 varieties from the tested panel
holding the Sen3 markers, eight were bred in Germany and nine in Poland.
Unfortunately, we could only trace back the resistant haplotype in Kuba’s pedigree until
Ora, a daughter of BRA9089 and Capella. Neither Capella, nor BRA9089 contained
Sen3. We re-phenotyped the BRA9089 clone that we sequenced and it turned out to
be susceptible to the four pathotypes. The impossibility to trace back further than Ora
the haplotype in the pedigree could be due to pedigree errors. Another likely
explanation is that the Capella and/or BRA9089 clones referred in literature are
different from the clones we call Capella and BRA9089 today. Three out of the varieties
that harbour the Sen3 markers do not contain Ora in their pedigree but do have Capella
and BRA9089 (Table 2).
It is tempting to affirm that Kuba and Karolin share their resistance Identity-ByDescent. Unfortunately, insufficient pedigree information is available from Karolin.
Kuba was tested with the flanking markers Kc8103 and RK36 and turned out to be
positive (22). We tested Karolin with chr11_1259552 and chr11_1772869 from the
current study and it was positive as well. Moreover, the authors tested their markers
in a panel of potato varieties, 15 of which were included in our panel as well. Gandawa,
Gawin, Ibis, Ikar, Karolin, Kuba, Rudawa and Ulme are positive to our markers as well
as the markers developed by (22). However, the pedigree of these varieties offers
many opportunities to conceive alternative routes of transmission of resistance genes
from different pedigree branches. Our study enabled to trace back the Sen3 locus until
Ora. However, Ora is not present in the pedigree of all of the above-mentioned positive
varieties (Table 2). With the current information, we are not able to call the wart
resistances from Karolin and Kuba are identical-by-descent. CoSSA analysis would be
suitable to prove sequence identity but genomic reads from Karolin are unfortunately
not available. However, based on the markers produced in this study and on the S.
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endobioticum pathotype resistance pattern, the Kuba and Karolin resistances are
indistinguishable.
Since its development almost 30 years ago (1,2), Bulked Segregant Analysis strategies
are used as an alternative to linkage map based QTL analysis and to identify new
markers in unsaturated regions of genetic maps. BSA strategies have the main
advantage of reducing the number of samples to be genotyped. In the case of CoSSA,
we showed that the minimum requirement to identify Sen3 was to sequence two
samples with contrasting phenotypes (R-bulk and S-bulk) with a sequencing depth for
each pool of 10x per haploid genome (i.e. 40x for a tetraploid genome), reducing
radically the genotyping costs. Indeed, we observed that even in the case of a relatively
high number of k-mers which were not inherited from any of the parents (likely due to
DNA contamination), applying a filter on the resistant bulk specific k-mers depth
drastically improved the signal-to-noise ratio and allowed to identify the resistance
locus segregating (Supplementary figure 5A). If the two parents are included in the
CoSSA workflow, the sequencing depth of the pools can be reduced further to 5x per
haploid genome. Sequencing the two parents along with the bulks allowed to remove
the previously described set of k-mers inherited from none of the parents. It has the
other benefit of enabling the identification of minor effect loci. For instance, the minor
effect locus inherited from Ludmilla on chromosome 9 would have not been identified
without using the sequences of the two parents in the pipeline. Indeed, the SNR was
too low, even with a sequencing depth of 16x per haploid genome, to be identified if
the parents were not included in the analysis. Another alternative in CoSSA is to replace
the resistant bulk by the resistant parent. This approach has the limitation that it will
not identify minor QTLs from the susceptible parent. An advantage could be that it is
more sensitive to minor QTLs from the resistant parent. A chromosome 2 peak (013Mb) was observed at the same position when using the full sequencing dataset
(Figure 2). This peak was ignored initially due to low SNR. In future research, we might
be able to validate this hypothesis.
The set algebra applied in the current CoSSA workflow is made possible by the fixed
length of the subsequences. Such an approach based on set algebra has been
implemented in the NIKS algorithm (43) to identify the causal mutations in populations
derived from EMS mutagenized plants. The beginning of the NIKS workflow is similar
to CoSSA: pools of mutants and wild types are sequenced, k-mer lists are produced
for each bulk and k-mers with a low frequency are removed. Subsequent steps in the
CoSSA workflow are clearly different and serve different goals. NIKS workflow is
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designed to identify the mutation causal for a specific phenotype that segregates.
Therefore, the NIKS workflow is a comparative subsequence sets analysis that
identifies a “needle in the k-stack”. The CoSSA workflows presented in our study are
designed to identify haplotype specific “k-packs from the k-stack”. Moreover, NIKS
workflow is not suited to identify k-stacks linked to dominant genes like Sen3 because
NIKS requires the haplotype of interest to be homozygous. Therefore, comparative
subsequence set analysis is a powerful approach to address different genetic questions,
but each question will require a different workflow.
Although the set algebra allows quick and unambiguous comparisons between
samples, it may be stringent as it discards all the first bulk k-mers that occur at least
2 times in the second bulk. Therefore, CoSSA works best for major QTLs that can be
phenotyped unambiguously. If the phenotyping is not straightforward, linked k-mers
will be present both in the susceptible and resistant bulks. The use of the set algebra
might also have the consequence of missing minor effect loci that will be present in
both bulks. A way to reduce the stringency is to increase the number of individuals
that compose the bulks. CoSSA offers another way to reduce stringency by increasing
the S-bulk k-mers depth cut-off, which would not require a bigger population. Instead
of removing from the R-bulk all the k-mers that occur at least 2 times in the S-bulk,
we could remove only the k-mers which occur more than

𝑥𝑥
𝑛𝑛

𝑥𝑥 𝑚𝑚

with x the depth of

the S-bulk, n the number of individuals in the S-bulk, and m the number of phenotyping
mistakes allowed (> 0).

The selection of haplotype specific variants was improved by including four potato
varieties susceptible to the wart disease. Including these varieties in the CoSSA
workflow halved the number of resistance specific k-mers. In other words, without this
extra-step, the markers we designed had only 50% of chance to be haplotype specific.
Moreover, we showed that the peak shifted from 3-4Mb to 1-2Mb when removing
common k-mers present in the four susceptible varieties. This suggested that the 12Mb region contained SNPs with a higher haplotype specificity than the 3-4Mb region.
This might be due to a recombination of the original Sen3 haplotype, which replaced
the centromeric part with a more common haplotype. Therefore, after the removal of
the susceptible varieties k-mers, only the k-mers derived from the Sen3 introgression
remained. We improved the SNPs selection as well by applying a depth cut-off on the
resistance specific k-mers. The lower depth cut-off allowed to remove noise coming
from k-mers that were not linked to resistance but were, by chance, not present in the
S-bulk or noise coming from PCR duplicated reads containing sequencing errors. The
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upper cut-off, on the other hand, allowed to select for SNPs coming from single copy
regions. The thresholds can be chosen by estimating the depth of the resistant
haplotype according to the sequencing depth of the R-bulk, or by determining the kmers frequency peaks such as in Supplementary figure 2.
The markers specific to the Sen3 haplotype were tested in an independent panel of 56
tetraploid varieties (Table 2) and their diagnostic value was tested. Indeed, none of
the susceptible varieties tested were positive to the two flanking markers. Among the
17 varieties that were positive, 14 are known to be resistant to pathotypes 1, 2, 6 and
18. Gawin, Rudawa and Sonda are only known to be resistant to P1 in addition to P18,
P6 and P2 respectively. These incomplete resistance patterns could be explained by
the fact that: 1. not all pathotypes were tested, 2. the isolates of the tested pathotypes
used for phenotyping were derived from different sources and that their different
genetic composition causes they are not recognised by Sen3, or 3. thresholds for
resistance and susceptibility were not sufficiently uniform. We found in our KxL
population plants that harboured both flanking markers but that were only partially
resistant to P18. Future analyses will learn what the genetic basis for the partial or
complete P18 resistance conferred by Sen3 is.
The previously discussed strategy to include more varieties without the trait of interest
in the CoSSA workflow to remove common SNPs could be expanded to an association
mapping type of approach. Instead of applying the method on a segregating
population, CoSSA could as well be applied on bulks from a broader panel of genotypes
with opposite phenotypes. This strategy would be successful only when the causal
genes are identical-by-descent. A similar method, called AgRenSeq, has recently been
developed (13) and proved to be efficient to map R genes in Aegilops tauschii. The
authors performed RenSeq, which requires prior knowledge about Nucleotide binding
Leucine rich Repeat (NLR) genes repertoire and also introduces a bias to NLR rich
regions of the genome and prevent the identification of other genes (non-NLR). CoSSA
with WGS data is an unbiased genome wide approach that involves moderate
sequencing costs and computation extensive k-mer counting instead of computation
intensive reference genome dependent variant calling. An untargeted association
mapping method based on the use of k-mers (HAWK) has been developed (12). CoSSA
differs from HAWK by its simplicity as it does not require advanced statistical methods
or strong bioinformatics skills. Moreover, the last step of the CoSSA workflow consisting
of assembling the read pairs containing the resistance specific k-mers instead of the
k-mers themselves as in the HAWK pipeline should give a better quality of the
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assembly. Indeed, by using the k-mers, one loses the advantage of the paired end
reads that can help resolving repetitive regions as well as duplicated or regions
harbouring low complexity levels. We overcame this drawback by selecting the
haplotype specific read pairs using the resistance specific k-mers.
The de novo assembly of the reads containing the resistance specific k-mers and the
mapping of the resistance specific k-mers to the de novo scaffolds allows to reduce the
number of candidate SNPs for which to design markers. Indeed, mapping-free SNP
calling methods have been developed (44–46) and could be used in a BSA setup.
However, without an assembly, more SNPs would have to be tested to map the locus.
Moreover, having the sequences flanking the candidate variants improves the quality
of the markers. Additionally, the de novo assemblies allow the identification of
candidate genes. For instance, (13) using NLR-parser (47) could search for NLR genes
in de novo assemblies. However, in the case of NLR genes, it has been shown that a
de novo assembly based on short reads might result in chimeric scaffolds (48). In the
same publication, by using PacBio long reads, the authors successfully assembled a
complex resistance gene cluster and cloned the causal resistance gene.
In this paper, we mapped Sen3 to a region containing the complex R gene cluster C76
which harbours 8 TNLs (7). The first locus involved in potato wart disease resistance
identified, Sen1, was also mapped to chromosome 11 near the C76 cluster (16) (Figure
3). Sen3 could be a different paralog from the same cluster as Sen1, but it could also
be an allelic variant of Sen1. Only fine-mapping and the cloning of these genes will
answer this question. The C76 cluster is in fact even more complex as the assembly of
the DM genome is incomplete in this region (Figure 3). By adding contig DMB734, we
added 3 TNLs and still at least one additional gap remains. This complexity was also
reflected in the de novo assembly we generated from the resistant haplotype specific
reads which was very scattered. Thus, we were unsuccessful in assembling the R gene
cluster using the short reads. However, our analyses showed clearly that our assembly
of the R haplotype was more complete than DM. Only 11.9% of the resistance specific
k-mers that mapped to the three longest scaffolds of the de novo assembly could be
mapped back to the reference genome with a perfect match and only 38.2% could be
mapped allowing one mismatch. This matched our observations that the chromosome
11 R gene cluster but also many other R gene regions in DM are incomplete.
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Conclusions
Overall, the CoSSA workflows were successful in mapping the potato wart disease
resistance locus segregating in a full sib population of tetraploid non-inbred parents,
with or without the use of the potato reference genome. This method is both quick and
cheap as the bioinformatics pipeline required approximately only half a day and the
price of whole genome sequencing using short reads is still decreasing. CoSSA is highly
efficient as well: in the reference-free experiment, we needed to screen only three
KASP markers to identify the resistance locus and design two valuable flanking
markers. Moreover, we showed that the CoSSA de novo assembly of the R haplotype
was more complete than the potato reference genome. The CoSSA workflows offer
many possibilities to the user such as the quick mapping of major and minor effect
loci, the identification of haplotype specific variants, the de novo assembly of haplotype
specific reads and the in silico inspection of genotypes sharing the same trait. Finally,
the different filters settings along the pipeline allow the user to adapt CoSSA to diverse
crops and traits.
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Endnotes
a

To validate that the clone BRA9089 that we sequenced was indeed not the resistance

donor, we decided to re-phenotype it. The phenotyping results showed that our sample
of BRA9089 was indeed susceptible to pathotypes 1, 2, 6 and 18 (mean scores of 4.4,
4.2, 5 and 4.8 respectively). We also genotyped BRA9089 with chr11_1259552 and
chr11_1772869 which was negative to the tested markers (Table 2).
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To identify a good candidate SNP to design diagnostic markers, we mapped the resistance specific k-mers minus S varieties to the
reference genome and counted how many k-mers map to each chromosome bin. Each resistant haplotype specific SNP can have
maximum k k-mers (in our case, 31 31-mers) mapped to itself. We designed most KASP markers for SNPs which had 31 k-mers
mapped under the main k-mers peaks. Fluorescent dyes: F = FAM; H = HEX.

Supplementary figure 1. Identification of stacks of 31 k-mers to design KASP markers
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Supplementary figure 2. K-mers depth distribution

The total number of k-mers (unique k-mers x depth) for each sequencing depth from 2 to 100 are represented in this graph for the 4
different samples (red: Kuba, blue: Ludmilla, green: R-bulk, yellow: S-bulk). For the two varieties samples (Kuba and Ludmilla), the
peaks of k-mers from simplex, duplex, triplex and quadruplex regions are visible. There is a shift in the simplex peak of the bulks as
there are 8 possible haplotypes instead of 4 as in the parental genotypes.
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The pedigree tree of Kuba (according to (49)) and the known resistance pattern of its ancestors. BRA9089 is present in the pedigree of
several varieties resistant to pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 and is thought to be the ancestral donor of their resistance. BRA9089 is present in
the resistant grand-parent pedigree (Bzura) and in the susceptible grand-parent (Karlena) pedigree as well.under the main k-mers peaks.
Fluorescent dyes: F = FAM; H = HEX.

Supplementary figure 3. Pedigree of Kuba
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Supplementary figure 4. CoSSA-based pedigree analysis
Number of unique k-mers in common between the resistance specific k-mers without the S
varieties k-mers and Bzura (the resistant parent of Kuba), BRA9089 (putative resistant
donor) and Kuba, (A) mapped to the reference genome (chromosome 11, 0 - 7Mb, DMB734
k-mers were added to the 1-2Mb bin) (B) mapped to the 10 longest scaffolds of the de novo
assembly. Orange: Kuba, blue: Bzura, black: BRA9089. The bars numbers represent the
percentages of the intersection k-mers.
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Supplementary figure 5. Assessment of the depth cut-offs on the CoSSA
results
Assessment of the effect of the lower and upper depth cut-off on the CoSSA output. (A)
CoSSA output without the lower depth cut-off (R-bulk specific k-mers with a depth from 2
to 22x), (B) CoSSA output with the lower and upper cut-offs (R-bulk specific k-mers with a
depth from 10 to 22x), (C) CoSSA output without the upper depth cut-off (R-bulk specific
k-mers with a depth from 10 to ∞). Red: k-mers inherited from Kuba (resistance specific kmers), blue: k-mers inherited from Ludmilla, green: k-mers inherited from both parents,
grey: k-mers inherited from none of the parents. (D) Signal to noise ratio (SNR) for Sen3
and Ludmilla_chr9. Black: SNR for CoSSA results when no lower cut-off is applied (2 to 22x),
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Number of unique k-mers

stripped: SNR for CoSSA results when an upper and a lower cut-offs are applied (10 to 22x),
grey: SNR for CoSSA results when no upper cut-off is applied (22 to ∞).
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Supplementary figure 6. CoSSA applied with Kuba and the S-bulk only
Kuba specific k-mers (depth 8x to 18x) obtained by the difference between Kuba and the Sbulk mapped to the reference genome.
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Supplementary tables
Supplementary table 1. Statistics of the de novo assembly of the resistant
haplotype
Sequencing
depth per haploid
genome
~16x

Number of
scaffolds

Longest
scaffold (bp)

21,306

46,690

Mean
scaffold size
(bp)
1,037

N50
1,115

Supplementary table 2. Comparison of the CoSSA workflows with/without
reference

Scaffold

Length

NODE_1
NODE_2
NODE_3

46,690
44,756
38,969

# of
mapped
k-mers
11,511
8,420
6,629

# of k-mers
mapped to DM
0 mismatches
340 (2,95%)
49 (0.58%)
2,774 (41.85%)

# of k-mers
mapped to DM
1 mismatch
2,947 (25.60%)
2,788 (33.11%)
4,417 (66.63%)

# of k-mers
mapped to DM
2 mismatches
5,199 (45,17%)
5,118 (60.78%)
5,426 (81,85%)

3

Supplementary table 3. Datasets used in the CoSSA simulations with lower
sequencing depths

16x

Sample
name

# read pairs

Produced
total depth

Depth / haploid
genome

k-mers cutoff depth

R-bulk

172,190,144

61.9

15.5

S-bulk

228,585,110

82.2

20.5

Kuba

200,579,289

72.1

18.0

Ludmilla

195,099,847

70.1

17.5

111,258,278

40

10

[6; 14]

55,629,139

20

5

[3; 7]

[10; 22]

R-bulk
10x

S-bulk
Kuba
Ludmilla
R-bulk

5x

S-bulk
Kuba
Ludmilla
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Supplementary files list
Supplementary files can be accessed at https://doi.org/10.17026/dans-2zf-pnd3
> Supplementary file 1 (Chapter3_S_file_1.xlsx)
The Excel sheet comprises: the genotypic data for all the tested markers, the number of
tubers tested per genotype, the average score of the Glynne-Lemmerzahl assays performed
in 2016 and 2017 for the pathotypes 2, 6 and 18, the individuals included in the subset (n
= 83) used for the validation of the CoSSA results and the individuals selected for the Rbulk and the S-bulk.

> Supplementary file 2 (Chapter3_S_file_2.pdf)
Computational requirements for the biggest datasets we used in the CoSSA workflows
(sequencing depth of 16x/haploid genome). We showed that a depth of 10x/haploid genome
is sufficient when the parents are not sequenced and 5x when parents are sequenced which
reduces these computational requirements. The different jobs were executed on the WUR
Plant Breeding server. Only one node of 10.5GB memory was used. When the jobs are
parallelized for the different CoSSA samples, the reference genome dependent workflow can
be run in half a day. For the reference genome independent CoSSA workflow, we advise to
allocate more nodes to the reads extraction and to the de novo assembly steps as they
require more time. The most time consuming step at the moment which could be improved
is the script used to extract the read pairs containing the k-mers.

> Supplementary file 3 (Chapter3_S_file_3.xlsx)
For each KASP marker used in the study is given: the marker name (chromosome_position),
the experiment in which it was used, the population in which it was used, the two forward
primer sequences and the common primer sequence.

> Supplementary file 4 (Chapter3_S_file_4.pdf)
Resistance distribution in the full-sib population (n = 328) for pathotypes 2 (A), 6 (B) and
18 (C). The phenotyping was performed with the Glynne-Lemmerzahl method in 2016. For
each resistance category, the proportion of individuals with the R allele of Sen3 (black),
without the R allele (grey) and the proportion of recombinants (black stripes) is given. In
(D) are given the Pearson correlations between the resistance mean scores of P2, P6 and
P18. Chi-square tests were conducted to validate if the resistance to the three pathotypes
segregated in a 1:1 ratio in the population (E).

> Supplementary file 5 (Chapter3_S_file_5.xlsx)
For all the samples sequenced, the number of reads and the sequencing depth is given. The
number of unique k-mers (Nu) and the number of total k-mers (Nt) is given for all the
sequenced samples and several subsets obtained after basic set operations for different
depth cut-offs.

> Supplementary file 6 (Chapter3_S_file_6.pdf)
Number of R-bulk specific k-mers (depth 10 to 22) mapping to each 1Mb bin of (A)
chromosome 0, (B) chromosome 3, (C) chromosome 4, (D) chromosome 5, (E) chromosome
9 and (F) chromosome 11 of the potato reference genome DM. Red: k-mers inherited from
Kuba (resistance specific k-mers), yellow: k-mers inherited from Kuba minus the k-mers
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present in the susceptible varieties, blue: k-mers inherited from Ludmilla, green: k-mers
inherited from both parents.

> Supplementary file 7 (Chapter3_S_file_7.pdf)
Boxplots of the resistance scores for P2, P6 and P18 in function of the allele (0: S allele, 1:
R allele) of the KASP markers chr11_1519485 (A) and chr09_55113777 (B) in the KxL
population subset (n = 83).
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Abstract
Key message
Sen1, the potato wart disease R gene that confers recognition of AvrSen1, is a TNL
encoding gene that resides in a cluster, synthenic to C76, on the north arm of
chromosome 11.
Abstract
Synchytrium endobioticum is a soil borne obligate biotrophic fungus responsible for
wart disease in potato (Solanum tuberosum). Potato wart disease has a worldwide
quarantine status as winter spores of S. endobioticum can remain viable in the soil for
more than 40 years, yield losses can reach 50-100% and no fungicides are efficient
against the pathogen. Therefore, it is essential to breed for resistant varieties to
manage the disease and to identify the R genes involved. So far, several loci involved
in qualitative and quantitative resistance to the potato wart disease have been
mapped, but nothing is known about the underlying genes. Sen1 was the first wart
resistance locus mapped and brings resistance to the pathotype 1 (D1) of the wart
disease. Two bi-parental populations in which Sen1 was segregating have been used
to identify haplotype specific markers flanking Sen1. Recombinants were screened for
in a population of 1,104 seedlings to fine-map Sen1. The fine-map position of Sen1
encompassed a TNL cluster on the north arm of chromosome 11 of the reference
genome DM. An RNAi construct silencing TNL genes from chromosome 11 confirmed
that Sen1 is an R gene from the TNL group, however the exact TNL gene is still
unknown. A phased assembly of a tetraploid variety holding Sen1 was used to continue
the fine-mapping of Sen1 and to identify TNL candidate genes. Complementation
assays were performed in Nicotiana benthamiana and in potato to identify which
candidate TNL gene caused recognition of AvrSen1.
Keywords
Potato wart disease, fine-mapping, Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis (CoSSA),
R gene cluster, TNL, tetraploid, de novo phased assembly.

Introduction
Potato wart disease, caused by the obligate biotrophic fungus Synchytrium
endobioticum, is a quarantine disease causing serious losses in potato (Solanum
tuberosum) cultivation. S. endobioticum is a soil born fungus, member of the phylum
Chytridiomycota. The formation of galls, a characteristic symptom of the wart disease,
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is due to a hypertrophic growth of the infected meristematic tissues. Winter spores,
that can remain viable in the soil for more than 40 years (1), are formed in the infected
tissues. Because of this long infectiousness combined with the lack of efficient
fungicides (2) and the yield losses ranging from 50-100% (3), potato wart disease is
categorized as a quarantine pest world-wide (4) and its management depends on the
cultivation of resistant varieties. To date, more than 39 pathotypes of S. endobioticum,
which are defined according to their virulence patterns on a differential set of potato
varieties (5), have been identified (6). Several genetic studies were successful to map
potato resistance (R) genes and QTLs for pathotype specific or broad-spectrum
resistance. However, up to now, no gene involved in potato wart disease resistance
has been cloned and the type of genes responsible for resistance is still unknown.
Plants rely on a complex innate immunity system to recognize and fight pathogen
attacks. The majority of the genes involved in resistance that are cloned so far encode
intracellular Nucleotide-binding domain, Leucine Rich containing (NLR) receptor
proteins that recognize effector proteins secreted by the pathogen in the cytoplasm.
The NLR proteins consist of a central nucleotide-binding domain (NB), a C-terminal
leucine-rich repeat domain (LRR) and an N-terminal domain consisting either of a
coiled-coil domain (CC) for the CNL group or of a TIR (Toll, interleukin-1 receptor)
domain for the TNL group (7). In the potato reference genome DM1-3 516 R44 (DM)
(8), 755 NLR genes have been identified among which 584 belong to the CNL group
and 157 to the TNL group (9). So far, only three functional TNL genes have been cloned
in potato. Y-1 is a TNL giving an hypersensitive response (HR) upon infection by the
potato virus Y (PVY) and is located on the north arm of chromosome 11 (10). Gro1-4,
a TNL involved in resistance to the nematode Globodera rostochiensis (11), is located
on chromosome 7. Recently, the Rysto gene from S. stonoliferum, conferring extreme
resistance to Potato Virus Y (PVY) and located on the south arm of chromosome 12,
has been cloned as well (12). In other species, TNLs are involved in resistance to
several pathogens such as bacteria (13), fungi (14,15), nematodes (16), oomycetes
(17) and viruses (18).
The first gene involved in potato wart disease resistance identified was Sen1 which
brings resistance to the pathotype 1 (D1) isolates. Sen1 was mapped for the first time
in a diploid population to the north arm of chromosome 11 (19). This region is known
to contain R gene clusters (9) in the potato reference genome and several R genes
have already been successfully introgressed in this region from different sources such
as S. andigena (20), S. avilesii (21), S. capsicibaccatum, S. circaeifolium ssp. quimense
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(22) and S. stoloniferum (23). Since its first identification, Sen1 has been mapped in
several populations with different genetic backgrounds (24–27) but no candidate genes
were identified and examined. Recently, we performed a Genome Wide Association
Study (GWAS) in a panel of 330 potato cultivars representative of the commercial
potato gene pool (28). SNP markers significantly linked with Sen1 in the GWAS panel
were validated in two independent tetraploid populations. We mapped Sen1 to the
chromosome 11 region distal to PotVar0066530 (2.7 Mb) which is in agreement with
(19) where Sen1 mapped distal to the markers Nl25 and Nl27. In DM, this region
contains the two R gene clusters C76 and C77 which contain only TNL genes (9).
Therefore, we hypothesized that Sen1 is an NLR gene from the TNL group.
Interestingly, the Sen3 gene was mapped to a synthenic locus and could also encode
a TNL.
In this study, we used a Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis (CoSSA) (29) in the
two sibling populations containing Sen1 from (28) to identify haplotype specific SNPs
and for the fine-mapping of Sen1 in a recombinant population. An RNAi construct
silencing genes with homology to clusters C76 and C77 of chromosome 11 was
designed to validate the hypothesis that Sen1 is an NLR gene from the TNL group. For
the further fine-mapping of Sen1 and the identification of candidate genes, we used a
phased de novo assembly of the tetraploid potato variety Colomba. The candidate
genes remaining after fine mapping and expression analysis were cloned and
complementation assays were performed in N. benthamiana and in S. tuberosum.

Materials and Methods
Plants materials
For the fine-mapping of Sen1, we used the two populations Aventra x Desiree (AxD)
and Kuras x Aventra (KxA) from (28), segregating for S. endobioticum pathotype 1
(D1) resistance, hereafter referred as P1. A resistant bulk, named AxDK_Sen1_RB,
was composed of 13 and 11 descendants from the AxD and the KxA populations
respectively (Supplementary file 1). The descendants from the AxDK_Sen1_RB bulk
were selected because of their resistance to P1 and because they hold the minor allele
of PotVar0066530, linked to Sen1. A susceptible bulk, named AxDK_SB, composed of
5 and 5 progeny clones from the AxD and the KxA populations respectively, were
selected based on their susceptibility to P1 and the absence of the minor allele of
PotVar0066530.
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To identify more recombinants, an additional 1,104 seedlings from Aventra x Desiree
were sown in vitro. Seedlings were screened with two KASP (Kompetitive Allele Specific
PCR) markers flanking Sen1 to identify recombinants.
DNA extraction, Whole Genome Sequencing with short reads and Nanopore
sequencing
Genomic DNA of the descendants selected for the bulks (AxDK_Sen1_RB bulk and
AxDK_SB) and the three parents (Aventra, Desiree, Kuras) was extracted from freshly
harvested leaves according to (30) and purified using the Qiagen DNeasy Plant Mini
Kit. The DNA concentration was assessed using a Qubit Fluorometer (Invitrogen). For
AxDK_Sen1_RB and AxDK_SB, 42 ng and 100 ng of DNA of each individual was pooled
respectively. For all the WGS samples, 1 µg of (pooled) genomic DNA was used for the
library preparation. Each sample was sequenced on an Illumina platform generating
150 bp paired end (PE) reads (Hartwig Medical foundation, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands).
The DNA extraction of the AxD (n = 42) and the AxK populations (n = 35) was
performed by (28) from freshly harvested freeze-dried tubers or fresh leaves according
to (30). Genomic DNA of the recombinants screening population (Aventra x Desiree, n
= 1,104) was extracted from freshly harvested leaves from in vitro material according
to (30). The DNA quality was assessed on ethidium bromide containing agarose gels.
For the markers assays, the DNA concentration was estimated using a Nanodrop ND1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and adjusted to a concentration of 5 to
50 ng/μl.
DNA of the variety Colomba was extracted with the protocol described in (31) with
some modifications. The DNA library was constructed using the 1D DNA ligation
sequencing kit SQK-LSK109. 1 µg of DNA, measured with a Qubit Fluorometer
(Invitrogen), was used. The DNA library was sequenced on MinION using R9.4.1 FLOMIN106 flow cells (Oxford Nanopore Technologies).
RNA extraction and RNAseq
In vitro plants of Deodara, Desiree, Kuras and the Kuras RNAi plant AI124-03 were
grown three weeks in the greenhouse to reach the developmental stage used for
agroinfiltrations. Leaf samples were taken from fully grown leaves. RNA was extracted
for the three genotypes with the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, The Netherlands).
Concentration and quality of the RNA was assessed using a Nanodrop ND-1000
spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). For Desiree, 1.25 µg in 25 µL was sent for
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sequencing on a NextSeq500 platform with 150 bp PE reads (MAD Dutch Genomics
Service & Support Provider, Amsterdam, Netherlands). For Deodara, Kuras and AI12403, 3 µg in 30 µL were sent for sequencing on a BGISEQ-500 platform (BGI-Shenzhen,
Shenzhen, China) with 100 bp PE, 150 bp PE and 150 bp PE reads respectively.
CoSSA to map and fine-map Sen1 using the reference genome
To identify SNPs linked in coupling phase with Sen1, we conducted a Comparative
Subsequence Sets Analysis (CoSSA) as described in (29). In brief, k-mer tables (k =
31) were produced using the glistmaker function of GenomeTester4 (32) for
AxDK_Sen1_RB, AxDK_SB and the three parents. The k-mers with a frequency (~
depth) of 1 were removed. To select for k-mers specific to the AxDK_Sen1_RB bulk,
the difference between

AxDK_Sen1_RB and AxDK_SB was made using the

glistcompare function of GenomeTester4. Moreover, to select for k-mers coming from
single copy and simplex sequences, only AxDK_Sen1_RB bulk specific k-mers with a
frequency between 9x and 27x were kept. These k-mers were then divided in eight
different sets: inherited from Desiree, from Kuras, from Aventra, from Desiree and
Kuras (hereafter called Sen1 specific k-mers), from Desiree and Aventra, from Kuras
and Aventra, from the three parents and from none of the parents. This last set was
discarded from further analysis as it contained sequencing errors and DNA
contamination. The seven AxDK_Sen1_RB bulk specific k-mers sets were mapped to
the potato reference genome Solanum phureja DM1-3 (DM) version 4.03 (8,33). The
number of k-mers mapping to each chromosome 1Mb bin were counted using the
bedtools suite (v2.25) (34) and plotted in Microsoft Excel.
Phenotyping using AvrSen1
The 56 recombinants were phenotyped with the effector AvrSen1 which is specifically
recognized by Sen1. AvrSen1 was transiently expressed in the leaves of the
recombinants and positive and negative controls as described in (35). For each
recombinant, 3 leaves/plant and 3 plants/genotype were agroinfiltrated with a positive
control, a negative control and AvrSen1. The optical density (OD) used for each
construct was 0.3. When results were not clear, the experiments were repeated. The
positive controls used were either the co-agroinfiltration of R8/Avr8 (36) or the coagroinfiltration of R3b/Avr3b (37). The negative controls used were R8 or R3b alone.
Negative and positive control plants known to contain or not Sen1 were included in
each experiment. Three days after the agroinfiltration, the Hypersensitive Responses
(HR) were scored with a quantitative scale ranging from 0 (no HR), to 1 (50 % cell
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death), to 2 (100 % cell death in the infiltrated zone) (35). In the end, each
recombinant was given a qualitative score in function of its recognition (HR) or nonrecognition (n) of AvrSen1.
The RNAi plants were also phenotyped for their HR responses to AvrSen1. As the
silencing through the RNAi system is partial, we used different ODs for the
agroinfiltration of AvrSen1 to measure the reduction in Avrsen1 response. ODs of 0.3,
0.1, 0.03, 0.01 were used in the first three experiments and ODs of 0.02, 0.01, 0.005
and 0.0025 were used in the last experiment. For each RNAi plant and the
untransformed genotypes (Desiree and Kuras),

3

leaves/plant and 3 to

6

plants/genotype were agroinfiltrated. The phenotyping of RNAi plants which showed
HR reduction was repeated. Two days after the agroinfiltration, a quantitative score
was given for each agroinfiltration. Kruskal-Wallis test and post-hoc non-parametric
multiple comparisons Dunn’s test were performed to validate if the HR responses
differed between the genotypes. All the statistical tests were performed on R v3.5.0
(38).
Selection of Sen1 haplotype specific scaffolds
A haplotype-phased de novo assembly of the tetraploid variety Colomba which is
resistant to P1 (39) was generated by NRGene (NRGene, Nes Ziona, Israel) with the
v3.0 of DeNovoMagicTM (https://www.nrgene.com/solutions/denovomagic/). As the
Colomba assembly was not ordered into chromosomes, we used the Sen1 specific kmers from CoSSA to select the Colomba scaffolds belonging to the Sen1 haplotype. We
mapped the Sen1 specific k-mers to the full Colomba assembly with BWA aln allowing
0 mismatches (command line option: -n 0) (40). The number of Sen1 specific k-mers
mapped to each Colomba scaffold was determined using Qualimap v2.2 (41).
Annotation of candidate genes
Putative NLR genes were searched on the five Sen1 haplotype scaffolds with NLRAnnotator (42) using the standard parameters. The genes present on these scaffolds
were predicted using Augustus v3.3.1 (reference species = tomato) (43). To inquire
about the completeness of NLR gene prediction by Augustus, we searched for the NLR
motifs from (44) using the motif alignment and search tool (MAST) from the MEME
suite (45). To inquire about the expression of the candidate genes, we trimmed the
RNAseq data of Desiree, Kuras, AI124-03 (RNAi plant) and Deodara (negative control)
using

Trimmomatic

version

0.32

(46)

(settings

LEADING:3

TRAILING:3

SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:70) and mapped the trimmed reads to the fine131
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mapped region using STAR with stringent settings (option -- outFilterMismatchNmax
0) (47). The alignment files and coverage plots were visualized in IGV v2.3.72 (48).
RNAseq based expression analysis of candidate genes
Reads unique for the different candidate genes were selected. To do so, we extracted
with SAMtools view (49) the Sen1 specific k-mers which mapped to each candidate
gene with a mapping quality greater than 10 (option -q 10). The RNAseq reads from
each sequenced sample containing the Sen1 specific k-mers having a mapping quality
> 10 were retrieved using the kfastqfilter script from (29). The number of extracted
reads was counted and compared between the samples.
Gap filling using long reads
To fill the gap in the sequence of the candidate gene NLR_5, we used Nanopore reads
from the variety Colomba. To identify the long-reads spanning the candidate gene, we
selected the reads with a size > 10kb and mapped them to the Colomba phased
assembly using minimap2 (50). The reads mapping to the fine-mapping interval with
a mapping quality of 60 were retrieved using Samtools view. To maximize the chances
that the selected long-reads were specific to the resistant haplotype, we mapped to
them the Sen1 specific k-mers allowing 0 mismatches (option -n 0 of bwa aln as
described previously) and kept the reads with at least 31 k-mers mapped. The selected
long-reads were assembled using Canu v1.8 (51).
KASP markers genotyping
For the mapping and fine-mapping of Sen1, KASP markers were designed using the
reference genome and using the phased re-assembly of Colomba to define the
alternative allele. The KASP markers were designed using the CoSSA output as
described in (29). All the primers of the markers designed in this study are available
in Supplementary file 2. The KASP assays were performed as described in (29).
RNAi plants construction
A general RNAi construct was designed to silence the TNLs from the chromosome 11
clusters. As a template to design the RNAi construct, we used the Rpi-cap1 gene
candidate CAP19H1gn16 which belongs to the same TNL cluster. Alignments were
made with all the TNLs from clusters C49 and C51 (44) to check the presence of
common sequences of at least 21bp in a row. The primers used to amplify the
wratchr11en1 RNAi fragment were: wratchr11en1-1F1 caccCTGTGCTCGATGGAAGTAT
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GATGTCT and wratchr11en1-1R1 TCTGCATCCCCTCAACATCATCC. The RNAi fragment
of a size of 400 bp was amplified using Phusion polymerase (ThermoFisher Scientific
F530L),

cloned

via

pEntr/D-Topo

kit

(ThermoFisher

Scientific

K240020)

to

pHellsgate12 (51) using the Gateway™ LR Clonase™ II system and transformed to
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain AGL + VirG (52) with a standard electroporation
procedure. The transformation to plants was performed in the variety Kuras as
described in (53).
Candidate genes cloning and complementation assays
The predicted CDSs of the two best candidate genes were synthesized by GenScript
(GenScript, Leiden, The Netherlands) with the standard Gene Synthesis procedure,
with adding the Gateway att L1/L2 sites, with avoiding the restriction sites of BpiI and
BsaI (without any amino acid changes) but without any codon optimization. The gene
expression constructs were cloned into pK7WG2 using the Gateway™ LR Clonase™ II
system and transformed to A. tumefaciens strain AGL + VirG (52) with a standard
electroporation procedure. The correct sequence of the CDSs was confirmed using
Sanger sequencing.
Complementation assays with AvrSen1 were performed in N. benthamiana and in S.
tuberosum as described previously. For each experiment, Avr8/R8 was used as a
positive control and AvrSen1 and the candidate genes alone were used as negative
controls. Each candidate gene was then co-infiltrated with AvrSen1, separately and
also combined. For the complementation assays in potato, we selected three genotypes
that did not contain Sen1: one genotype from the AxD population (12-352-19) and
two genotypes from the KxA population (12-380-24 and 12-380-36). For each
complementation experiment, two plants of each genotype, three leaves per plant and
two different ODs were tested (0.6 and 0.3). For the complementation assays in N.
benthamiana, three plants per experiment, three leaves per plant and two different
ODs were tested (1.2 and 0.6). As a positive control for the AvrSen1 construct, we
agroinfiltrated the Sen1 positive AxD descendant 12-352-30.

Results
CoSSA to identify Sen1 flanking markers
As a first step towards fine mapping, we identified markers that flanked Sen1. To
identify Sen1 haplotype specific SNPs, we pursued a CoSSA strategy. Pools of genomic
DNA were made to build the AxDK_Sen1_RB and AxDK_SB bulks composed of 24
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individuals holding the minor allele of PotVar0066530 and being resistant to P1, and
10 individuals without the minor allele of PotVar0066530 and susceptible to P1,
respectively (Supplementary file 1). The two bulks and the three parents were
sequenced (Supplementary file 3). K-mer tables were produced for each sample
(Supplementary Figure 1). The difference between AxDK_Sen1_RB and AxDK_SB kmers was made resulting in 718,151,348 k-mers (Nt) among which 197,803,897 were
unique (Nu). K-mers with a frequency between 9x and 27x corresponding to genomic
regions present in one copy were kept (Nt = 137,353,036, Nu = 12,031,271) and
divided in several subsets in function of their parental origin (Supplementary file 3)
and mapped to the potato reference genome (Figure 1).
A high peak of the Sen1 specific k-mer (= AxDK_Sen1_RB bulk specific k-mers
inherited by Desiree and Kuras) was observed on the north arm of chromosome 11,
where Sen1 has been mapped before (Figure 1, b). This peak was located on the 16
first bins of chromosome 11 and we could observe that it was composed of a first high
peak located between 300 kb and 4.6 Mb and a second flat peak between 6,8 Mb and
15.7 Mb (Supplementary Figure 2). Both peaks contained 711,873 k-mers, which is
5.9% of the total. A new marker at the beginning of the first peak of Sen1 specific kmers was designed at 384,068 bp (AxDK_ch11_384068) (Supplementary Figure 2).
On the chromosome 0 containing the unanchored scaffolds of the reference genome,
a peak of 48,567 Sen1 specific k-mers was observed between 20 Mb and 21 Mb. This
bin contains the superscaffold DMB734 which was recently anchored to the north arm
of chromosome 11 (29). Another broad peak composed of 1,302,280 Sen1 specific kmers was observed on chromosome 4 between 25 Mb and 46 Mb. Regarding the
AxDK_Sen1_RB bulk specific k-mers from the other subsets (Figure 1, c to h), we
observed an interesting peak located between 47 Mb and 52 Mb on the south arm of
chromosome 5, composed of 93,831 k-mers inherited from Aventra.
Screening for recombinants, recombinants phenotyping and Sen1 finemapping using DM
To screen for recombinants, we used DM_11_384068 and the flanking marker
PotVar0106272 identified in (28). With these two KASP markers, we screened 1,104
progeny clones from the cross between Aventra and Desiree and identified 56
recombinants (Figure 2, Supplementary file 4).
From the 56 identified recombinants, 48 could be phenotyped using the S.
endobioticum effector AvrSen1 which triggers HR in Sen1 plants (Figure 3). The eight
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Figure 1. Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis (CoSSA) to map Sen1
The Sen1-bulk specific k-mers from seven different sets were mapped to the 12 potato
chromosomes of DM v4.03 and to the unanchored scaffolds (chromosome 0). The average
number of AxDK_Sen1_RB bulk specific k-mers mapped to each chromosome has been
calculated and for each 1Mb bin of each chromosome, the number of mapped k-mers from
each k-mer set has been transformed to a percentage of the chromosome average (y max =
549%). a Number of NLR genes from DM according to (9) per 1Mb bin. Sen1 bulk specific
k-mers inherited b from Desiree and Kuras = Sen1 specific k-mers, c from Aventra, d from
Desiree, e from Kuras, f from Desiree and Aventra, g from Kuras and Aventra and h from
the three parents.
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Figure 2. Mapping, fine-mapping and candidate genes identification for Sen1
a Genetic map of the Sen1 region in the combined AxD (n = 42) and AxK (n = 35)
populations. b Genetic map of the Sen1 region in the recombinants screening population
(Aventra x Desiree, n = 1,104). c Genetic map of the Sen1 region in a subset of 20
recombinants. d Physical map of two Colomba scaffolds spanning the Sen1 region. e Physical
map of the fine-mapped Sen1 region on the Colomba scaffold 1148. Candidate genes present
in this fine-mapped region were represented by an arrow. For each map, the name of the
designed KASP markers was written on the right side of the map. For each genetic map, the
number of observed recombinants was written on the left side. Remaining recombinants did
not show competence for agroinfiltration as no HR was triggered when the positive control
was infiltrated. For the 48 “agro-competent” recombinants a final qualitative score was given
to each genotype (Supplementary file 1).

For the fine-mapping of Sen1, we used two CoSSA Sen1 specific SNPs which were
located at 1,308,927 bp and 1,666,351 bp of the DM genome. The corresponding
markers were tested in the recombinant population and appeared to flank the AvrSen1
response leaving a physical window of 357,424 bp in the reference genome (Figure 2).
The flanking markers were located at the edge of the TNL cluster C76 (9). We showed
previously that this R gene cluster region was poorly assembled (29) and that the
unanchored superscaffold DMB734 belongs to this region.
Chromosome 11 TNL RNAi plants
To prove that Sen1 is an NLR protein encoding gene from the TNL group, we used the
TNL sequences from clusters C49 and C51 from DM (44) to design an RNAi construct
that targets twelve of these TNLs. The RNAi construct was transformed to Kuras and
the transgenic plants were agroinfiltrated with the effector AvrSen1 to assess if the HR
was reduced compared to Kuras. In a first agroinfiltration experiment (Exp1_
2018_01_14, Supplementary Figure 3), six out of nine and eight out of nine Kuras
RNAi plants showed a reduced HR to AvrSen1 compared to the wild type Kuras for ODs
of 0.3 and 0.1 respectively. The RNAi plants AI124-03 and AI124-10 showed the
highest reduction of the HR compared to Kuras. For an OD of 0.3, the mean HR was
1.22, 0.04 and 0.1 for Kuras, AI124-03 and AI124-10 respectively and, for an OD of
0.1, their means were 0.75, 0.022 and 0. In a second experiment, significantly reduced
HRs were observed for AvrSen1 ODs of 0.03 and 0.01 (Exp2_ 2018_04_12,
Supplementary Figure 4, Figure 4). Again, AI124-03 was the RNAi plant which showed
the most reduced HR (HR means of 0.56 and 0.17 for ODs of 0.03 and 0.01
respectively) compared to the wild type (HR means of 1.5 and 1.09 for ODs of 0.03
and 0.01 respectively). Two plants with the lowest response were retested in a third
experiment (Exp3_ 2018_04_19, Supplementary Figure 5), and indeed showed a
significantly reduced HR for ODs of 0.1, 0.03 and 0.01 (Figure 4). The HR means for
these ODs were respectively 1.95, 1.92 and 1.67 for Kuras and 1.56, 0.22 and 0.26
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for AI124-03. In a last experiment (Exp4_ 2018_05_03, Supplementary Figure 6),
lower ODs were used and significantly reduced HRs were observed for ODs of 0.02,
0.01, 0.005 and 0.0025. Overall, we observed significantly reduced HRs of several
Kuras RNAi plants compared to Kuras wild type which validated our hypothesis that
Sen1 is indeed a TNL.

Figure 3. Phenotyping of the Sen1 recombinants using AvrSen1
The Sen1 recombinants were phenotyped by the agro-infiltration of AvrSen1. For each
recombinant, 3 plants and 3 leaves / plant were agroinfiltrated with a positive control (here
R3b/AvrR3b), a negative control (here R3b) and AvrSen1. In this figure are shown a
recombinant not showing any HR when infiltrated with AvrSen1 (AxD_557) and a
recombinant for which an HR is triggered by the infiltration of AvrSen1 (AxD_794).
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Figure 4. Phenotyping of the RNAi plants using AvrSen1
a Hypersensitive response to two different ODs (0.03 and 0.01) of AvrSen1 in Kuras and
five different Kuras RNAi plants silenced with the wratchr11en1 RNAi construct (experiment
of 12.04.2018). Kruskal-Wallis test was used with Dunn’s test as post-hoc non-parametric
multiple comparisons. RNAi plants which showed no differences in their HR response to
AvrSen1 were marked with the same letter. b Leaves of Kuras and AI124-03, the Kuras
RNAi plant showing the most reduced response to AvrSen1, agroinfiltrated with a positive
control (Avr3b/R3b), a negative control (R3b) and four different ODs of AvrSen1.

Sen1 fine-mapping and candidate genes identification using a tetraploid
phased assembly
To continue the fine-mapping of Sen1 and to confirm the right TNL candidate gene, we
used a phased de novo assembly of the tetraploid variety Colomba (NRGene assembly).
To identify scaffolds belonging to the Sen1 haplotype, the Sen1 specific k-mers
identified with CoSSA were mapped to the full Colomba phased assembly allowing no
mismatches. From the 5,532,061 Sen1 specific k-mers, 1,971,891 (35,64%) were
mapped. Among the scaffolds of a length of at least 100,000 nucleotides, we selected
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the five scaffolds with the highest ratio mapped k-mers / length to which were mapped
42,1% (830,624 k-mers) of the mapping k-mers (Table 1).
Table 1. NLR genes identification on the Sen1 haplotype scaffolds
scaffold
2054

scaffold
1148

scaffold
4877-3

scaffold
2055

scaffold
1347

Length scaffold

3,505,740

1,339,855

372,875

325,214

276,239

Mapped k-mers

582,591

134,858

22,306

59,716

53,459

0.17

0.10

0.06

0.18

0.19

9

7

3

3

1

3

12

4

2

2

1

2

1

18

1

Mapped k-mers / length
TNL

Complete
Complete
(pseudogene)
Partial
Partial
(pseudogene)
Complete

CNL
Unknown

Complete

1

Partial

2

Total

28

1
3

4
1

6

9

Candidate NLR genes were searched on the selected Sen1 haplotype scaffolds using
NLR-Annotator (42). In total 28, 18, 1, 6 and 9 complete or partial NLRs were identified
on scaffolds 2054, 1148, 4877-3, 2055 and 1347, respectively (Table 1). Scaffolds
2054 and 1148 were the longest selected scaffolds with the highest number of TNLs.
To anchor these scaffolds to the Sen1 genetic map, we performed a BLAST of the
previously described Sen1 markers to the scaffolds (Figure 2). Scaffold 2054 was
spanning the region just downstream Sen1 where the previously identified flanking
markers

DM_11_1666351,

PotVar0066530

and

PotVar0106272

were

located.

Previously identified flanking markers DM_11_384068 and DM_11_1308927 were
found on scaffold1148 (Figure 2). New markers were designed at the extremities of
scaffold1148 to test if this scaffold was spanning the Sen1 region. The newly designed
markers were screened in the recombinants and anchored to the genetic map. The
genetic order of the markers was co-linear with the sequence of the Colomba assembly.
As markers Col_1148_1249152 and Col_1148_118477 were flanking the Avrsen1
response, we concluded that scaffold 1148 was spanning the Sen1 region and must
therefore contain the Sen1 gene. The NLR cluster on scaffold 1148 is composed of 16
TNL sequences. New markers were designed on that scaffold to pinpoint candidate
Sen1 genes. The Sen1 genetic window was reduced to a 97,438 bp region between the
markers
140

Col_1148_338212

and

Col_1148_240774.

Both

markers

were

one
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recombination event away from Sen1 (Figure 2; Supplementary file 1). This interval
contained five putative TNL genes, two of which were annotated by NLR-Annotator as
being complete, one partial and two complete but pseudogenes (Supplementary file
4).
Candidate TNL genes for Sen1
The NLR genes models were predicted using Augustus. The five predicted TNL genes
ranged in size from 5,112 bp for NLR_7 to 13,097 bp for NLR_3 and they consisted of
4, 5, 5, 6 and 21 exons for NLR_4, NLR_5, NLR_6, NLR_7 and NLR_3 respectively
(Supplementary file 4). Sequence alignments of the five complete amino acids
sequences and subsequent phylogenetic analysis showed that they indeed grouped
with other TNL genes (Supplementary Figure 7).
Candidate gene NLR_5 contained a gap in its third intron (Supplementary Figure 8).
This gap could be due to the difficulty to assemble paralogous sequences or due to low
complexity of the sequence. The size of the gap estimated by the assembler was 494
bp. To validate the size of the gap and to verify that it is not bigger and does not
contain another exon or (an)other complete hidden gene(s), we used WGS Nanopore
reads from Colomba. The Nanopore reads were mapped to the full Colomba phased
assembly and 232 reads mapping to the Sen1 interval (scaffold1148 240,774 bp to
338,212 bp) were extracted. To further confirm that the mapping Nanopore reads were
indeed derived from the Sen1 haplotype, we mapped the Sen1 specific k-mers allowing
0 mismatches to the 232 fished reads and selected reads to which at least 31 k-mers
mapped. Next, the 152 remaining reads were subjected to a de novo assembly.
According to this assembly of the Nanopore reads (Canu assembly), the gap of NLR_5
was 898 bp long. We decided to fill the gap of the NRGene assembly with the Canu
assembly and to re-do the gene prediction. The gene prediction was exactly the same
as previously (Supplementary Figure 8), leaving the coding sequence unaltered after
filling the gap. The gap was composed of very low complexity sequences which could
not be assembled using short reads.
To validate the completeness of the five predicted NLR proteins, we searched for the
NLR motifs (44) in the Augustus predicted protein sequences (Supplementary Figure
9). The candidate genes NLR_3, NLR_4 and NLR_5 contained all the motifs usually
found in the TIR (motifs 18, 15 and 13), NB-ARC (motifs 1, 4, 5, 10, 3, 12) and LRR
(motifs 9 and 11) domains of TNLs genes. In the predicted protein of NLR_6, the entire
NB-ARC domain was missing. The motifs of the NB-ARC domain were however found
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in the DNA sequence (Supplementary file 4) so we could not conclude if this gene is
truly incomplete or if its incompleteness is due to a sequence error erroneously causing
a frame shift. The NLR_7 protein missed the motif 18 of the TIR domain. This motif
was present in the DNA sequence as well so again, we cannot conclude if this gene is
incomplete or wrongly assembled.
Expression of the candidate genes
To determine if the five candidate genes were expressed in Sen1 plants, we mapped
RNAseq data from Desiree, Kuras and Deodara with a high stringency to the Sen1
interval and counted the number of reads mapping to each candidate gene (Table 2).
The read counts suggested that the five genes were expressed in Desiree and Kuras.
Taking the gene size into account, the gene with the highest number of cDNA paired
reads in the three genotypes is NLR_5. As expected, the number of cDNA reads from
the P1 susceptible Deodara mapping to the candidate genes was very low.
Table 2. Expression analysis of the five candidate TNL genes
Desiree

Kuras

AI124-03

Unique
kmersa

Total
mapping
readsb

Total
mapping
readsb

3

13,097

3,217

270

4067

4

5,883

1,668

151

1301

37
(0.20)

1328

31
(0.16)

21

5

7,339

92

266

3386

98
(0.52)

3534

98
(0.52)

5

6

5,959

115

130

1015

1172

12

7

5,112

978

79

1042

1119

10

NLR

Size
(bp)

Gene
specific
readsc

Total
mapping
readsb

Deodara

Gene
specific
readsc

4099

Total
mapping
readsb
10

a

number of Sen1 specific k-mers coming from unique sequences (mapping with a
quality > 10) mapping to each of the candidate genes. b number of cDNA paired reads
mapping to each candidate gene. c number of cDNA paired reads containing at least
one Sen1 specific k-mer from unique sequences (number of extracted reads * 106 /
total number of reads).
Coverage plots and alignments of the RNAseq reads were inspected manually to assess
the evenness of the read coverage over the candidate NLR gene sequences. The
mapping of reads to NLR_3, NLR_6 and NLR_7 contradicted the predicted gene model.
Moreover, the depth is uneven. This showed that the reads were not derived from
these candidates but were due to the mapping of paralogous sequences. The coverage
of NLR_4 and NLR_5 confirmed the gene model prediction and the depth was more
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even, except for some regions in the LRR domain (Figure 5, Supplementary Figure 10).
So, only candidates NLR_4 and NLR_5 could be validated as expressed genes. We
attempted to further prioritize Sen1 candidate genes using the RNAi plant that had
reduced expression of Avrsen1 response. We tested if there was a difference in the
RNAseq read count of the expressed candidate genes NLR_4 and 5 between Kuras and
RNAi plant AI124-03. It was important to focus on sequences unique to each candidate
gene and to get rid of reads from conserved regions in TNLs from paralogs or TNLs
from other haplotypes. Therefore, we selected Sen1 specific k-mers mapping uniquely

Figure 5. Coverage, gene model and NLR motifs of candidates NLR_4 and NLR_5

containing at least one of these k-mers.

NLR_4 coverage plot of a Kuras RNAseq data (max depth = 355) and b Desiree RNAseq data (max
depth = 25). c Gene model of NLR_4 predicted by Augustus. d NLR motifs found in NLR_4. NLR_5
coverage plot of e Kuras RNAseq data (max depth = 634) and f Desiree RNAseq data (max depth =
62). g Gene model of NLR_5 predicted by Augustus. h NLR motifs found in NLR_5. i Motif legend
according to (44).

to each of the five candidates and extracted the cDNA reads from each genotype
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The extracted reads were counted and their relative abundance was calculated (ratio
extracted reads * 106 / total number of reads) for each genotype (Table 2). For NLR_5,
the ratio was exactly the same between the two genotypes (0.52). For the candidate
gene NLR_4, the ratio of the unique cDNA reads was slightly smaller in AI124-03 (0.16)
than in Kuras (0.20). As expected, none of the Deodara cDNA reads contained unique
Sen1 specific k-mers.
Candidate genes cloning and complementation assays
Because the RNAseq data did not confirm the gene model prediction of NLR_3, NLR_6
and NLR_7, and the RNAseq analysis of the RNAi plant did not conclusively point out
either gene as a preferred candidate, we decided to synthesize the predicted CDSs of
NLR_4 and NLR_5 (Supplementary file 5). The complementation assays were
performed in N. benthamiana and in potato genotypes which did not contain Sen1.
NLR_4 and NLR_5 were co-infiltrated individually with AvrSen1 and we also coinfiltrated the two candidate genes together with AvrSen1. Surprisingly, neither of the
Sen1 candidate constructs provided complementation of AvrSen1 recognition in any of
the experiments performed in N. benthamiana and in potato (Supplementary Figure
11).

Discussion
Fine-mapping of Sen1 using WGS approaches
R gene cloning can be a very long and labor-intensive process. Until recently, marker
development for fine-mapping was tedious due to the limited availability of sequence
polymorphisms.

Subsequently,

it

involved

the

creation

of

bacterial

artificial

chromosome (BAC) libraries combined with several rounds of BAC landing and BAC
sequencing. In this study, combined WGS approaches were applied, which could
bypass these labor-intensive steps. First, CoSSA resulted in the identification of several
peaks of AxDK_Sen1_RB bulk specific k-mers: two peaks of k-mers inherited from
Desiree and Kuras on chromosome 4 and 11 and a peak of k-mers inherited from
Aventra on chromosome 5. The peak from chromosome 4 is probably a false positive
peak due to the small size of the susceptible bulk as the bi-modal distribution of P1
resistance in the two populations suggests the segregation of only one gene (28). The
peak from chromosome 5 might be involved in resistance to other pathotypes, Aventra
being resistant to pathotypes 2, 6 and 18. The CoSSA peak on chromosome 11 allowed
us to identify haplotype specific polymorphisms that could be swiftly converted into
markers. Using the reference genome, we mapped Sen1 to the sub-telomeric TNL
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cluster C76 between 1,308,927 bp and 1,666,351 bp on the long arm of chromosome
11. The potato reference genome, being distantly related to the cultivated potato S.
tuberosum and being susceptible to the wart disease, could not be used to further finemap Sen1 inside the TNL cluster C76 and to identify candidate genes. Instead of
creating a BAC clone library of a Sen1 variety such as Desiree or Kuras, we decided to
use a phased de novo assembly of the tetraploid potato variety Colomba which is
resistant to pathotype 1 (D1) and holds Sen1. Using the Sen1 specific k-mers from
CoSSA, we could select the scaffolds which belonged to the Sen1 haplotype. After the
scaffolds selection, we aligned the primers of the previously designed Sen1 specific
KASP markers to identify scaffolds spanning the Sen1 fine-mapped region. These two
in silico scaffold identification and anchoring steps are the equivalent of a BAC landing
and walking approach but were considerably faster. The design of only four KASP
markers was necessary to show the positions of scaffolds 1148 and 2054 relative to
Sen1. Using the CoSSA Sen1 specific k-mers, we were able to design more KASP
markers and the fine-mapping located Sen1 in a 97 kb region containing five TNL
genes.
Sen1 genotypes screening using AvrSen1
The fine-mapping was sped up by the availability of AvrSen1 (35). Without its
availability, the recombinants phenotyping should have been performed using one of
the potato wart disease assays. To get reliable phenotypes, the Spieckermann (54)
and Glynne Lemmerzahl (55,56) assays require the availability of a sufficient number
of tubers which can take up to two years of tubers multiplication. An alternative to
these tuber assays could be the inoculation of aboveground parts of the plant (57)
which does not require the multiplication of tubers but requires a high number of
repeats because of the possibility of escapes. Another advantage of using AvrSen1 is
the use of the unambiguous direct gene-for-gene recognition of a specific effector
protein by a specific host resistance protein. Results are not impacted by the presence
of other species than the host and pathogen of the studied pathosystem. Moreover,
results can differ in function of the S. endobioticum isolate used, the isolates
classification in pathotypes being based only on their virulence pattern and not on their
effectors content. The use of Agrobacterium-mediated transient transformation
(agroinfiltration), unambiguously allowed us to assess if Sen1 was present in the
recombinants in a very short amount of time and a low number of repeats. A
disadvantage however is that we have now cloned the Avrsen1 response candidate
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genes, which are most likely Sen1, but it remains to be shown if either of our
candidates can indeed provide wart resistance in potato plants.
Fine-mapping of Sen1 to a 97 kb interval
The first haplotype specific markers used in this study to build the resistant and
susceptible bulks in the AxD and KxA populations were derived from a GWAS study
performed in a panel of 330 potato cultivars (28). In this GWAS, Sen1 was mapped 10
cM upstream PotVar0066530 (coordinate on DM v4.03: chr11 2,706,497 bp) which is
in agreement with our mapping results. No marker flanking Sen1 on the telomeric side
could be identified due to the use of the SolSTW 20K SNP array (58). With the new
markers screened in the same populations in our study, we observed that there was
an overestimation of the number of recombinants between PotVar0066530 and Sen1.
We reduced the number of recombinants from seven to three. One of the four
individuals wrongly considered as a recombinant had resistance scores just at the edge
of the threshold between resistant and susceptible clones. The three remaining
individuals turned out to be false negatives as they do not hold Sen1 but were scored
as being resistant with the Glynne-Lemmerzahl assays (Supplementary File 1). The
first mapping of Sen1 (19) located the gene distal to the markers Nl25 and Nl27 which
is also in agreement with our mapping results. In the diploid F1 population in which
Sen2 was identified, however, Sen1 was mapped to a 2.05 Mb interval between
1,636,806 bp and 3,686,135 bp. These mapping results are in disagreement with our
fine-mapping (27). Indeed, our DM-based flanking marker DM_11_1308927 was only
one recombination event away from Sen1 whereas DM_11_1666351 was nine
recombination events away, suggesting Sen1 was closer to 1.3 Mb than 1.67 Mb.
Moreover, the BLAST of the DM-based flanking markers to the Colomba Sen1 scaffolds
showed that DM_11_1666351 was located on scaffold 2054 and DM_11_1308927 on
scaffold 1148 at 344,270 bp so 6,058 bp from Col_1148_338212 and 103,496 bp from
Col_1148_240774, the two closest flanking markers to Sen1. These discrepancies
between the two mapping studies can be due to the different genetic background of
the F1 population used by (27). It would be interesting to test the resistant parental
clones of this population with AvrSen1 to verify that it is the same gene segregating in
both populations.
Sen1 is a TNL gene from the C76 cluster
Agroinfiltrations in RNAi plants transformed with an RNAi construct specific to the
chromosome 11 TNL clusters C76 and C77 caused a reduction of the HR reactions
triggered by AvrSen1 as compared to the untransformed plant. These experiments
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confirmed our hypothesis that Sen1 is an NLR gene from the TNL group and the finemapping located Sen1 in the cluster C76. The Sen1 haplotype scaffold 1148 from
Colomba was spanning this cluster and contained 16 potential TNL genes (Table 1,
Supplementary file 4) whereas the C76 cluster from DM v4.03 contains only seven
potential TNL genes (9). The number of Sen1 candidate genes was reduced by the
design of new markers, leaving five candidate TNLs. From those five TNLs, three were
discarded due to their gene model and their RNAseq data coverage. Twenty-one exons
were predicted for NLR_3 which makes it more likely a pseudogene as the three potato
TNLs cloned so far possess four (Gro1.4 and Rysto) to six (Y-1) exons (10–12). The
RNAseq data of NLR_6 and NLR_7 did not support the predicted gene model which
might be indicative for misassemblies or for being pseudogenes, the mapped reads
coming from paralogous sequences.
Complementation assays with the two remaining candidates, however, did identify
neither of both candidates as being Sen1. The reason could be the cloning system that
we used. 35S driven expression of the CDSs of the candidates did not result in a
functional AvrSen1 receptor, implying an essential role for the non-coding sequences
of the gene. Non coding sequences like promotors and introns may affect mRNA levels
and (alternative) splicing. Alternative splicing has previously been shown to be
important for the function of several TNL genes such as for instance N (18), L6 (15),
Y-1 (10), BS4 (59) or RPS4 (60). We did not find evidence for alternative splicing of
the two candidate Sen1 genes in our RNAseq data. This might be due to insufficient
sequencing depth or due to the activation of alternative splicing upon infection/effector
recognition. It has been shown for instance that the Arabidopsis thaliana TNL gene
RPS4 underwent expression changes and alternative splicing in response to the
Pseudomonas syringae effector avrRps4 (60). To identify the putative alternative
transcripts of NLR_4 and NLR_5, we could extract and sequence RNA from leaves
before and after agroinfiltration by AvrSen1. Another reason for the lack of
complementation could be an incorrect prediction of the gene models. For instance,
the visual inspection of the RNAseq data coverage plot of NLR_4 might suggest the
existence of a fifth exon at the end of the gene. If alternative splicing is necessary for
Sen1 function or if the predicted gene models are incorrect, the cloning of each of the
complete candidate gene regions will be required for positive complementation assays.
So far, only three potato TNL genes have been cloned: the Y-1 gene involved in PVY
resistance, located in the same cluster as Sen1 (10), Gro1-4, involved in G.
rostochiensis resistance, located on chromosome 7 (11) and Rysto, conferring extreme
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resistance to PVY and located on chromosome 12 (12). The Sen1 candidate genes
showed a smaller phylogenetic distance with the BS4 gene located on chromosome 5
of tomato (59) than with Y-1, Gro1-4 or Rysto (Supplementary Figure 7). The Sen3
gene was mapped to the same TNL cluster between 1,259,552 bp and 1,519,485 bp
and could therefore be an NLR gene from the TNL group as well (29). The cloning of
these two genes would bring valuable knowledge as well for the identification of other
potato wart disease R genes but also for biotechnical applications such as the gene
editing of their susceptible alleles to improve susceptible varieties.
The fine-mapping of Sen1 and Sen3 suggests that TNL genes play an important role in
resistance to Synchytrium endobioticum. Up to now, no clear correlation has been
observed between the NLR genes group and the recognition specificity of a certain type
of pathogen. For instance, TNL genes have been shown to be involved in resistance to
a wide range of pathogens such as bacteria, fungi, oomycetes, nematodes and viruses.
This observation is coherent with the common observation that it is the LRR domain
which is implicated in the specificity of effector recognition and not the TIR and CC Nterminal domains, which are involved in the activation of the defense signaling
pathways (7). In flax, it has been shown however that the TIR domain of the flax rust
resistance gene L can also play a role in specificity determination (61,62). Several
alleles from the L locus having different resistance specificities have been cloned and
sequenced. It was observed that natural or artificial L alleles with the same LRR region
but different TIR and NBS regions could give different resistance specificities.
Interestingly, up to now, all the cloned NLR genes giving resistance to flax rust are
from the TNL group (63). Flax rust is caused by Melampsora lini, an obligate biotrophic
fungus which is not culturable (64). This similarity with S. endobioticum gives rise to
the hypothesis that TNL genes might be more efficient to give resistance to obligate
biotrophs. TNL and CNL genes differ by their signaling pathways which involve different
genes such as EDS1 (65) and NRG1 (66–69) for TNLs and NDR1 for CNLs (65). The
efficiency of TNLs for obligate biotrophs might be explained by a quicker recruitment
of defense responses with the TNL signaling pathway.
De novo assembly of R gene clusters
The potato reference genome genotype DM1-3 516 R44 (8) is a doubled monoploid
from the S. tuberosum group Phureja which is quite distant from the commercial potato
varieties S. tuberosum group Tuberosum. It has been shown that monoploid and
doubled monoploid genomes of S. tuberosum group Phureja encompass an extensive
copy number variation (CNV) impacting apparently a large part of the genome (70).
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Almost a third of the potato genes showed at least partial deletions or duplications.
More specifically, four of the ten genomic regions the most highly enriched for CNVs
were R gene clusters which are known to evolve quickly through duplication or
recombination (71). It can be expected that these structural changes observed in
monoploids are even more abundant in tetraploid material. A study of the diversity of
the wheat pangenome showed that only 64% of the genes were shared between the
19 wheat cultivars, the rest showing presence-absence variation (72). It was observed
that the variable genome was enriched with genes involved in defense response. The
same was observed in rice: the dispensable genome was enriched as well with genes
involved in the defense to biotic stresses, including NLR genes (73). Because of this
extreme variation of R genes between genotypes, relying on only one or a few
reference genomes for genetic studies is insufficient to pursue the fine-mapping and
the identification of candidate genes within R gene clusters. De novo assemblies of the
R gene clusters of resistant varieties is therefore needed.
R gene clusters are however very difficult to assemble due to the high homology
between paralogues and the presence of repeats. The use of short reads alone to
assemble R gene rich regions is vain as they can lead to very scattered assemblies
(29), chimeric genes (74), and will be inefficient in solving repeats rich regions. An
alternative to the use of short reads is the use of long reads to assemble the targeted
R gene clusters. Combining PacBio reads with RenSeq (SMRT RenSeq), (74) were
capable of correcting the chimeric genes assembly of the MiSeq data and their final
assembly allowed them to clone a new late blight resistance gene. Recently, the same
SMRT RenSeq approach was successfully applied for the cloning of the TNL Rysto gene
conferring extreme resistance to PVY (12). The phased de novo assembly we used in
our study did not involve the long reads technology but combined the use of DNA
libraries of various insert sizes and the use of the 10X technology for the phasing. The
quality of the Colomba phased assembly in the Sen1 region was sufficient to efficiently
design haplotype specific markers inside this complex TNL cluster. The quality of the
TNL genes assembly was however uneven. Indeed, for the five candidate TNLs inside
the Sen1 interval, we observed that the gene model was supported by the RNAseq
data only for the two candidates NLR_4 and NLR_5 which could be a sign of
misassemblies in the three other candidates. Moreover, we observed that the use of
short reads combined with 10X data was inefficient in assembling low complexity
regions and led to a gap in the candidate gene NLR_5. In this case, the use of Nanopore
reads from Colomba could solve the gap composed of low complexity sequences.
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Despite these errors, the phased de novo assembly was of a sufficient quality to
synthesize the CDSs of the two Sen1 candidate genes NLR_4 and NLR_5. One should
not only consider the quality of a de novo assembly of R gene clusters but also the
costs. In our case, the phased de novo assembly can be used for many different traits
and purposes as the full genome has been assembled. However, the costs and time
investment are substantial. If one’s aim is the fine-mapping and cloning of R gene(s),
a complexity reduction approach such as RenSeq combined with the long-read
technology could be preferred.
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Supplementary figures

Supplementary figure 1. K-mer frequency and distribution in parents and bulks

The volume of k-mers (unique k-mers x depth) for each k-mer frequency from 2 to 100 for the five different
sequenced samples (green: Sen1-bulk, red: S-bulk, blue: Desiree, yellow: Kuras, black: Aventra). For the five
samples, the peak of k-mers from simplex regions is visible.

156

AxDK_Sen1_RB bulk specific k-mers inherited from Desiree and Kuras (= Sen1 specific k-mers) mapping to the 17.8
first Mb of the north arm of chromosome 11. The position of the markers, designed using DM as a reference, are
indicated.

Supplementary figure 2. Mapping of Sen1 specific k-mers to the north arm of chromosome 11
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Supplementary figure 3. Avrsen1 agroinfiltrations in RNAi plants. Experiment performed on January 14th 2018

Boxplots of the HR scores of each RNAi plant tested are presented for each construct (positive control, negative control and AvrSen1)
and OD tested. Kruskal-Wallis tests were used with Dunn’s tests as post-hoc non-parametric multiple comparisons. RNAi plants which
showed no differences in their HR response to AvrSen1 were marked with the same letter. If no letters are shown, the genotype effect
was not significant.

158

Boxplots of the HR scores of each RNAi plant tested are presented for each construct (positive control, negative control and AvrSen1) and
OD tested. Kruskal-Wallis tests were used with Dunn’s tests as post-hoc non-parametric multiple comparisons. RNAi plants which showed
no differences in their HR response to AvrSen1 were marked with the same letter. If no letters are shown, the genotype effect was not
significant.

Supplementary figure 4. Avrsen1 agroinfiltrations in RNAi plants. Experiment performed on April 4th 2018
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Supplementary figure 5. Avrsen1 agroinfiltrations in RNAi plants. Experiment performed on April 19th 2018

Boxplots of the HR scores of each RNAi plant tested are presented for each construct (positive control, negative control and AvrSen1) and
OD tested. Kruskal-Wallis tests were used with Dunn’s tests as post-hoc non-parametric multiple comparisons. RNAi plants which showed
no differences in their HR response to AvrSen1 were marked with the same letter. If no letters are shown, the genotype effect was not
significant.
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Boxplots of the HR scores of each RNAi plant tested are presented for each construct (positive control, negative control and AvrSen1)
and OD tested. Kruskal-Wallis tests were used with Dunn’s tests as post-hoc non-parametric multiple comparisons. RNAi plants which
showed no differences in their HR response to AvrSen1 were marked with the same letter. If no letters are shown, the genotype effect
was not significant.

Supplementary figure 5. Avrsen1 agroinfiltrations in RNAi plants. Experiment performed on May 3rd 2018
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Supplementary figure 7. Maximum likelihood tree of the Sen1 candidate
proteins and various R proteins from Solanaceae
The tree is based on the proteins full amino acid sequences. CED4 from Caenorhabditis
elegans was used as outgroup. The nodes number represent their bootstrap support (% out
of 100 bootstraps). The clades represented on the right side of the tree are according to (9).
Hero: CAD29729, Rpi-blb2: AAZ95005, Sw5-b: AAG31014, R8: ANJ02805, R1: Q8W1E0,
Prf: AAC49408, Rpi-amr3: AMY98955, BS2: AAF09256, Gpa2: AAF04603, Rx2: CAB56299,
Rx: CAB50786, Rpi-abpt: ACU65455, R2: ACU65456, Tm22: AAQ10736, Rpi-vnt1.1:
ACJ66594, R3b: AEC47890, R3a: AAW48299, Rpi-bt1: ACI16480, Rpi-blb1: Q7XBQ9, Rpisto1: ACI25288, Gro1-4: AAP44390, N: Q40392, Y-1: (10), BS4: XP_010320695, CED4:
C35D10.9, Rysto: QEL52751.1.

162

RNAseq coverage of the candidate gene NLR_5 in a Kuras (max depth = 634), b Desiree (max depth = 62) and c Deodara (max
depth = 30). d Gene model of NLR_5 predicted by Augustus. The 494 bp gap in intron 3 is pinpointed with dashed lines. e NLR
domains and motifs from (44) identified with MAST. f Nanopore reads from Colomba, which belonged to the fine-mapped resistant
haplotype, mapped to the g Canu assembly of the gap of NLR_5 which turned-out to be 898 bp long. When comparing the NRGene
and the Canu assemblies, we observed the presence of 48 small deletions and 11 SNPs in the Canu assembly which were probably
due to the high error rate of the Nanopore reads. h Augustus gene model of NLR_5 with the gap filled with the Canu assembly. i
Motif legend according to (44).

Supplementary figure 8. Coverage, gene model and gap filling of candidate NLR_5
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Supplementary figure 9. Motifs from (44) found by MAST in the protein sequences of the five Sen1
candidates

Motifs 13, 15 and 18 are specific to the TIR domain of TNLs. Motifs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12 are specific to the NB-ARC domain.
Motifs 9, 11 and 19 are specific to the LRR domain. Motifs 7 and 8 are linkers. Motifs 16 and 17 are pre-NB motifs specific to
CNLs. Motifs 14 and 20 are found in monocotyledons.
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Supplementary figure 10. RNAseq data coverage of the five Sen1 candidates

For each candidate gene, the coverage for AI124-03 (A), Kuras (K), Desiree (Ds) and Deodara (Do) is given. For each track, the
depth range is also given on the right hand side of the Y axis. Reads mapped to the candidates NLR_3, NLR_6 and NLR_7 although
we suspect these genes to be not expressed. The depth along these candidates is uneven with peaks of high depth which suggest
the mapping of conserved paralogous sequences. The mapping of reads to these candidates contracted the predicted gene model.
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Supplementary figure 11. Complementation assays in N. benthamiana and in
potato
Complementation assays performed in N. benthamiana (OD = 0.6) and in the potato
genotype 12-380-36 (OD = 0.3). Only the positive control showed a Hypersensitive
Response, no complementation was observed for any of the candidate with AvrSen1.
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Supplementary files list
Supplementary files can be accessed at https://doi.org/10.17026/dans-2zf-pnd3
> Supplementary file 1 (Chapter4_S_file_1.xlsx)
Genotypic and phenotypic data of the AxDK populations (sheet 1) and of the AxD
recombinants (sheet 2). Sheet 1: Progeny clones selected for the Sen1-bulk and the S-bulk
are indicated in two extra columns as well as recombinants and false negatives. Sheet 2:
Genotypic data of all the tested markers and Avrsen1 response data in the recombinants
population. For each marker, the reference used for the design is given. For each
recombinant, the result of the agroinfiltration of AvrSen1 is given (HR = HR reaction
triggered by AvrSen1, n = no HR).

> Supplementary file 2 (Chapter4_S_file_2.xlsx)
Primer sequences of all the KASP markers used in this study. For each marker is given the
reference genome used to design the marker (DM v4.03 or the Colomba phased reassembly), the chromosome or the scaffold, the coordinate, the forward primer of the
resistant and the susceptible alleles and the reverse primer. The markers are ordered
according to Figure 2.

> Supplementary file 3 (Chapter4_S_file_3.xlsx)
CoSSA results in the AxDK population. For each sequenced sample, the number of
sequenced reads is given, the sequencing depth is calculated, the number of total k-mers
(Nt) and the number of unique k-mers (Nu) is given for the sequenced samples and several
subsets obtained after basic set operations for different depth cut-offs.

> Supplementary file 4 (Chapter4_S_file_4.xlsx)
Potential NLR genes identified by NLR-Annotator on scaffold 1148 from the Colomba phased
de novo assembly. For each candidate NLR gene, the completeness, the start and the end
position, the strain and the motifs from (44) are given by NLR-Annotator. According to the
motifs identified, we assigned each candidate to the CNL or the TNL group. For each
candidate, the corresponding gene name, start and end position, number of exons and gene
size predicted by Augustus are given as well. The KASP markers Col_1148_338212,
Col_1148_240774 and Col_1148_118477 are represented by grey rows.

> Supplementary file 5 (Chapter4_S_file_5.pdf)
Genomic sequences, predicted cDNA sequences and protein sequences of the two
synthesized Sen1 candidates NLR_4 and NLR_5.
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Abstract
Key message
Two novel major effect loci (Sen4 and Sen5) and several minor effect QTLs for potato
wart disease resistance have been mapped. The importance of minor effect loci to bring
full resistance to wart disease was investigated. Using the newly identified and known
wart disease resistances, a panel of potato breeding germplasm and Solanum wild
species was screened. This provided a state-of-the-art inventory of complementary
wart disease resistance sources.
Abstract
Potato wart disease, caused by the obligate biotrophic soil-born fungus S.
endobioticum, is the most important quarantine disease of potato. Because of its huge
impact on yield, the lack of chemical control and the formation of resting spores with
long viability, breeding for resistant varieties combined with strict quarantine measures
are the only way to efficiently and durably manage the disease. In this study, we set
out to make an inventory of the different resistance sources. Using a Genome Wide
Association Study (GWAS) in the potato breeding genepool, we identified Sen4,
associated with pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 resistance. Associated SNPs mapped to the
south arm of chromosome 12 and were validated to be linked to resistance in one fullsib population. Also, a Bulked Segregant Analysis (BSA) combined with a Comparative
Subsequence Sets Analysis (CoSSA) resulted in the identification of Sen5, associated
with pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 resistance, on the south arm of chromosome 5. In addition
to these two major effect loci, the GWAS and CoSSA allowed the identification of
several Quantitative Traits Loci (QTLs) necessary to bring full resistance to certain
pathotypes. Panels of varieties and Solanum accessions were screened for the presence
of Sen1, Sen2, Sen3, Sen4 and Sen5. Combined with pedigree analysis, we could trace
back some of these genes to the ancestral resistance donors. This analysis revealed
complementary resistance sources and allows to eliminate redundancy in wart
resistance breeding programs.
Keywords
Synchytrium endobioticum, haplotype specific SNPs, pedigree analysis, Comparative
Subsequence Sets Analysis (CoSSA), Bulked Segregant Analysis (BSA), Genome-Wide
Association Study (GWAS).
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Introduction
Every year, food crop production suffers huge yield losses due to pests and pathogen
attacks. For potato (Solanum tuberosum), the yield losses have been estimated
between 8% to 21% depending on the region of production (1). The potato wart
disease, caused by Synchytrium endobioticum, can cause yield losses up to 100%. S.
endobioticum is an obligate biotrophic soil-born fungus from the Chytridiomycota
phylum which causes the formation of galls on potato tubers. After the sexual phase
of its life cycle, S. endobioticum produces winter spores (2) which can remain viable in
the soil for decades (3). Because of this longevity and the lack of efficient chemical
control (4), S. endobioticum has a quarantine status worldwide. The fungus originates
from the Andean region of South America where it co-evolved with potato species and
was introduced in North America and Europe at the end of the nineteenth century (5).
At that time, only one variant (pathotype 1 (D1)) of the pathogen existed and breeders
were successful in breeding for resistant varieties at the beginning of the twentieth
century. However, new pathotypes emerged in the 1940’s (6) and resistance to the
pathotype 1 was not effective against them. Today, more than 40 pathotypes of S.
endobioticum have been reported and the most frequent occurring in Europe are
pathotypes 1(D1), 2(G1), 6(O1) and 18(T1). There is a strong need of identifying loci
bringing resistance against these higher pathotypes as the only efficient and durable
way to control the potato wart disease is to apply strict quarantine measures and
cultivate resistant potato varieties.
Several potato wart disease resistance genes have already been identified. The first
gene to be identified was Sen1 (7), a TIR-NBS-LRR (TNL) gene from the chromosome
11 cluster C76 (8), which brings resistance to pathotype 1 through the recognition of
the pathogen effector AvrSen1 (9). Sen1 has been intensively used in breeding (10)
and its resistance is not effective against higher pathotypes. The Sen2 gene, bringing
resistance to a wide range of pathotypes, has been identified recently in a complex
diploid species hybrid. Its presence in commercial varieties is unknown as the markers
flanking Sen2 have not yet been screened in a panel of resistant and susceptible
varieties. Sen3, bringing resistance to pathotypes 2, 6 and 18, has been mapped to
the same TNL cluster as Sen1 (11). The flanking markers of Sen3 have been screened
in a wider panel of varieties (11,12) and Sen3 was found to be the main cause of
resistance in Polish and German varieties. These three Sen genes are dominant genes
giving a qualitative type of resistance. Several Quantitative Trait Loci (QTLs) have also
been mapped in tetraploid populations. In the BNA1 and SaKa1 tetraploid populations,
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Sen1 was identified as well as a QTL on chromosome 1 giving resistance to pathotypes
2, 6 and 18 and a QTL on chromosome 9 giving resistance to pathotype 18 (13). In
the full-sib population obtained from the cross between Saturna and Panda, Sen1 was
identified, as well as several QTLs on chromosomes 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 11 (14). In
the BNA2 population, several QTLs were also identified on chromosomes 1, 3, 4, 6, 10
and 12 (15).
Wild Solanum species are a reservoir of resistance genes for many diseases, which is
a valuable tool for breeders. Indeed, numerous resistance genes were discovered in
wild Solanum species, such as S. demissum and S. bulbocastanum for late blight
resistance or S. tuberosum ssp. andigena for viruses resistance (16), and were
introgressed in the potato breeding genepool. Sen1 was probably present very early in
the ancestors of cultivated potato as its frequency is high in potato breeding germplasm
(10). Indeed, (17) screened 52 landrace genotypes from S. phureja, S. stenotomum,
S. tuberosum ssp. andigenum and S. tuberosum ssp. tuberosum with the Sen1 linked
marker Nl25 (7) but they did not observe any correlation between wart resistance to
pathotype 1 and taxonomy, ploidy level or geographic origin. This confirms our
hypothesis that Sen1 was already present in the ancestors of cultivated potato.
Resistance to the higher pathotypes must, however, come from later introgressions,
maybe as linkage drag during the introgression of R genes for other diseases such as
nematodes or viruses. Several wild Solanum species have been reported to be potential
sources for the higher pathotypes resistance. This is the case of S. tuberosum ssp.
andigena (6,18,19), S. acaule (6,19) or S. demissum (6,18) which were reported
several times as resistance sources. Recently, the Sen3 gene could be traced back to
the variety Ora, the pedigree of which contains S. edinense origins and a cultivar from
Chiloe (11). The Sen2 gene was identified in a complex hybrid with S. acaule, S.
chacoense, S. demissum, S. gourlayi, S. microdontum, S. phureja, S. tuberosum, S.
verrucosum and S. yungasense in its pedigree (20). Knowing which species have been
used to introgress resistance to wart disease in breeding material would be useful
information for the elimination of redundancy in breeding germplasm and the
identification of new resistances.
Therefore, we set out to identify potential additional Sen genes in potato breeding
germplasm. First, we performed a Genome-Wide Association Study for resistance to
pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 in the potato breeding genepool. The significantly associated
markers were screened in three independent full-sib populations, resulting in the
identification of Sen4 on the south arm of chromosome 12 and Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3, a
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QTL on the north arm of chromosome 11, both bringing resistance to pathotypes 2, 6
and 18. Bulked Segregant Analyses (BSA) (21,22) combined with Comparative
Subsequence Sets Analyses (CoSSA) (11) were used to find additional markers for
Sen4. Also, CoSSA was pursued to map the resistance of Aventra, Sen5, on the south
arm of chromosome 5, involved in pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 resistance. Furthermore,
CoSSA was used to design haplotype specific markers for the resistances segregating
in the SaKa1 population (13). Finally, we identified a minor effect locus necessary to
bring full resistance to pathotype 18 in combination with the Sen3 gene (11). Markers
flanking Sen1, Sen2, Sen3, Sen4 and Sen5 were screened in a panel of resistant and
susceptible varieties and in a panel of wild Solanum accessions. The varieties and
accessions sequenced in the study of (23) were screened using CoSSA to identify the
presence of Sen1, Sen3, Sen4 and Sen5. The distribution over the breeding germplasm
and the origin of the different Sen genes are inquired and discussed.

Materials and Methods
Plant materials



For the GWAS, we used the genotypic dataset of 569 varieties produced with the 20K
SolSTW SNP array and kept genotypes with a SNP call rate greater than 75%. We
gathered phenotypic data for pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 (hereafter referred as P2, P6 and
P18) from public and private sources (Supplementary file 1). The GWAS panels for P2,
P6 and P18 were composed of 117, 138 and 53 genotypes respectively (Supplementary
file 1).
We used the five segregating populations AxV, AxD, KxA, SaKa1 and KxL to validate
the GWAS results and to map novel and previously identified loci involved in potato
wart disease resistance (Supplementary file 2). The AxV population was composed of
100 descendants of a cross between Axion (resistant to P1, P2, P6 and P18) and VR808
(resistant to P1). The AxD population resulted from a cross between Aventra
(susceptible to P1, resistant to P2, P6 and P18) and Desiree (resistant to P1), and was
composed of 42 descendants (10). The KxA population resulted from a cross between
Kuras (resistant to P1) and Aventra, and was composed of 35 descendants (10). The
SaKa1 population (13) was composed of 124 descendants from the cross between
Andante (resistant to P1, P2, P6 and P18) and Alegria (resistant to P1). The KxL
population consisted of 328 descendants from a cross between Kuba (resistant to P1,
P2, P6 and P18) and Ludmilla (resistant to P1) (11).
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To make an inventory of the potato wart disease resistance present in the potato
breeding germplasm and in wild Solanum species, we collected a panel of 118 potato
breeding clones and varieties, called hereafter the variety panel. The variety panel was
composed of resistant and susceptible varieties (mainly tetraploid), old and recent,
bred in at least 11 different countries. Also, a panel of 118 Solanum accessions, some
from which wart resistance phenotypes were available through CGN (Centrum voor
Genetische Bronnen Nederland), was compiled and called hereafter the Solanum panel.
The Solanum panel was composed of diploid and polyploid accessions from the
Solanum section petota and contained 38 different species. They originated from
various regions ranging from Central and South America (Supplementary file 3).
Phenotyping
The wart resistance phenotype data used in the GWAS were gathered from diverse
sources such as National Lists, various websites, booklets from breeding companies
and scientific papers (Supplementary file 1). The resistance scales used in the different
sources were different and for the purpose of GWAS, the quantitative scores were all
transformed to a 1 (highly susceptible) to 10 (highly resistant) scale. Qualitative scores
(i.e. resistant or susceptible) were transformed into quantitative scores, as indicated
in Supplementary file 1. For each genotype, we calculated a final resistance score
corrected for the source (origin of the phenotypic data) effect using restricted
maximum likelihood (REML) as follows: 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔, the source

being included as a random effect and the genotype as a fixed effect.

The phenotypic assays performed on the mapping populations in this study are
summarized in Supplementary table 1. For the Spieckermann assays (24), each
assessed tuber was given a quantitative score ranging from 10 (highly resistant,
corresponding to the type 1 in Germany and the type - in the Netherlands) to 1 (highly
susceptible, corresponding to the type 5 in Germany and to the type X in the
Netherlands). A mean score was calculated for each genotype (Supplementary file 2).
For the Glynne-Lemmerzahl assays (25,26), disease symptoms were rated from 1
(highly resistant, early defence necrosis) to 5 (highly susceptible) and mean scores
were calculated between replicates. Pathotype 1 resistance scores for the populations
AxD and KxA were previously described by (10). Phenotypic data for the KxL population
was described by (11). Phenotypic data for the SaKa1 population was obtained by (13).
For some Solanum accessions from the Solanum panel, phenotypic data for pathotypes
1, 2, 6 and/or 8 could be retrieved from the CGN (Centrum voor Genetische Bronnen
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Nederland) database ((27)). Five to ten tubers per accession were phenotyped with
the Glynne-Lemmerzahl method between 1980 and 1994. A qualitative score was given
to the phenotyped accessions: resistant (R), intermediate (I) or susceptible (S)
(Supplementary file 3).
Genome Wide Association Study of pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 resistance
The association analysis was carried out using two different models. The first model
was a naive model which did not include a correction for the panel structure. For the
second model, we calculated the van Raden kinship (28) between the genotypes using
a random subset of 1,000 markers and performed a Principal Coordinate Analysis on
the kinship. The 30 first principal coordinates (PCOs) were included as a fixed effect in
a mixed linear regression model. As potato resistance to the higher pathotypes is rare
in potato germplasm, we reduced the minor allele frequency (MAF) threshold: for each
panel, we kept markers present in at least three genotypes. Markers with more than
20% of missing data were removed from the dataset. In total, 12,279, 12,486 and
11,392 markers were used for the P2, P6 and P18 GWAS studies. The two GWAS
models were fitted in GenStat version 18 (VSN International, 2015). For each dataset
(P2, P6, P18), the genome wide significance threshold was calculated by the procedure
QTHRESHOLD, using the method developed by Li and Ji, 2005, similarly as described
in (10).
Bulked Segregant Analysis (BSA) in the mapping populations
To design haplotype specific markers flanking Sen4 segregating in AxV, a resistant bulk
(AxV_RB) and a susceptible bulk (AxV_SB) were built containing 18 and 15
descendants, respectively (Supplementary file 2). To identify the resistance locus
present in Aventra (resistant to P2, P6 and P18), we used the bulks previously compiled
and sequenced by (8). In the AxDK_Sen1_RB bulk, 15 out of 24 descendants showed
resistance to other pathotypes than P1 (Supplementary file 2). The susceptible bulk
AxDK_SB was composed of descendants susceptible to all pathotypes. In the SaKa1
population, we selected 16 descendants resistant to P1, P2, P6 and P18 to build the
SaKa1_RB bulk and 16 descendants resistant to P1 but susceptible to P2, P6 and P18
to build the SaKa1_P1RB bulk (Supplementary file 2). To identify minor effect loci
providing full resistance to P18 in the KxL population from (11), we compiled one new
bulk in this population. The KxL_P2P6RB bulk was composed of 17 descendants which
were fully resistant to P2 and P6 but weakly susceptible to P18 with the GlynneLemmerzahl phenotyping method, and contained the Sen3 flanking markers.
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Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis (CoSSA) workflows
Several CoSSA workflows have been conducted to identify the resistance loci
segregating in the different populations. For each population, the workflow used was
the CoSSA with reference genome described in (11). To summarize: R-bulk specific kmers were selected by performing the difference between the R-bulk and the S-bulk.
The R-bulk specific k-mers were filtered based on their frequency in function of the Rbulk sequencing depth: the k-mers selected had a frequency of
𝑅𝑅−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ℎ
4

𝑅𝑅−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ℎ
4

± 0.5 ∗

. Because of the relatively low sequencing depth of the R-bulks from the

AxV and Saka1 populations, we adapted the depth cut-off filter by increasing the lower
and upper thresholds to improve the signal (Supplementary file 4). Next, the R-bulk
specific k-mers were divided in function of their inheritance (from the R parent(s),
referred to as resistance specific k-mers; from the S parent(s); from all parents; from
none of the parents). Where required, the difference was made between the resistance
specific k-mers and the k-mers present in susceptible varieties (called hereafter “minus
S varieties”) to increase the haplotype specificity of the remaining k-mers. The
resistance specific k-mers (minus S varieties) were then mapped to the potato
reference genome DM v4.03 (30). The number of mapped k-mers per 1Mb bin for each
chromosome were counted and plotted in Microsoft Excel. The details of each CoSSA
workflow applied for each population are described in the Supplementary file 4.
CoSSA was also used to test the presence of Sen1, Sen3, Sen4 and Sen5 in the 67
varieties and accessions from (23). The intersection between each of the abovementioned resistance gene specific k-mers (without the S varieties when applicable)
was made with the k-mers from each of the 67 samples. The resulting k-mers were
then mapped to the potato reference genome DM v4.03, k-mers per 1Mb bin were
counted and the number of k-mers mapping to the Sen1, Sen3, Sen4 and Sen5 (fine)mapped regions was compared with positive controls (varieties which hold the gene of
interest).
DNA extraction and sequencing
Genomic DNA of the parents of the populations (except SaKa1), of the bulked progeny
clones and of susceptible varieties was extracted from freshly harvested leaves
according to (31) and purified using the Qiagen DNeasy Plant Mini Kit. The samples
DNA concentration was measured using a Qubit Fluorometer (Invitrogen). For the
different bulks, an equal amount of DNA from each progeny clone was pooled to obtain
a final DNA quantity of 1 µg. For all the samples, 1 µg of (pooled) genomic DNA was
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used for the library preparation and sequenced on an Illumina platform. Paired-end
(PE) reads of 151 bp were produced (Hartwig Medical foundation, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands). A summary of the sequencing depth obtained for all sequenced samples
is given in Supplementary file 4.
Lyophilised leaves from the SaKa1 population were obtained from SaKa Pflanzenzucht
GmbH & Co. KG. The DNA of the genotypes in the bulks was extracted as described
previously. The DNA concentration and quality were verified with a Qubit Fluorometer
(Invitrogen) and on ethidium bromide containing agarose gels. The DNA was partially
degraded, probably due to storage of the lyophilised material at room temperature.
Consequently, we compiled four sub-bulks in function of the level of degradation of the
DNA as assessed on gel. The two resistant sub-bulks were named SaKa1_RB_small
(containing samples with smaller DNA fragments), SaKa1_RB_big, and contained each
eight individuals that were resistant to P1, P2, P6 and P18. SaKa1_P1RB_small and
SaKa1_P1RB_big sub-bulks contained both eight individuals that were resistant to P1
and were positive for the Sen1 markers, but that were susceptible to P2, P6 and P18.
During sequencing library preparation, the two sub-bulks with smaller DNA fragments
were less sheared than the two with big DNA fragments. The four sub-bulks were
sequenced as described above. Appropriate sequencing quality and yield of the four
sub-bulks was confirmed using FastQC (32) and the small and big fragments sub-bulks
were merged in silico to form SaKa1_RB and SaKa1_P1RB bulks for subsequent CoSSA.
Genomic DNA of the different siblings, parents and the variety panel was extracted
from freshly harvested leaves or from tubers according to (31). The DNA quality was
assessed on ethidium bromide containing agarose gels. Genomic DNA from the
Solanum panel was extracted by the Dr Van Haeringen Laboratorium (Wageningen,
The Netherlands). The DNA concentration was measured using a NanoDrop ND-1000
spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific).
KASP and PCR markers genotyping
Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR (KASP) markers were designed as described in (11).
Adjusted concentrations of 5-50 ng/µl of genomic DNA were used for the KASP assays.
The KASP assays were performed in house or by C. Meijer BV (Rilland, The
Netherlands) as described in (11).
A Cleaved Amplified Polymorphic Sequence (CAPS) marker designed by (20) was used
to validate the presence of Sen2 in the variety and Solanum panels. Adjusted
concentrations of 5-10 ng/µl of genomic DNA were used for the Sen2 marker assays.
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PCR amplified a 1046 bp fragment which was visualised on 2% agarose gels. The 1046
bp fragment is then digested with a restriction enzyme. DG 97-264 from (20) was used
as a positive control and its 1046 bp fragment is digested into 8 fragments.
We used Chi2 test to verify the goodness of fit of the segregation ratio of the tested
KASP markers in the five populations with the expected ratio (defined in function of
the dosage observed in the parents). We used Kruskal-Wallis test to validate the
association of the tested markers with resistance. All the statistical tests were
performed on R v3.2.3.
Phylogenetic analysis in the Solanum panel
Genotypic data from 222 AFLP markers were available for 108 of the 118 accessions
from the Solanum panel (33). We used Mesquite v3.6 (34) to format the data and
MrBayes v3.2.7 (35) to infer a Bayesian rooted tree. MrBayes was run with four chains,
10,000,000 generations, a sampling frequency of 10,000 and a temperature setting
for the heated chains of 0.25. Six S. etuberosum accessions were added as an outgroup
to the analysis in order to root the phylogenetic tree.

Results
GWAS of pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 resistance identifies a minor and a major
effect QTL
Two GWAS models were used to find markers associated with P2, P6 and P18 resistance
in panels of 117, 138 and 53 potato genotypes respectively: one naive model and a
model corrected with a PCoA performed on 1,000 random SNPs. With the naive model,
32, 292 and 9 markers were significantly associated with P2, P6 and P18 respectively
(Figure 1). The correlation between the 30 first PCo of the PCoA and P2, P6 and P18
resistance was of 0.72, 0.70 and 0.79, respectively. Remarkably, with the PCoA
corrected model, none of the markers reached the significance thresholds of 4.567,
4.608 and 4.295 for P2, P6 and P18 respectively, suggesting that resistance is present
in related genotypes. Pursuing with the results of the naive model, we found that 23
SNPs were significantly associated with both P2 and P6, ten of which were located on
the north arm of chromosome 11 between 0.81 Mb and 4.35 Mb. Seven SNPs were
associated with both P6 and P18 resistance, six of which were located on the south
arm of chromosome 12 between 43.3 Mb and 50.4 Mb. From the 303 associated SNPs,
we selected 42 SNPs having a positive effect on resistance and having the minor alleles
present in simplex or duplex in the resistant parents and absent from the susceptible
parents of the validation populations (AxV, AxD, KxA,). These 42 selected SNPs were
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converted to KASP markers in order to validate their linkage to resistance in the three
sibling populations. The distribution of resistance in these populations can be found in
the Supplementary figures 1 to 3.
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Figure 1. GWAS performed on pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 resistance
Manhattan plots of the GWAS performed on a P2, b P6 and c P18 resistance. The x axis
represents the 12 potato chromosomes. Chromosome u represents the markers from
unanchored scaffolds, chloroplastic and mitochondrial markers. The red line is the threshold
of significance as calculated by the method of (29). Significant markers are highlighted in
green. The markers from the Sen4 haplotype and from Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 associated with
resistance in the AxD, KxA and AxV populations are indicated.

The three markers from chromosome 12 located between 43.3 Mb and 50.4 Mb
(PotVar0031912, PotVar0036325 and PotVar0037666) co-segregated and were
strongly associated with P2, P6 and P18 resistance in the AxV population
(Supplementary table 2). This chromosome 12 haplotype showed a strong effect on
resistance (Supplementary figure 4). Therefore, we decided to give it the name of
Sen4, following the naming system of the dominant, major effect S. endobioticum
resistance genes. The oldest variety in which we found the Sen4 markers in the GWAS
panels is Alcmaria (Supplementary file 1). Twelve co-segregating markers from the
north arm of chromosome 11 were also significantly associated with resistance. We
called this haplotype Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3. We followed the naming system from (36)
and added the name of the oldest clone in which the haplotype markers were found in
order to distinguish different haplotypes with overlapping genomic locations. The minor
alleles of the first four markers on the telomeric side (~0.81 Mb) of Rse-XIcVTN62.33.3 (PotVar0064519, PotVar0064625, PotVar0064771, PotVar0064787) were
only associated with P2 resistance while the first seven markers from the centromeric
side (between 2.04 Mb and 4.35 Mb; PotVar0066219, PotVar0066337, PotVar0067017,
PotVar0067459,

PotVar0110432,

PotVar0106057

and

PotVar0106019)

were

associated with P2 as well as P6 resistance. The last marker from Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3,
PotVar0059284 (coordinate 8,816,275), was present in duplex in Axion and was indeed
associated with P2 but also with P18 resistance in the AxV population. The effect of
Sen4 was stronger than the effect of Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 for P6 (mean scores of 9.5
and 8.5 for Sen4 and Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 respectively) and especially for P18
resistance (mean scores of 9.1 and 6.0; Supplementary figure 4). The highest level of
resistance was achieved when both loci were present.
CoSSA to fine-map Sen4
To identify markers flanking Sen4, we built and sequenced a resistant bulk (AxV_RB)
from 18 selected AxV descendants which were strongly resistant to P6 and P18, and a
susceptible bulk (AxV_SB) composed of 15 descendants that were highly susceptible
to P6 and P18 (Supplementary file 2). We performed CoSSA and identified 91,868,050
unique (Nu) AxV_RB specific k-mers from a total number (Nt) of 492,018,414 k-mers
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that occurred at a frequency from 4 to 20 (Supplementary file 4). From these k-mers,
42% (Nu = 38,573,330; Nt = 195,954,466) were inherited from Axion. From these
Axion resistance specific k-mers, we removed k-mers from the susceptible varieties
Alegria, Desiree, Kuras and Ludmilla to select for haplotype specific k-mers. This last
set was composed of 17,440,189 unique and 88,818,285 total k-mers. Firstly, a peak
composed of 163,965 Axion resistance specific k-mers was observed on the north arm
of chromosome 11 between 1 Mb and 3 Mb. The chromosome 11 peak included four of
the 12 SNPs that were associated with P2 and P6 in the GWAS study (PotVar0066337,
PotVar0067017, PotVar0106057 and PotVar0106019). The re-identification of Rse-XIcVTN62.33.3 confirmed the contribution of this QTL to resistance. Secondly, from these
Axion resistance specific k-mers, 10% (Nu = 1,752,553) mapped to a broad peak
ranging from 10 Mb till 54 Mb on chromosome 12 (Figure 2). Within the chromosome
12 peak, k-mers mapped to the three markers identified with the GWAS
(PotVar0031912, PotVar0036325 and PotVar0037666). We sought additional SNPs in
the chromosome 12 peak to design markers flanking Sen4. Three SNPs to which Sen4
specific k-mers were matching and for which PotVar markers had already been
designed ((37); PotVar0036489, PotVar0037687 and PotVar0037404) and two other
SNPs (chr12_ 48501410 and chr12_51499015), were selected to design novel KASP
markers. Among 100 AxV descendants, only three recombinants could be identified
between the outermost selected SNPs. Recombinant AxV_13_33 was susceptible to P6
and P18 in the Spieckermann assays of 2016 (scores of 7.5 and 6.4 respectively).
Recombinant AxV_13_84 was scored as resistant to P6 and P18 in the Spieckermann
assays of 2015 and 2016 and did not hold Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 (Supplementary file 2).
Recombinant AxV_13_38 was resistant to P6 and P18 in the Spieckermann assays of
2015 and 2016 but it holds Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 as well and therefore was not
informative for Sen4 mapping. Consequently, we could map Sen4 in a 3 Mb region
between 48.5 Mb and 51.5 Mb (between chr12_ 48501410 and chr12_51499015)
(Figure 3).
CoSSA to identify Sen5
Also in the AxD population, Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 was significantly associated with P6
and P18 as assessed by the Glynne-Lemmerzahl method and P18 as assessed by the
Spieckermann method (Supplementary table 3). In the KxA population, Rse-XIcVTN62.33.3 was also significantly associated with P2 and P6 in the Glynne-Lemmerzahl
method and P18 in the Spieckermann method. None of the Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3
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markers were associated with P1 resistance, ruling out the possibility that these
markers are derived from the Sen1 haplotype that resides in the same genomic region.
Several descendants in the AxD and KxA populations which did not hold Rse-XIcVTN62.33.3 showed a strong resistance to P2, P6 and P18, suggesting that at least
one other resistance locus was segregating. To identify the additional resistance(s)
segregating in the AxD and KxA populations, we re-used the bulks that were used to
fine-map Sen1 (AxDK_Sen1_SB and AxDK_Sen1_RB) (8) as 15 out of 24 individuals
within AxDK_Sen1_RB showed resistance to P2, P6 and/or P18 while all 10 individuals
in AxDK_Sen1_SB were highly susceptible to all the tested pathotypes. To identify kmers linked to P2, P6 and P18 resistance, we lowered the frequency threshold. As
AxDK_Sen1_RB had a sequencing depth of ~72x and 15 from the 24 descendants
composing the bulks were resistant to the higher pathotypes, and assuming that a
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Figure 2. Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis to fine-map Sen4 and
identify Sen5
a Number of NLR genes per bin of 1 Mb from the potato reference genome DM v4.03
according to (38). b CoSSA performed in the AxV population. The AxV_RB specific k-mers
inherited from Axion minus the S varieties k-mers were mapped to the reference genome
(ymax = 67,500 k-mers). c CoSSA performed in the AxDK population. The AxDK_RB specific
k-mers inherited from Aventra minus the S varieties k-mers were mapped to the reference
genome (ymax = 58,000 k-mers).

single simplex locus was causal for resistance, the resistant haplotype(s) from Aventra
were expected to have a sequencing depth between 6x and 17x. CoSSA allowed the
identification of 32,183,695 unique k-mers (Nt = 267,071,227) specific to the
AxDK_Sen1_RB bulk (Supplementary file 4). From these k-mers, 18% (Nu =
5,934,080, Nt = 48,978,404) were inherited from the resistant parent Aventra. From
these Aventra resistance specific k-mers, commonly occurring k-mers were removed
by subtracting k-mers from the susceptible varieties Alegria, Ludmilla and VR808,
resulting in a subset of 3,533,028 unique k-mers (Nt = 28,794,943). From these kmers, 207,335 mapped to the south arm of chromosome 5 and produced a peak
between 47 Mb and 52 Mb (Figure 2). To validate the association of the chromosome
5 locus with resistance, we identified eight PotVar SNPs from (37) to which Aventra
resistance specific k-mers without S varieties k-mers mapped. We also designed two
new markers flanking the k-mers peak. These ten markers co-segregated and were
strongly associated with P2, P6 and P18 in AxD and in KxA (Supplementary tables 3
and 4). The effect of the chromosome 5 haplotype on resistance was stronger than the
effect of Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 in AxD for P2 (mean scores of 1.9 and 2.8 for the
chromosome 5 locus and Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3, respectively) with Glynne-Lemmerzahl
and for P18 with Spieckermann (mean scores of 8.0 and 5.6, respectively;
Supplementary figure 5). In KxA, the chromosome 5 haplotype provided a stronger
effect on resistance for P6 (mean scores of 3.5 and 4.0 for the chromosome 5 locus
and Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3, respectively) and P18 (mean scores of 3.7 and 4.1,
respectively) with Glynne-Lemmerzahl and P18 (mean scores of 8.1 and 4.9,
respectively) with Spieckermann (Supplementary figure 6). The highest resistance was
always achieved when both loci were present. Because Aventra chromosome 5
resistance is a strong effect locus, we decided to name it Sen5. Two recombinants in
AxD and two recombinants in KxA could be identified in the Sen5 haplotype. The two
recombinants from AxD are not informative as they hold Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3. The two
KxA recombinants do not hold Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 and were clearly susceptible to P6
and P18 in the Spieckermann assay. Therefore, we could map Sen5 to a 1.96 Mb region
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of the south arm of chromosome 5 between 49.2 Mb and 51.16 Mb (between
PotVar0123123 and PotVar0034831) (Figure 3).
CoSSA in the SaKa1 population
In the SaKa1 population, resistance to P1 was skewed towards resistance whereas
resistance to P2, P6 and P18 was skewed towards susceptibility (13). The segregation
of P1 resistance was bimodal whereas resistance to the other pathotypes was
quantitative. A PCA performed on the phenotypes showed that the descendants could
be divided in three different groups: group 1 contained 37 descendants which were
resistant to the four pathotypes, group 2 contained 47 descendants which were only
resistant to P1 and group 3 contained 39 descendants susceptible to the four
pathotypes (Supplementary figure 7). To identify the loci providing resistance to P2,
P6 and P18, we built the SaKa1_RB bulk composed of 16 descendants resistant to the
four pathotypes and the SaKa1_P1RB bulk composed of 16 descendants only resistant
to P1 (Supplementary file 2). SaKa1_RB specific k-mers were identified (Nt =
68,252,446; Nu = 6,255,989; frequency between 9 to 40) and divided in subgroups in
function of their parental origin (Supplementary file 4). The 2,626,263 (Nu) SaKa1_RB
specific k-mers inherited from Andante and 2,222,171 (Nu) k-mers from Alegria were
mapped to the potato reference genome (Supplementary figure 8A). A peak of 90,013
k-mers inherited from Andante was found on the south arm of chromosome 1 between
72 Mb and 80 Mb. A second peak of 62,861 k-mers inherited from Andante was found
on the south arm of chromosome 9 between 55 Mb and 61.5 Mb. A third broad peak
on chromosome 11 between 0 and 31 Mb was composed of 152,829 k-mers. A fourth
peak of 54,300 k-mers inherited from Alegria was observed on the south arm of
chromosome 12 between 57 Mb and 60 Mb (this latter interval was not overlapping
with the Sen4 locus). KASP markers were designed to validate the association of these
peaks with resistance. The Sen1 flanking markers (8) were also included in this
screening.
The Sen1 flanking markers were significantly associated with P1 resistance in the
SaKa1 population (Supplementary table 5). The effect of Sen1 on P1 resistance was
very strong, with a mean score of 2.19 when Sen1 was present and 3.56 when Sen1
was absent (Supplementary figure 9). The markers on the south arm of chromosome
1 between 72.77 Mb and 79.69 Mb were also associated with P1 resistance albeit with
a lower effect than the Sen1 markers (mean score of 2.4 for Sen1 alone, mean score
of 3.45 for chr01_76425362 alone). The resistance to P1 was improved when both loci
were present (mean score of 2.13; Supplementary figure 9). The chromosome 1 locus,
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Figure 3. Genetic and physical maps of Sen4 and Sen5
Genetic maps of Sen4 (a) and Sen5 (c) in the AxV and AxDK populations respectively. The
number of recombinants found between the screened markers is given on the left side of
the maps. Physical maps of Sen4 (b) and Sen5 (d) according to the potato reference genome
DM v4.03. On the right side of the physical maps are shown the screened markers, the RLK
genes (grey) according to (39),the NLR genes (grey) and clusters (black blocks) according
to (38).

which we called Rse-Ib-Andante, was also associated with P2, P6 and P18 resistance
(Supplementary table 5). The marker with the strongest effect on resistance was
chr01_76425362 which segregated in a 1:4:1 (nulliplex:simplex:duplex) ratio. The
resistance was stronger when the marker was present in duplex (Supplementary figure
9) which can be due either to a dosage effect or to the fact that chr01_76425362 is
present on two different haplotypes, and one of the two haplotypes brings a stronger
resistance

than

chr01_74162620,

the

other.

The

markers

chr01_77750280,

chr01_72774086,

chr01_77801278,

chr01_74148509,

chr01_79026840

and

chr01_79694600 were located on the same haplotype of chromosome 1 because they
co-segregated (referred hereafter as Rse-Ib-Andante-a). Markers located under the 031 Mb peak of chromosome 11 were co-segregating and were also significantly
associated with P2, P6 and P18 resistance. The effect of this locus, that we called RseXId-Andante, on resistance was weaker than Rse-Ib-Andante but the resistance was
improved when both loci were present (Supplementary figure 9). The markers
designed under the chromosome 9 peak were co-segregating and significantly
associated with P18 resistance only. The effect of this locus, that we called Rse-IXaAndante, on P18 resistance was weaker than Rse-Ib-Andante (duplex marker) but
stronger than Rse-XId-Andante. The concomitant presence of Rse-Ib-Andante, RseIXa-Andante and Rse-XId-Andante brought a strong resistance to P18 (mean score of
2.37; Supplementary figure 9).
The Rse-Ib-Andante-a haplotype was associated with P1, P2, P6 and P18 resistance
but not all the descendants which hold this haplotype were resistant to P2, P6 and P18.
This observation suggests that this haplotype is dependent on other QTLs in the
background.
In an attempt to identify the other locus/loci responsible for Rse-Ib-Andante-a
haplotype to bring full resistance, we built two new bulks, SaKa1_chr01_RB and
SaKa1_chr01_SB, composed respectively of 17 descendants holding the Rse-IbAndante-a haplotype and fully resistant to the four pathotypes and of 17 descendants
holding the Rse-Ib-Andante-a haplotype but with a weak resistance to the four
188
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pathotypes (Supplementary file 2). In a new CoSSA, the difference between the kmers from SaKa1_chr01_RB and SaKa1_chr01_SB was made (Supplementary file 4).
A high peak composed of 113,781 SaKa1_chr01_RB bulk specific k-mers inherited from
Andante was observed on chromosome 1 between 67 Mb and 74 Mb, overlapping with
the position of Rse-Ib-Andante-a (Supplementary figure 8B). Two markers were
designed under this peak (chr01_70066624 and chr01_73527005). Both markers were
present on the same haplotype (called Rse-Ib-Andante-c) which did not co-segregate
with Rse-Ib-Andante-a, and chr01_73527005 was significantly associated with P2, P6
and P18 resistance (Supplementary table 5). This was in agreement with our
hypothesis that marker chr01_76425362 might be present on two different haplotypes
from Rse-Ib-Andante. When comparing the presence/absence of Rse-Ib-Andante-a
and Rse-Ib-Andante-c markers, it seems that marker chr01_76425362 was indeed
present on both haplotypes. In another CoSSA workflow, the difference between
SaKa1_chr01_SB and SaKa1_chr01_RB was made to identify haplotypes which
potentially contributed to susceptibility (Supplementary file 4). A high peak of 215,605
SaKa1_chr01_SB bulk specific k-mers inherited from Andante was observed again on
the south arm of chromosome 1 between 74 Mb and 84 Mb. Two markers were
designed under this peak (chr01_77329972 and chr01_79751572). Both were located
on the same haplotype (called Rse-Ib-Andante-b) and showed a significant association
with P1, P2 and P6 susceptibility. This is most likely due to a repulsion effect of RseIb-Andante-b with the haplotypes Rse-Ib-Andante-a and Rse-Ib-Andante-c. These
results reveal a complex architecture of wart disease resistance in the SaKa1
population which involves several haplotypes of the Rse-Ib-Andante locus. Rse-IbAndante has a major effect on resistance but because of its co-dominance, we decided
not to include it in the Sen naming system for dominant major effect wart resistance
genes.
CoSSA to identify minor effect loci in the KxL population
In the KxL population (n = 328) from (11), we performed a Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) on the P2, P6 and P18 resistance scores assessed with the GlynneLemmerzahl method (Supplementary figure 10). The two first principal components
(PC), explaining 97.8% of the variance, showed that the descendants of the population
could be separated in three groups. Group 1 was composed of 67 descendants resistant
to P2, P6 and P18. Group 2 contained 92 descendants resistant to P2 and P6 but slightly
susceptible to P18. Group 3 contained 169 descendants susceptible to P2, P6 and P18.
The proportion of group 1+2 and 3 reflected a 1:1 segregation ratio and Sen3 co189
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segregated with group 1 and 2 phenotypes (except for 5 false positives out of 328).
The groups 1 and 2 represent each 25% of the KxL population suggesting that there
is another locus segregating in a 1:1 ratio which is required by Sen3 to bring full
resistance to P18. To identify this locus, we built the KxL_P2P6RB which was composed
of 17 individuals belonging to phenotypic group 2. We re-used the KxL_RB from (11)
which consisted of 17 individuals of group 1. CoSSA identified 2,851,467 (Nu) KxL_RB
specific k-mers with a frequency between 8 and 60 (Nt = 26,856,174) (Supplementary
file 4). Four peaks of KxL_RB bulk specific k-mers were observed that were inherited
from Kuba, and six peaks that were inherited from the susceptible parent Ludmilla
(Supplementary figure 11). We designed KASP markers to validate eight of these peaks
and screened the entire offspring with them (Supplementary table 6). Only the two
markers located on the south arm of chromosome 8 were significantly associated with
P18 resistance obtained with the Glynne-Lemmerzahl method. This chromosome 8
locus, that we called Rse-VIIIb-Kuba, significantly improved P18 resistance in
combination with Sen3. Although the Rse-VIIIb-Kuba effect alone was very small
compared to Sen3 alone (Supplementary figure 12).
Inventory of the wart disease resistances present in the potato breeding gene
pool
A panel of 118 potato varieties and clones was screened with the flanking markers of
Sen1

(chr11_1666351),

chr11_1772869),

Sen4

Sen2

(Sen2_CAPS),

(chr12_48501410

and

Sen3

(chr11_1259552

PotVar0037404)

and

and
Sen5

(PotVar0034831, PotVar0035016). Also 23 varieties whose genomes were sequenced
by (23) were screened for the Sen1, Sen3, Sen4 and Sen5 genes using CoSSA (Table
1; Supplementary file 5). Sen1 was present in 59.6% (n = 84) of the tested varieties,
78 of which are resistant to P1, two have an intermediate level of resistance and for
four the resistance is unknown. Sen1 is not present in any of the varieties susceptible
to P1. Sen2 marker was absent from all the varieties except for the variety Bonza which
showed a banding pattern which suggests it might be positive for Sen2. Sen3 was
found in 22 varieties, 17 of which are known to be resistant to P1 and at least one of
the higher pathotypes. Thirteen of the Sen3 varieties hold BRA9089 in their pedigree,
for the rest, the pedigree is incomplete or unknown. Sen4 was found in 13 varieties,
ten of which are resistant to P2, twelve to P6, and nine to P18. Only Berber is
susceptible to P2, P6 and P18. The oldest clone in which we identified Sen4 is AM783704 and nine of the Sen4 varieties hold AM78-3704 in their pedigree. In the GWAS
genotypic data, the Sen4 markers were found in Alcmaria, the grand-parent of AM783704 (Supplementary file 1). Among the twelve resistant varieties holding Sen4 in our
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variety panel, ten hold Alcmaria in their pedigree, making it a very likely source of
resistance.
Table 1. Screening of the potato wart disease Sen genes associated markers
in the variety panel
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Aventra
Kanjer
VE71-105
Achilles
Adretta
Agria
Alegria
Annabelle
Antares
Apollo
Aquila
Astarte
Asterix
Atlantic
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Avenance
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Mayan Twilight
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MPI 44.1016_24
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Paroli
Plasettie
Polessky Rosovy
Princess
Producent
Provento
RH90-37-012
Royal
Saphir
Sarpo Mira
Simply Red
Smart
Starga
Talent
Tivoli
Tomensa
Ultra
Van Gogh
VR-808
VTN62.33.3
Atlantic*
Burbank*
Dakota Diamond*
Early Rose*
Garnet Chili*
Irish Cobbler*
Kalkaska*
Katahdin*
Kennebec*
Missaukee*
Mountain Rose*
Norland*
Premier Russet*
Purple Majesty*
Rio Grande Russet*
Russet Burbank*
Russet Norkotah*
Shepody*
Sierra Gold*
Snowden*
Spunta*
Superior*
Yukon Gold*
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The presence/absence of the Sen genes is coded as 0: absent, 1: present, r: recombinant
and is based on results from Supplementary file 3. b Resistance scores, R: resistant, I:
intermediate, S: susceptible. c Putative resistance sources in the varieties pedigree, y: yes,
n: no, ?: unknown. * These varieties were screened for Sen1, Sen3, Sen4 and Sen5 using
CoSSA, see Supplementary file 5
a

In the variety panel, only Aventra, Kanjer and the breeding clone VE71-105 hold Sen5.
Aventra and VE71-105 are resistant to P2, P6 and slightly resistant to P18, Kanjer is
resistant to P2 and P6 (it is slightly susceptible to P1 and its resistance to P18 is
unknown). Aventra’s pedigree is unknown and Kanjer holds VE71-105 in its pedigree
(40).
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Sen resistance gene recognition spectrum and representation in the EPPO
panel
Among the 54 varieties from our panel which hold Sen1 but do not hold any of the
identified Sen genes, 51 are resistant to P1 and 19 do not show resistance to any of
the higher pathotypes (Table 1). The resistance pattern of Sen1 is specific to the
pathotype 1 of S. endobioticum, as observed previously in several studies
(13,14,20,41). Sen2 was shown to bring resistance to P1, P2, P3, P6, P8, P18 and P38
(20). In our variety panel, the Sen2 marker was observed in Bonza which is resistant
to pathotypes 1, 2 and 6. In our variety panel, there are 11 varieties which hold Sen3
without Sen1, ten of which are known to be resistant to P1 (Tables 1 and 2). Moreover,
five of these varieties are also resistant to pathotype 8. These observations suggest
that Sen3 is involved in resistance to pathotypes 1, 2, 6, 8 and 18. Sen4 was shown
to bring resistance to the tested pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 in the AxV population. In the
variety panel, only two varieties hold Sen4 without Sen1, one being susceptible to P1
(Celandine) and one resistant (Panda) (Tables 1 and 2). Therefore, no conclusion can
be made about an extended resistance spectrum of Sen4. Sen5 is present in two
varieties that do not hold Sen1 and are susceptible (Aventra) or slightly susceptible
(Kanjer) to P1 (Tables 1 and 2). This observation and the study we made in the AxD
and KxA populations show that the resistance spectrum of Sen5 is specific to
pathotypes 2, 6 and 18.
Among the varieties from the EPPO set (42,43), Sen1 was found in six of the ten
varieties resistant to P1 (Table 2). Sen3 was present in the four remaining varieties
resistant to P1 which are also resistant to P2, P6 and P18. Neither Sen2, Sen4 or Sen5
was found in the EPPO set varieties. The resistance present in Talent, Delcora, Saphir,
Miriam and Belita is not explained by any of the Sen genes identified so far.
Resistance in Solanum species
A panel of 118 accessions from 38 wild Solanum species was screened with markers
flanking the Sen genes (Figure 4, Supplementary file 3) and an additional set of 44
wild species and landraces (23) was analysed using CoSSA. The Sen1 linked marker
chr11_1666351 was found in seven accessions of the Tuberosa 3 series (44) and one
diploid S. bulbocastanum accession. Three of the accessions holding the Sen1 flanking
marker are known to be resistant to P1 (Supplementary file 3). With CoSSA, we
observed that Sen1 was found in only one accession (landrace PI 258885), belonging
to the S. tuberosum species from the Chilotanum subgroup, which shared 63.3% of
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the Sen1 specific k-mers mapping between 1.2 Mb and 1.7 Mb on chromosome 11
(Supplementary file 5).
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P6

P18
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EPPO set

Table 2. Sen genes resistance spectrum
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With the Sen2 CAPS marker, we identified positive signals in Solanum acaule
accessions from the Acaulia series. Three accessions from the Demissum series were
also positive for the Sen2 marker (one S. demissum accession and two S.
guerreroense). Finally, three accessions from the Tuberosa series (one S. spegazzini
and one S. verrucosum) were positive for the Sen2 marker (Figure 4, Supplementary
file 3, Supplementary figure 13).
For Sen3, Sen4 and Sen5, we observed that none of the screened accessions held both
flanking markers. The Sen3 flanking marker chr11_1259552 was present in 24
accessions whereas the other flanking marker chr11_1772869 was present in only
three accessions (Supplementary file 3). This second marker mapped closer to Sen3
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in the KxL population (11) was present in two S. guerreroense accessions (Demissa
series) which have an intermediate level of resistance to P8 and one S. tuberosum ssp.
andigena accession (Tuberosa 3 series). With CoSSA, Sen3 was also found in a S.
tuberosum landrace (PI 245847) from the Chilotanum subgroup. It shared 93.2% of
the Sen3 specific k-mers mapping between 1.2 Mb and 1.8 Mb on chromosome 11
(Supplementary file 5).
The Sen4 flanking markers chr12_48501410 and PotVar0037404 were found each in
one accession (Supplementary file 3). In our AxV population, PotVar0037404 cosegregated with Sen4. It was found in a S. circaelifolium accession from the
Circaelifolia series, known to have an intermediate level of resistance to P2 and P6. For
Sen4 with CoSSA, it was more difficult to determine if an accession held the gene or
not as a smaller proportion of k-mers was shared in the wide genomic region identified.
To determine if an accession held the Sen4 gene, we compared the distribution pattern
of Sen4 specific k-mers mapped to each chromosome 12 bin between Axion and the
tested accessions (Supplementary file 5). The S. brevicaule accessions PI 498112 and
PI 545987 shared 42.6% and 43% respectively of the Sen4 specific k-mers between
48.5 Mb and 50.7 Mb, and had a distribution pattern of mapped k-mers similar to
Axion. It was also the case of four S. tuberosum group Andigena accessions (PI
245935, PI 245940, PI 546023 and PI 607886) and one S. tuberosum group
Chilotanum (PI 245847) accession in which was found Sen3 as well.
The Sen5 flanking markers PotVar0035016, which was co-segregating with Sen5 in
AxD and KxA, and PotVar0034831, which was two recombination events from Sen5,
were found in zero and 40 accessions, respectively (Supplementary file 3).
PotVar0034831 was found in all the accessions from the Demissa and Acaulia series,
nine accessions from the Tuberosa 3 series (including five S. vernei accessions), seven
accessions from the North and central American diploid series and two accessions from
the Circaeifolia series (Figure 4). Fourteen of these accessions are known to show an
intermediate or strong level of resistance to at least one of the higher pathotypes
(Supplementary file 3). Sen5 was found with CoSSA in the S. vernei accession PI
473305 which contained 56.4% of the Sen5 specific k-mers between 49.2 Mb and
51.2Mb (Supplementary file 5).
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Figure 4. Classification of Solanum accessions screened for the Sen genes
Bayesian rooted tree of 108 Solanum accessions screened for the Sen genes, based on the
genotypic data of 222 AFLPs. Branch lengths are proportional to the number of changes/site,
posterior probabilities are shown at each node. The classification is adapted from Hawkes’
series (44). The S. etuberosum accessions were included in the phylogenetic analysis to
form the outgroup but they were not screened for the Sen genes. The presence of Sen1,
Sen2, Sen3, Sen4 and Sen5 is based on markers chr11_1666351, Sen2_CAPS,
chr11_1772869, PotVar0037404 and PotVar0034831 respectively
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Discussion
Identification of Sen4, important source of resistance in the Dutch breeding
material
In this study, we performed a GWAS in the potato breeding genepool to identify
markers linked with pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 resistance. The GWAS and the validation
of the significant markers in a full-sib population allowed to identify the major effect
locus Sen4, located on the south arm of chromosome 12, linked with P2, P6 and P18
resistance. CoSSA was used to identify new markers flanking Sen4 which could be
mapped to a 3 Mb interval between 48.5 Mb and 51.5 Mb. In this region of the reference
genome, no large NLR or RLP or RLK clusters are found (38,39). Only a single CNL
gene (DMG401007575; (38)) and a single RLK (StRLK66) were found as candidate
genes. We found that Sen4 was present in the variety Panda which was used as the
resistant parent of the mapping population in the study of (14). A QTL matching the
Sen4 locus was, however, not identified in their study which is probably due to the use
of a limited number of SSR markers. In the BNA2 population from (15), the locus RSeXIIa from the central region of chromosome 12 was associated with P2, P6 and P18.
The alternative allele of Solcap_c2_33630 was however present in many susceptible
varieties and was present in duplex in the resistant parent (Karolin) and in the
susceptible parent (unknown). For these reasons, it is unlikely that RSe-XIIa is the
same locus as Sen4. Moreover, we tested Karolin which was negative for Sen4.
We observed that Sen4 is Identical-By-Descent (IBD) in the Dutch varieties and could
be traced back with markers to the breeding clone AM78-3704 and even further to its
grand-parent Alcmaria. Alcmaria comes from a cross between Sirtema and a progeny
from Saskia x (CPC 1673-20 x Furore) (40). We tested genome sequencing data from
Sirtema for the chromosome 12 associated SNPs but could not find them. So, we
concluded that Sirtema does not contain Sen4 (data not shown). Therefore, Sen4 must
come from Furore or CPC 1673-20. Interestingly, wart resistance had already been
observed in CPC1673 which was used to introgress nematode resistance in the
breeding genepool (19). The only variety which holds Sen4 not IBD from Alcmaria is
Panda. Panda’s Sen4 allele probably comes from a different source than the Dutch
material. In the genotypic data from (37), we observed that the Sen4 associated
markers were present in the variety Hindenburg which is resistant to the pathotype 1
(45) but whose resistance to the higher pathotypes is unknown. Hindenburg is present
in the pedigree of Panda through the varieties Aquila and Mittelfruhe. We tested Aquila
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which was negative for the Sen4 markers. Testing the Mittelfruhe pedigree branch with
the Sen4 markers may reveal if Hindenburg can be the German source of Sen4.
In the Solanum panel, the Sen4 marker the most closely linked with resistance was
present in one S. circaeifolium accession (Circaeifolia series). S. circaeifolium is known
to contain resistance to other pathogens such as P. infestans, G. pallida and E.
carotovora (46). This accession was phenotyped and found to be moderately resistant
to P2 and P6 but susceptible to P8. In the panel from (23), Sen4 was found in two S.
brevicaule accessions, a landrace from the group Chilotanum and several landraces
from the S. tuberosum group Andigena. This last observation strengthens our
hypothesis that the Dutch material source of Sen4 might be the clone CPC1673 which
possesses Andigenum origins.
Identification of Sen5, underrepresented source of resistance in the breeding
genepool
The two bulks from (8) were re-used in an adapted CoSSA workflow to characterise
the resistance from Aventra. We identified and mapped Sen5 on the south arm of
chromosome 5 between 49.2 Mb and 51.16 Mb. In the reference genome, the C40 and
C41 NLR clusters are located between 49.48 Mb and 49.69 Mb (38) and there are four
gaps in this region in the reference genome (Figure 3). In the variety panel, Sen5 was
very rare as it was found in only two varieties (Aventra and Kanjer) and one breeding
clone (VE71-105). A closer look to the pedigree showed that Kanjer is a descendant of
VE71-105. The pedigree of Aventra is unknown, but we hypothesize that these three
resistant genotypes are IBD for Sen5, sharing VE71-105 as the donor. The screening
of the two flanking markers in the Solanum panel gave contrasting results as one
marker was not found in any accession and the other was found in 40 accessions
including all the accessions from the Demissa and Acaulia series, accessions from the
Tuberosa series (including several S. vernei accessions) and several accessions from
North and Central America and the Circaeifolia series. As it is unlikely that Sen5 is
present in so many accessions from so many different phylogenetic series, we
hypothesize that marker PotVar0034831 detects a more common SNP adjacent to the
introgression segment of the Sen5 donor haplotype. CoSSA gave less ambiguous
results than the marker analysis, and Sen5 was found in one S. vernei accession. This
is in agreement with the observation that VE71-105 has multiple S. vernei sources in
its pedigree (40). S. vernei has previously been reported as a potential source of wart
disease resistance (6).
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Diagnostic power of the Sen1 flanking markers and origin of Sen1
In the SaKa1 population, (13) identified the Sen1-XI locus on the north arm of
chromosome 11 which brings a quantitative resistance to P1. The authors suspected
this locus to be an allelic variant of Sen1 or a different R gene from the same cluster.
However, the screening of the Sen1 flanking markers from (8) showed that Sen1 is
linked to P1 resistance in the SaKa1 population. In the study of (13), the GP259
markers from the Sen1 region were most associated with P1 resistance. The BLAST of
GP259 to DM v4.03 showed this fragment is located between 2,805,301 bp and
2,805,774 bp which is more than 1 Mb from Sen1. This may explain why the Sen1-XI
locus did not bring a clear qualitative resistance to P1, while in our studies the two
flanking Sen1 markers (chr11_1308927 and chr11_1666351) did detect qualitative P1
resistance.
Sen1 was present in 65% of the varieties screened and as described previously (10),
it is not possible to trace it back to a common ancestor donor. In the accessions panels,
Sen1 was found mainly in the diploid Tuberosa 3 series (44) accessions originating
from Bolivia and Argentina. More specifically, it was found in the S. tuberosum group
Chilotanum, in S. microdontum, S. vernei and one accession from S. bulbocastanum.
Members of the group Chilotanum, adapted to long days, are ancestors of commercial
cultivars (S. tuberosum ssp. tuberosum) and contributed greatly to its genetic
background. A high number of introgressions from S. microdontum have been found
in long-day adapted cultivars (23). The intensive use of Chilotanum group and S.
microdontum to adapt potato to long-days could have led to multiple introgressions of
Sen1 early in the group Tuberosum which would explain the lack of identity-by-descent
(IBD) of Sen1. In (17), the Sen1 linked marker Nl25 (7) was identified in two
accessions from S. tuberosum ssp. andigenum and three accessions from S. tuberosum
ssp. tuberosum. In this study, and in the broad panel of accessions screened for P1
resistance by (47), no correlation was found between the resistance to P1 and the
taxonomy, the ploidy level or the geographic origin, which might be explained by the
presence of Sen1 very early in the ancestors of cultivated potato.
Sporadic presence of Sen2 in the breeding material
Sen2 was identified for the first time in the complex diploid hybrid DG 97-264 (20). In
our variety panel, none of the varieties showed a similar banding pattern compared to
DG 97-264 except for Bonza which is known to be resistant to P1, P2 and P6. However,
Bonza’s resistance might come from Sen3 as it holds one of the two Sen3 flanking
markers. The pedigree of Bonza is unknown so no hypothesis can be made about if
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Bonza hold a recombination in the Sen3 haplotype. Most likely, Sen2 has not yet been
included in the breeding programs and is therefore a new source of wart disease
resistance.
In the accessions panel, four accessions from the Demissum series (S. demissum and
S. guerreroense), four S. acaule accessions, two S. verrucosum accessions and one S.
spegazzini accession showed a banding pattern similar to DG 97-264. S. acaule, S.
demissum and S. verrucosum have been used in the pedigree of DG 97-264 and either
of them might be the resistance donor. S. acaule has been reported as being a potential
source of wart disease resistance (6) and more specifically as being the source of the
P1, P6 and P18 resistance of Saphir through the donor MPI44.1016/24 (19). We could,
however, reject the hypothesis that Saphir or MPI 44.1016/24 were positive to the
Sen2 CAPS marker.
The scoring of the Sen2_CAPS marker was not unambiguous, however. In order to
validate if variety Bonza and the accessions that we scored positive for Sen2 indeed
hold the same allele as the clone DG 97-264, we would recommend to sequence the
Sen2 marker PCR products. Another unambiguous way to verify the presence of Sen2
in other sequenced varieties or accessions would be to identify k-mers specific to Sen2.
This could be done by sequencing two bulks of resistant and susceptible descendants
from the SEN 12-01 population (20) or by sequencing the PCR fragments which are
linked with resistance in DG 97-264 and comparing their k-mers with other genotypes
using CoSSA.
Sen3 is an important source of resistance in the German and Polish material
It has been shown previously that Sen3 was IBD in all the Sen3 positive varieties and
could be traced back to the variety Ora, a descendant of Capella and BRA9089 (11).
In old literature, resistance to the higher pathotypes was traced back to the clone
BRA9089 which was found at that time to be resistant to P1 and to the higher
pathotypes. In (11), BRA9089 was found to be susceptible to all pathotypes and
negative for the Sen3 flanking markers, which is most likely due to the fact that the
old and recent BRA9089 clones are different. In our variety panel, Sen3 was mainly
found in German and Polish varieties. All these Sen3 varieties for which the pedigree
is complete hold BRA9089 in their pedigree. Surprisingly, the Sen3 markers were also
found in the American varieties Defender and Goldrush and in the Dutch variety Lady
Sara (descendant of Defender). We did not find any information about the resistance
of these varieties to the higher pathotypes, nor did we pursue phenotyping of these
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clones. These three varieties also hold BRA9089 in their pedigree, which makes it the
putative unique donor of Sen3 in the breeding genepool. BRA9089 originates from
crosses involving a cultivar from Chiloe (S. tuberosum ssp. tuberosum), the cultivar
Svitez and a landrace (18,19,40).
In our Solanum panel, none of the Solanum accessions were positive for both flanking
markers which can be explained by the fact that one or both of them are located outside
the introgression segment. The closest marker to Sen3 was found in the two S.
guerreroense accessions and in an accession from the S. tuberosum group Andigena.
This group has been reported before as being a source of potato wart disease resistance
(18,19,47). CoSSA gave more robust results and clearly showed the presence of both
Sen3 and Sen1 in one landrace from S. tuberosum group Chilotanum, showing that
Sen1 and Sen3 were already present in this ancestral landrace of commercial cultivars.
Rse-Ib-Andante shows co-dominant resistance to pathotypes 1, 2, 6 and 18
Several alleles on the south arm of chromosome 1 linked with P1, P2, P6 and P18
resistance or susceptibility were identified by (13) in SaKa1. Sen2/6/18_a linked with
resistance is the same as the Rse-Ib-Andante-a haplotype that we identified
(Supplementary table 5). The haplotype Sen2/6/18_b linked with susceptibility is the
same as our Rse-Ib-Andante-b haplotype. We identified an extra haplotype at the RseIb-Andante locus linked with resistance, Rse-Ib-Andante-c, which is one of the two
alleles on which the marker chr01_76425362 is present. With CoSSA, we mapped RseIb-Andante to the south arm of chromosome 1 between 70 Mb and 79.6 Mb. In the
reference genome, this region contains the two NLR clusters C4 and C5 (38) and the
four RLK genes StRLK04, StRLK05, StRLK06 and StRLK07 (39). Interestingly, the two
CNL genes from the cluster C4 are homologues of NRC1, a helper NLR which is required
by cell surface and intracellular immune receptors (48). The involvement of different
alleles of this helper gene in resistance to wart disease mediated by Rse-Ib-Andante
might explain the quantitative, genetic background dependent effect of Rse-IbAndante. The different resistance levels induced by Sen genes, which could serve as
sensor NLRs, would then depend on the NLR helper they can pair with.
Identification of minor effect potato wart disease resistance QTLs
In the three populations AxV, AxD and KxA, we identified Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3, which
brought a quantitative resistance to pathotypes 2, 6 and 18. The recognition pattern
of this haplotype depended on the population in which it segregated and on the
phenotyping assay that was used: Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 was associated with P2 and P6
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resistance in AxV, with P6 and P18 in AxD and with P2 and P6 (Glynne-Lemmerzahl)
and P18 (Spieckermann) in KxA. One reason for these differences could be that
different isolates were used in the different tests. This could be the reason for the
difference between the AxV and the AxD/KxA populations, but not for the difference
between AxD and KxA which were phenotyped with the same isolates. A second
explanation could be that several genes underlie this QTL and that recombinations
happened between them in some of the populations. A third explanation could be a
background dependency of this QTL. Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 was mapped to the 5 first
Mb of the north arm of chromosome 11. This broad region of chromosome 11 contains
the three NLR genes clusters C76, C77 and C78 (38), two RLK genes and one RLP (39)
in the potato reference genome.
In the SaKa1 population, (13) identified the Sen18-IX locus bringing resistance to P18,
located on the south arm of chromosome 9. We also identified this locus in our study,
and re-named it Rse-IXa-Andante to comply with the new naming system we
introduced in this study. We mapped Rse-IXa-Andante between 55 Mb and 61.5 Mb on
chromosome 9. This region is rich in NLR genes as it contains the C64, C65 and C66
clusters (38), and four RLK genes (39) in the reference genome. Another minor effect
QTL for pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 from the variety Ludmilla was identified at this locus
by (11). The Ludmilla haplotype was different from Rse-IXa-Andante, as determined
using CoSSA, so we renamed it Rse-IXb-Ludmilla to avoid confusions and comply with
our new naming system.
In the SaKa1 population, we identified an extra haplotype linked with P2, P6 and P18
on the north arm of chromosome 11 which was not identified previously. Rse-XIdAndante is different from Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 identified in the AxV, AxD and KxA
populations, as determined using CoSSA. With CoSSA, we mapped Rse-XId-Andante
to a very broad region between 0 and 31 Mb.
In the KxL population (11), we identified Rse-VIIIb-Kuba, a minor effect locus on the
south arm of chromosome 8 which improved the resistance to P18 brought by Sen3.
The two SNPs linked with P18 resistance identified with CoSSA (chr08_44797542 and
chr08_45178832) are located in a region rich in NLR gene clusters as it contains the
three NLR clusters C59 (45.03 Mb - 45.12 Mb), C60 (47.54 Mb - 48.15 Mb) and C61
(48.37 Mb - 48.6 Mb) (38).
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Do major and minor effect loci complete the resistance spectrum to cover
intra-isolate diversity?
In this study, we observed that the stacking of major and minor effect loci was
increasing the resistance levels to potato wart disease. In the AxV population, the
presence of Sen4 and Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 improved the resistance to P2 and P6.
Similarly, in the AxD and KxA populations, the stacking of Sen5 and Rse-XIcVTN62.33.3 improved resistance to P2, P6 and P18. In the SaKa1 population, the
stacking of Rse-Ib-Andante and Rse-XId-Andante for P2 and P6 and of Rse-IXaAndante for P18 was required to give strong resistance. Finally, in the KxL population,
we observed that the presence of Rse-VIIIb-Kuba improved the resistance to P18
brought by Sen3. An explanation for the additive effect of minor- to major effect loci
in potato wart disease resistance can be sought in the genotypic diversity within S.
endobioticum isolates used for the phenotypic assays (49). For instance, in the case of
the KxL population, we can hypothesize that Sen3 is a TNL that recognizes an effector
which is present in all genotypes of the P2 and P6 isolates and in the majority of the
genotypes of the P18 population. In concert, Rse-VIIIb-Kuba might be a CNL that
recognizes an effector which is in a minority of the P18 isolate population. A similar
explanation could hold for Rse-Ib-Andante, Rse-IXa-Andante, Rse-XId-Andante and
Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 which also reside in NLR clusters. Overall, the stacking of several
loci to bring full resistance seems to be essential for resistance to higher pathotypes.
The higher intra-isolate diversity observed in isolates from higher pathotypes such as
P8, P18 and P38 would indeed explain why resistance to the higher pathotypes is more
quantitative (49).
Unknown resistances remain in the breeding genepool
There are resistances present in the potato breeding germplasm which do not come
from any of the identified Sen genes and are, therefore, still unknown. It is the case
for instance, of the P2, P6 and P18 strong resistance of Belita which probably comes
from S. vernei through the clone VTN62-33-3, donor of G. pallida resistance, or through
the clone VTN61-13-9 (40). However, when we phenotyped VTN62-33-3, it turned out
to be susceptible to P2, P6 and P18. The resistance to P6 and P18 present in Saphir is
also not caused by Sen1 2, 3, 4, or 5. This resistance likely comes from the breeding
clone MPI 44.1016/24, which shows strong resistance to pathotypes 1, 2, 6 and 18,
and S. acaule, as it was hypothesized by Ross (19,40).
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The EPPO set does not encompass the R loci diversity present in the potato
breeding genepool
The EPPO set is composed of differential potato varieties which are used for the
identification of S. endobioticum pathotypes (42). The varieties from the EPPO set
resistant to P1 contain either Sen1, or Sen3. Sen1 is a TNL gene which triggers a
Hypersensitive Response (HR) upon the recognition of the S. endobioticum effector
AvrSen1 present in the pathotype 1 isolates (9). Sen3 is also a TNL gene and we
suspect it to bring resistance to P1 and P8 in addition to P2, P6 and P18 (11) as it is
present in several varieties resistant to P1 that do not contain Sen1 and in several
varieties resistant to P8. Moreover, we suspect that the chromosome 11 locus
segregating in the BNA2 population is Sen3, and it was causing P1 resistance in
addition to P2, P6 and P18 in BNA2 (15). Sen2, Sen3, Sen4 and Sen5 are not
represented in the EPPO set. Sen5 specifically recognizes P2, P6 and P18 isolates and
not P1 isolates, whereas Sen2 and Sen3 can recognize P1 in addition to P2, P6, P8 and
P18. Sen2 was even shown to provide P3 and P39 resistance (20). The inclusion of
varieties holding the Sen2, Sen4 and Sen5 genes in the EPPO set might lead to the
identification of additional S. endobioticum diversity or new pathotypes. Moreover, it
will give direct information to inform about the varieties for quarantine deployment. As
discussed previously, there are also varieties from the EPPO set for which the
resistance loci have not been identified. This is the case for Talent, Delcora, Saphir,
Miriam and Belita. For a more complete understanding of pathogen diversity, it is
important to better characterize and update the EPPO set and base it on the R loci
content of the varieties and the matching effectors they recognize.
CoSSA is more robust than molecular markers for the screening of specific loci
In this study, we used two different approaches to screen panels of varieties and
Solanum accessions for the five Sen resistance genes. The first approach was a
screening using PCR markers flanking the Sen genes. This approach was successful
and efficient to screen the variety panel but not the wild accessions. This was not due
to the different ploidy levels of these accessions as the clustering in the KASP markers
output allows to mix different ploidy levels. The most probable reason is that one or all
the flanking markers designed were not close enough to the resistance gene. If the
SNP is not located on the introgression segment but on the S. tuberosum haplotype
which recombined with the introgression segment, the SNP will not be linked with
resistance in a panel composed of wild species and will lead to false positives. In the
second approach, we used sequencing data and k-mers specific to the resistant
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haplotypes to verify the presence of the Sen genes. The results were unambiguous for
Sen1, Sen3 and Sen5. We could visualize the chromosome bins of the tested
varieties/accessions which contained the resistance specific k-mers. This visualization
allows to determine unambiguously if the (fine-)mapped resistance locus is present in
the tested genotype and it even allows to detect recombination events. This is the case
for instance for Sen1. In Supplementary file 5, we can observe some varieties such as
Atlantic (susceptible to P1), Kalkaska, Missaukee and Kennebec (susceptible to P1),
which hold only the south part of the Sen1 haplotype between 2.4 Mb and 4.6 Mb. It
is this part of the Sen1 haplotype which was identified in the pathotype 1 GWAS study
of (10) as no markers located on the northern part of this haplotype, closer to the Sen1
gene, were present on the 20K Infinium array. The recombination event in Atlantic and
Kennebec is visible in the Supplementary file 1 of the GWAS study between
PotVar0067008

and

solcap_snp_c1_2314,

PotVar0106272,

PotVar0106247

and

PotVar0105904, and showed that Sen1 was no longer present. For Sen4, it was more
difficult to determine the presence of the gene in the CoSSA output because the Sen4
specific k-mers peak was very broad (between 10.3 Mb and 54 Mb) because insufficient
recombinants were present in the resistant bulk.
Conclusion
In this study, two new dominant major effect wart resistance genes, Sen4 and Sen5,
bringing resistance to higher pathotypes of S. endobioticum, were identified and
mapped. Several minor effect QTLs were also identified that are necessary to bring a
full resistance to certain pathotypes. Panels of varieties and Solanum accessions were
screened for the presence of the Sen genes. Sen1, highly frequent in the commercial
varieties, was observed in a landrace from the S. tuberosum group Chilotanum and in
several accessions from S. microdontum which might explain the presence of Sen1
very early in the commercial varieties and the lack of identity-by-descent due to
multiple introgressions. We suspect Sen2 to be present in accessions from the
Demissum series, S. acaule, S. verrucosum and/or S. spegazzini. Sen3 could be traced
back to the clone BRA9089 and is IBD in all the varieties from commercial germplasm.
It was also observed in the Chilotanum group. Sen4, identical-by-descent in the Dutch
varieties, could be traced back to the variety Alcmaria and was probably introduced in
commercial varieties through the Andigena group and the breeding clone CPC1673-20
used to breed for nematode resistant material. Sen5 is very rare in the commercial
varieties. It could be traced back to the breeding clone VE71-105 and the wild species
S. vernei.
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Supplementary figures
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Supplementary figure 1. Distribution of P2, P6 and P18 resistance assessed
with the Spieckermann method in the AxV population.
The resistance to the three pathotypes is skewed towards resistance. Quantitative scale: 10
= strongly resistant, 1 = strongly susceptible. The parents of the population are indicated.
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Supplementary figure 2. Distribution of P2, P6 and P18 resistance assessed
with the Glynne-Lemmerzahl method and of P6 and P18 with the
Spieckermann method in the AxD population
Resistance to P2 showed a clear 1:1 bimodal distribution (Χ2 = 0.1, p-value = 0.75) whereas
resistance to P6 did not show a clear 1:1 segregation pattern and resistance to P18 was
quantitative, skewed towards susceptibility. This was not surprising since the resistant
parent Aventra did not show a strong resistance (score of 4.0) to P18 with the GlynneLemmerzahl method either. With the Spieckermann method, 93% of the AxD descendants
showed a resistance score of 8 or higher, suggesting a high number of escapes due to low
virulence of the P6 isolate and the resistant scores were disregarded for further analyses.
Fortunately, bimodal distribution of the resistance was observed with the Spieckermann
method for P18 (Χ2 = 1.52, p-value = 0.217). Quantitative scale for the Glynne-Lemmerzahl
scores: 1 = strongly resistant, 5 = strongly susceptible. Quantitative scale for the
Spieckermann scores: 10 = strongly resistant, 1 = strongly susceptible. The parents of the
population are indicated when phenotyped.
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Supplementary figure 3. Distribution of P2, P6 and P18 resistance assessed
with the Glynne-Lemmerzahl method and of P6 and P18 with the
Spieckermann method in the KxA population
With the Glynne-Lemmerzahl method, resistance to P2 was bimodal without any extreme
phenotype (Χ2 = 1.4, p-value = 0.2367). Resistance to P6 and P18 was quantitative, skewed
towards susceptibility. With the Spieckermann method, resistance to P6 was skewed towards
resistance with 74.3% of the descendants scored with an 8 or higher. Resistance to P18 was
bimodal (Χ2 = 0.029, p-value = 0.87). Quantitative scale for the Glynne-Lemmerzahl scores:
1 = strongly resistant, 5 = strongly susceptible. Quantitative scale for the Spieckermann
scores: 10 = strongly resistant, 1 = strongly susceptible. The parents of the population are
indicated when phenotyped.
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Supplementary figure 4. Effect of Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 and Sen4 on resistance in the AxV population

Effect of Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 (PotVar0066337) and of Sen4 (PotVar0037666) on a P2, b P6 and c P18 resistance in the AxV population.
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Supplementary figure 5. Effect of Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 and Sen5 on resistance
in the AxD population
Effect of Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 (PotVar0067459) and of Sen5 (presence of both flanking
markers chr05_47980695 and chr05_52004982) on a P2, b P6, c P18 resistance assessed
with the Glynne-Lemmerzahl method and on d P18 resistance assessed with the
Spieckermann method in the AxD population.
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Supplementary figure 6. Effect of Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 and Sen5 on resistance
in the AxD population
Effect of Rse-XIc-VTN62.33.3 (PotVar0067459) and of Sen5 (presence of both flanking
markers chr05_47980695 and chr05_52004982) on a P2, b P6, c P18 resistance assessed
with the Glynne-Lemmerzahl method and on d P18 resistance assessed with the
Spieckermann method in the KxA population.
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Supplementary figure 7. Principal Component Analysis performed in SaKa1 on
the resistance to P1, P2, P6 and P18
The two first principal components explained 83,5% of the variance. Three groups of
descendants are visible: group 1 contains descendants resistant to P1, P2, P6 and P18,
group 2 contains descendant resistant to P1 and group 3 contains descendant susceptible
to all pathotypes.
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Supplementary figure 8. Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis in the SaKa1
population.
Aa and Ba Number of NLR genes per bin of 1 Mb from the potato reference genome DM
v4.03 according to (38). Ab The SaKa1_RB bulk specific k-mers inherited from Andante
mapped to the reference genome (ymax = 661%). Ac The SaKa1_RB bulk specific k-mers
inherited from Alegria mapped to the reference genome (ymax = 545%). Bb The
SaKa1_chr01_SB specific k-mers inherited from Andante mapped to the reference genome
(ymax = 356%). Bc The SaKa1_chr01_SB specific k-mers inherited from Alegria mapped to
the reference genome (ymax = 250%). Bd The SaKa1_chr01_RB specific k-mers inherited
from Andante mapped to the reference genome (ymax = 321%). Be The SaKa1_chr01_RB
specific k-mers inherited from Alegria mapped to the reference genome (ymax = 292%). For
each chromosome, the average of the number of R-bulk specific k-mers mapped has been
calculated and for each 1 Mb bin, the number of k-mers mapped from each set has been
transformed to a percentage of the chromosome average.
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Effect of the QTLs identified in SaKa1 on a P1, b P2, c P6 and d P18 resistance. QTL1s = Rse-Ib-Andante-a in one copy (chr01_76425362
in simplex), QTL1d = chr01_76425362 in duplex, QTL2 = Rse-XId-Andante (chr11_11859618), QTL3 = Rse-IXa-Andante haplotype from
Andante (chr09_61085336). y axis: 1 = resistant and 5 = susceptible.

Supplementary figure 9. Effect of the QTLs identified in SaKa1 on resistance
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Supplementary figure 10. Principal Component Analysis performed in the KxL
population on P2, P6 and P18 resistance
The two first principal components explained 97.8% of the variance. The descendants could
be divided in three groups: group 1 was composed of descendants resistant to P2, P6 and
P18, group 2 was composed of descendants resistant to P2 and P6 but slightly susceptible
to P18 and group 3 was composed of descendants susceptible to the four pathotypes.
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Supplementary figure 11. Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis
performed in the KxL population
a Number of NLR genes per bin of 1 Mb from the potato reference genome DM v4.03
according to (38). b KxL_RB specific k-mers inherited from Kuba mapped to the reference
genome (ymax = 420%). c KxL_RB specific k-mers inherited from Ludmilla mapped to the
reference genome (ymax = 452%). d KxL_RB specific k-mers inherited from both parents
mapped to the reference genome (ymax = 444%). An arrow shows Rse-VIIIb-Kuba which is
linked with P18 resistance.
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Supplementary figure 12. Effect of Sen3 and Rse-VIIIb-Kuba on resistance in
KxL
Effect of Sen3 and of Rse-VIIIb-Kuba (chr08_44797542 and chr08_45178832) on P18
resistance in the KxL population.

222

The positive control (DG 97-264) is indicated by the mean of stars. To score Sen2 as being present or absent in the variety and Solanum
panels, we looked at the presence of the 250 bp band (arrow), its intensity compared to DG 97-264 considering the ploidy level of the
genotype, and the intensity of the smaller bands from DG 97-264. If the 1046 bp fragment is not amplified, or the 250 bp fragment (arrow)
is absent, the genotype is scored negative for the marker. The genotypes scored as positive for Sen2 are indicated.

Supplementary figure 13. Gel picture of the digestion product of the CAPS marker linked with Sen2 for several varieties
and accessions
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Supplementary tables
Supplementary table 1. Summary of the phenotypic assays performed in this
study
Population

Method

Year

Place

Spieck-ermann

2015

AxV

HLB BV

Pathotypes

Isolates

# genotypes
assessed

#
tubers

P2

HLB P2 (G1)-03-08

100

8

P6

HLB 6 (O1) 10-11

100

8

P18

HLB 18 (T1) 05-08

100

8

P2
P6

2016
Averis
seeds
BV

P18
P2
P6

2017

P18

2016

IHARPIB

2017

2016

Spieckermann

AxD &
KxA

GlynneLemmerzahl

2015

HLB BV
2017

HLB P2 (G1)-01-05
HLB P6 (O1) 07-09 +
HLB 14-13
HLB P18 (T1) 09-11
+ HLB 04-07
HLB P2 (G1)-03-08
HLB 6 (O1) 10-11 +
MB57
HLB 18 (T1) 09-11 +
HLB05-08

45

15

75

15

75

15

28

15

2

30

2

30

P6

JKI P6(O1)-2009

77

3

P18

JKI P18(T1)-2009

77

3

P2

JKI P2(G1)-2009

75

6

P6

JKI P6(O1)-2009

46

6

P2

JKI P2(G1)-2009

27

6

P6

JKI P6(O1)-2009

16

6

P6*

HLB 6 (O1) 10-11*

77*

8*

P18

HLB 18 (T1) 05-08

77

8

P6*

HLB P6 (O1) 10-11*

58*

12*

P18

HLB P18 (T1) 05-08

27

12

* The results from these phenotypic tests were not considered for further analyses as the
infection level was very low and led to a high number of escapes.

Supplementary table 2. Validation of the GWAS and CoSSA SNPs in the AxV
population
Marker

Chr

Position

Expect
ed
ratio

PotVar001925
PotVar001950
8
PotVar001955
6

3
3
3

PotVar010642
8
PotVar003959
1

3

PotVar012581
8
PotVar008553
9
PotVar008540
1

5

PotVar002605
7
PotVar008381
1
PotVar008417
7

PotVar008316
5
PotVar008316
6

224

4

4
5
5
5
5
5
6
6

2,233,03
2,915,21
0
3,006,81
3
14,144,6
6
8,362,27
78
3,876,48
0
7,541,45
1
7,670,81
3
8,133,20
0
8,807,47
3
8,808,87
8
378,722
5
378,767

a

Χ2 pvalue

b

Spieck

Spieck

Spieck

P2 c

P6 c

P18 c

1:1
1:1
1:1

1.00
1.00
0.76

0.52
0.52
0.76

0.93
0.93
0.96

0.89
0.89
0.86

1:1

0.68

0.83

0.52

0.56

1:4:1

0.00

0.63

0.21

0.36

1:1
1:1
1:1

0.10
0.04
0.18

0.42
0.83
0.24

0.09
0.24
0.86

0.57
0.54
0.18

1:1

0.10

0.71

0.27

0.72

1:1
1:1

0.04
0.01

0.36
0.71

0.26
0.45

0.99
0.40

1:1
1:1

0.92
0.92

0.49
0.40

0.06
0.02

0.46
0.21
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PotVar008288
PotVar002703
3

6
6

388,721
3,213,69

1:1
1:1

0.84
0.84

0.44
0.83

0.05
0.18

0.40
0.61

PotVar006948
5
PotVar006590
8

6
6

1:1
1:1

0.30
0.30

0.47
0.51

0.34
0.94

0.75
0.91

PotVar011537
3
PotVar009367
8
PotVar013408
5

7
7
7

29,621,9
3
58,462,3
50

1:1
1:1
1:1

0.47
0.47
1.00

0.67
0.67
0.69

0.12
0.12
0.53

0.54
0.54
0.62

PotVar012542
7
PotVar010728
7
PotVar006451
5
PotVar006462
9
PotVar006477
5

8

45,873,4
00
11,227,0
90
808,641
13
810,912
812,865

1:1

0.41

0.93

0.49

0.37

9
11
11
11

1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1

0.29
0.47
0.47
0.54

0.71
1.26E-02
1.26E-02
8.24E-03

0.83
0.33
0.33
0.25

0.26
0.42
0.42
0.47

PotVar006478
1
PotVar006621
7

11
11

813,322
2,037,45

1:1
1:1

0.54
0.14

8.24E-03
6.67E-04

0.25
3.33E-02

0.47
0.92

PotVar006633
9
PotVar006701
7

11
11

1:1
1:1

0.22
0.18

7.48E-04
1.42E-03

9.42E-03
2.23E-02

0.62
0.69

PotVar006745
7
PotVar011043
9
PotVar010605
2

11

2,261,65
4
2,773,88
7

1:1

0.06

6.21E-03

1.31E-02

0.60

1:1
1:1

0.06
0.10

6.21E-03
1.05E-02

1.31E-02
1.95E-02

0.60
0.67

1:1
1:4:1

0.10
0.92

1.05E-02
4.40E-03

1.95E-02
0.10

0.67
6.48E-02

PotVar003191
4
PotVar003648
2
PotVar003632
9

12
12
12

4,347,63
8
8,816,27
6
43,326,4
5
45,970,9
01
45,974,0
57

1:1
1:1
1:1

0.17
0.18
0.18

1.61E-02
5.83E-04
9.51E-03

6.73E-11
3.72E-14
6.98E-11

5.73E-12
1.19E-13
7.04E-12

1:1
1:1

0.20
0.04

1.69E-03
2.01E-02

2.80E-13
3.54E-13

6.35E-13
1.26E-13

PotVar003766
7
PotVar003740
6

12
12

48,501,4
05
50,379,0
10
50,379,3
03
50,392,2
89

1:4:1
1:1

0.00
0.08

9.85E-04
1.58E-03

2.14E-14
1.98E-14

1.65E-15
7.02E-15

1:1

0.09

1.13E-03

9.37E-14

9.91E-15

11
11

PotVar010601
7
PotVar005928
9

11
11

chr12_485014
5
PotVar003768
10

12
12

chr12_514990
4

12

44,691,9
27
45,134,8
10
49,456,6
01

3,073,73
3
3,658,07
2
4,346,44
3

51,499,0
36

Expected
of the marker minor allele in the offspring in function of the
15 segregation ratio 15
observed dosage in the population parents, b p-value of the Χ2 test performed to validate
the goodness of fit of the segregation ratio of the tested markers with the expected
segregating ratio, c p-values of the association tests performed between the marker results
and the phenotypic data (Kruskal-Wallis tests). The average value of the 2015, 2016 and
2017 phenotypic assays was used for the association tests.

a
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6
6

6
6

PotVar0083164
PotVar0027035

PotVar0069488
PotVar0065903

11

5
5

PotVar0034727
chr05_52004982

10

5

PotVar0034831

PotVar0064625

5
5

PotVar0035046
PotVar0035016

PotVar0122661

5
5

PotVar0123123
PotVar0127943

10
10

5

PotVar0082051

PotVar0057428
PotVar0122826

5
5

chr05_47980695
PotVar0081757

9

5
5

PotVar0085531
PotVar0085405

10
10

5
5

PotVar0084178
PotVar0125819

PotVar0005344
PotVar0005531

5
5

PotVar0107285

4

PotVar0026051
PotVar0083817

Chr

PotVar0039597

Marker

810,912

59,673,263

58,609,544
59,471,325

55,856,581
56,583,884

11,227,013

29,621,950
58,462,327

378,767
3,213,693

51,320,561
52,004,982

51,163,965

50,250,772
50,251,077

49,203,506
49,733,240

48,659,924

47,980,695
48,568,431

8,807,478
8,808,875

7,670,810
8,133,203

3,876,481
7,541,453

8,362,270

Position

1:4:1

1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1

1:1
1:1

1:4:1
1:4:1

1:1
1:1

1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1

ratio

a

Expected

0.69

0.88

0.87
0.88

0.88
0.76

1.00

0.22
0.27

0.00
0.00

0.35
0.35

0.54

0.35
0.35

0.35
0.35

0.35

0.34
1.00

0.26
0.19

0.54
0.64

1.00
0.35

0.03

b

Χ2 pvalue

0.09

0.33

0.29
0.30

0.41
0.68

0.66

0.86
0.99

0.92
0.69

0.02
0.02

0.03

0.08
0.08

0.08
0.08

0.08

0.17
0.11

0.42
0.56

0.53
0.87

0.48
0.60

0.46

GL P1 c

0.11

0.19

0.15
0.16

0.78
0.66

0.96

0.38
0.62

0.74
0.99

1.42E-03
1.42E-03

1.48E-03

3.37E-03
3.37E-03

3.37E-03
3.37E-03

3.37E-03

8.01E-03
1.41E-02

0.51
0.78

0.79
0.92

0.81
0.50

0.30

GL P2 c

0.04

0.33

0.14
0.23

0.10
0.07

0.64

0.92
0.82

0.40
0.99

3.65E-03
3.65E-03

4.35E-03

8.32E-03
8.32E-03

8.32E-03
8.32E-03

8.32E-03

1.40E-02
3.97E-02

0.12
0.26

0.15
0.19

0.32
0.80

0.74

GL P6 c

0.14

0.25

0.31
0.24

0.35
0.35

0.69

0.70
0.24

0.98
0.50

1.24E-02
1.24E-02

6.26E-03

2.59E-02
2.59E-02

2.59E-02
2.59E-02

2.59E-02

5.40E-02
6.70E-02

0.56
0.96

0.88
0.78

0.48
0.52

0.97

GL P18 c

Supplementary table 3. Validation of the GWAS and CoSSA SNPs in the AxD population

0.97

0.04

0.01
0.01

0.14
0.12

0.68

0.92
0.67

0.78
0.43

0.08
0.08

0.20

0.27
0.27

0.27
0.27

0.27

0.42
0.11

0.20
0.24

0.66
0.81

0.44
0.79

0.76

Spieck P1 c

0.13

0.40

0.29
0.54

0.17
0.17

0.07

0.07
0.21

0.49
0.85

2.86E-05
2.86E-05

6.74E-06

7.14E-06
7.14E-06

7.14E-06
7.14E-06

7.14E-06

1.72E-05
2.62E-04

0.98
0.96

0.72
0.95

0.81
0.92

0.44

Spieck P18 c
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11
11

11

11
11

11

PotVar0064787
PotVar0066337

PotVar0067017

PotVar0067459
PotVar0106057

PotVar0106019

4,347,636

3,073,732
4,346,448

2,773,883

813,322
2,261,657

812,865

1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1

1:4:1
1:4:1

1:4:1

0.10
0.11
0.10
0.54

0.54
0.54
0.54

0.91
0.87
1.00
0.76

0.76
0.76
0.76

0.82

0.82
0.82

0.74

0.06
0.03

0.05

2.64E-03

2.64E-03
2.64E-03

0.02

0.01
0.02

0.01

1.78E-03

1.78E-03
1.78E-03

0.02

0.04
0.04

0.05

0.44

0.44
0.44

0.44

0.88
0.80

0.88

0.04

0.04
0.04

0.12

0.06
0.07

0.05

4

5
5

5
5

5
5

5

5
5

5
5

5

5
5

5

PotVar0026051
PotVar0083817

PotVar0084178
PotVar0125819

PotVar0085531
PotVar0085405

chr05_47980695

PotVar0081757
PotVar0082051

PotVar0123123
PotVar0127943

PotVar0035046

PotVar0035016
PotVar0034831

PotVar0034727

Chr

PotVar0039597

Marker

51,320,561

50,251,077
51,163,965

50,250,772

49,203,506
49,733,240

48,568,431
48,659,924

47,980,695

8,807,478
8,808,875

7,670,810
8,133,203

3,876,481
7,541,453

8,362,270

Position

1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1
1:1

1:1

ratio a

Expected
GL P1 c

0.84
0.89
0.56
0.88
0.86

0.60
0.54
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.11
0.11

Χ2 pvalue b

0.29
0.17
0.09
0.24
0.30

0.38
0.21
0.49
0.49
0.49
0.49
0.38
0.30
0.30
0.49
0.49

2.92E-03

6.16E-04
2.92E-03

6.16E-04

4.99E-04
5.48E-04

4.99E-04
4.99E-04

4.99E-04

0.66
0.67

0.69
0.48

0.97
1.00

0.66

GL P2 c

1.72E-04

5.87E-05
1.72E-04

5.87E-05

3.49E-05
4.29E-05

3.49E-05
3.49E-05

3.49E-05

0.12
0.16

0.20
0.05

0.37
0.19

0.47

GL P6 c

Supplementary table 4. Validation of the GWAS and CoSSA SNPs in the KxA population

a

3.19E-03

8.57E-04
3.19E-03

8.57E-04

3.56E-04
9.15E-04

3.56E-04
3.56E-04

3.56E-04

0.02
0.02

0.01
0.00

0.03
0.02

0.78

GL P18 c

0.05

0.09
0.05

0.09

0.18
0.12

0.18
0.18

0.18

0.17
0.20

0.25
0.60

0.41
0.86

0.96

P1 c

Spieck

2.91E-06

1.83E-06
2.91E-06

1.83E-06

2.45E-06
2.45E-06

2.45E-06
2.45E-06

2.45E-06

0.15
0.15

0.20
0.05

0.50
0.15

0.16

P18 c

Spieck

Expected segregation ratio of the marker minor allele in the offspring in function of the observed dosage in the population parents, b pvalue of the Χ2 test performed to validate the goodness of fit of the segregation ratio of the tested markers with the expected segregating
ratio, c p-values of the association tests performed between the marker results and the phenotypic data (Kruskal-Wallis tests). If several
years of phenotyping were performed, the average value across years was used for the association tests.
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PotVar0064771
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PotVar0106019

PotVar0067459
PotVar0106057

PotVar0066337
PotVar0067017

PotVar0064625
PotVar0064771
PotVar0064787

PotVar0122826
PotVar0122661

PotVar0107285
PotVar0005344
PotVar0005531
PotVar0057428

PotVar0065903

PotVar0083164
PotVar0027035
PotVar0069488

chr05_52004982

11

11
11

11
11

11
11
11

10
10

9
10
10
10

6

6
6
6

5

4,347,636

3,073,732
4,346,448

2,261,657
2,773,883

810,912
812,865
813,322

59,471,325
59,673,263

11,227,013
55,856,581
56,583,884
58,609,544

58,462,327

378,767
3,213,693
29,621,950

52,004,982

1:1

1:1
1:1

1:4:1
1:1

1:4:1
1:4:1
1:4:1

1:1
1:1

1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1

1:1

1:4:1
1:4:1
1:1

1:1

0.86

0.73
1.00

0.42
0.49

0.56
0.31
0.03

0.48
0.73

0.09
0.87
0.49
0.60

0.16

0.00
0.04
0.17

0.49

0.14

0.08
0.11

0.60
0.17

0.62
0.40
0.17

0.19
0.32

0.26
0.55
0.66
0.25

0.67

0.60
0.67
0.68

0.11

5.09E-03

6.91E-03
1.22E-02

2.72E-02
1.73E-03

9.43E-03
1.47E-02
2.62E-02

0.34
0.31

0.26
0.65
0.33
0.34

0.62

0.08
0.48
0.20

2.92E-03

2.02E-03

1.37E-03
2.97E-03

8.56E-02
5.74E-04

3.95E-02
8.44E-02
6.48E-02

0.79
0.80

0.29
0.73
0.64
0.81

0.16

0.10
0.17
0.63

1.72E-04

0.06

0.11
0.12

0.77
0.03

0.54
0.55
0.46

0.57
0.51

0.34
0.17
0.18
0.54

0.24

0.28
0.87
0.23

3.19E-03

0.37

0.14
0.24

0.09
0.40

0.29
0.15
0.02

0.17
0.27

0.49
0.99
0.83
0.21

0.20

0.66
1.00
0.91

0.05

2.56E-03

1.29E-03
3.33E-03

1.95E-01
8.97E-04

1.03E-01
2.46E-01
2.41E-01

0.79
1.00

0.68
0.97
0.94
0.83

0.24

0.36
0.43
0.28

2.91E-06

a
Expected segregation ratio of the marker minor allele in the offspring in function of the observed dosage in the population parents, b pvalue of the Χ2 test performed to validate the goodness of fit of the segregation ratio of the tested markers with the expected segregating
ratio, c p-values of the association tests performed between the marker results and the phenotypic data (Kruskal-Wallis tests). If several
years of phenotyping were performed, the average value across years was used for the association tests.
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Chr/haplotype

11
11

1/c
1/a
1/c
1/a
1/a
1/a + 1/c
1/b
1/a
1/a
1/a
1/a
1/b

9
9
9
9
9

11
11
11

12
12

Marker

chr11_130892
chr11_166635

chr01_700666
chr01_727740
chr01_735270
chr01_741485
chr01_741626
chr01_764253
chr01_773299
chr01_777502
chr01_778012
chr01_790268
chr01_796946
chr01_797515

chr09_526587
chr09_550284
chr09_610853
chr09_614824
chr09_614838

chr11_916612
chr11_118596
chr11_299765

chr12_572408
chr12_598390

Rse-Ib-Andante

Rse-IXaAndante

RseXIdAnd
ante

57,240,8
59,839,0

9,166,12
11,859,6
29,976,5

52,658,7
55,028,4
61,085,3
61,482,4
61,483,8

70,066,6
72,774,0
73,527,0
74,148,5
74,162,6
76,425,3
77,329,9
77,750,2
77,801,2
79,026,8
79,694,6
79,751,5

1,308,92
1,666,35

Parental
origin

Both
Both
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Andante
Alegria
Alegria

ment a

1
1
2
3
2
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Experi

1:1
1:1

1:1
1:1
1:1

1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1

1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1
1:4:1
1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1

1:2:1
1:2:1

ratiob

Expec
ted
Χ2 p-

0.54
0.19

0.31
0.11
0.05

0.22
0.37
0.59
0.72
0.52

0.06
0.05
0.17
0.14
0.26
0.04
0.19
0.36
0.03
0.06
0.31
0.07

0.77
0.22

valuec

0.23
0.29

0.80
0.28
0.47

0.40
0.49
0.61
0.76
0.44

4.75E-02
0.03
0.07
2.77E-03
2.88E-03
5.22E-04
0.02*
5.75E-03
3.29E-03
3.68E-03
3.37E-03
0.04*

2.11E-14
6.47E-13

P1

0.79
0.03

0.06
0.03
0.04

0.58
0.17
0.11
0.23
0.38

0.05
7.55E-06
0.03
5.74E-06
1.21E-04
3.92E-07
1.46E-04*
2.52E-03
2.30E-05
2.95E-05
5.63E-04
7.18E-05*

0.95
0.54

P2

0.93
0.11

0.15
0.05
0.09

0.76
0.40
0.38
0.71
0.65

0.04
9.24E-06
3.46E-02
4.69E-07
2.48E-06
2.02E-10
0.02*
8.74E-05
2.80E-05
1.10E-05
3.14E-05
0.01*

0.47
0.50

P6

0.32
0.38

0.06
0.02
0.03

8.4E-03
2.7E-04
1.5E-05
2.5E-04
2.0E-04

0.06
1.89E-06
4.49E-02
2.17E-08
3.54E-07
9.42E-10
0.08
3.37E-04
2.76E-06
1.20E-05
2.09E-04
0.05

0.92
0.98

P18

a

1: (8), 2: SaKa1_chr01_RB minus SaKa1_chr01_SB, 3: SaKa1_RB minus SaKa1_P1SB, 4: SaKa1_chr01_SB minus
SaKa1_chr01_RB, b Expected segregation ratio of the marker minor allele in the offspring in function of the observed dosage in the
sequencing data of the parents, b p-value of the Χ2 test performed to validate the goodness of fit of the segregation ratio of the
tested markers with the expected segregating ratio, c p-values of the association tests performed between the marker results and
the phenotypic data (Kruskal-Wallis tests). * Significant markers with a negative effect on resistance (associated with susceptibility).
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Chromosome

Parental origin

Supplementary table 6. Validation of the CoSSA SNPs in the KxL population

Position

chr01_8093926

1

80,939,26

Ludmilla

1:4:1

8.4E-47

0.41

0.21

0.56

chr02_3031147
7
chr02_3241076
3

2
2

30,311,47
7
32,410,76
3

Ludmilla
Ludmilla

1:1
1:1

2.3E-03
0.20

0.91
0.83

0.85
0.80

0.56
0.61

chr03_5806659
4
chr03_5807684
6

3

58,066,59
4
58,076,84
6

Ludmilla

1:1

0.82

0.22

0.22

0.22

3

Ludmilla

1:1

0.66

0.54

0.67

0.95

chr05_8126924
4

5

8,126,924
4

Kuba

1:1

0.20

0.36

0.43

0.89

chr06_2500048

6

25,000,48

Kuba

1:1

0.22

0.16

0.81

0.37

chr07_1021494
0
chr07_4108450
5

7
7

Ludmilla
Ludmilla

1:1
1:1

0.37
0.25

0.70
0.91

0.89
0.48

0.22
0.37

chr07_4523314
7

7

10,214,94
0
41,084,50
5
45,233,14
7

Ludmilla

1:1

0.20

0.93

0.47

0.47

chr08_4479754
6
chr08_4517883
2

8
8

44,797,54
6
45,178,83
2

Kuba
Kuba

1:1
1:1

2.4E-03
1.9E-03

0.18
0.33

0.54
0.85

0.03
0.05

Marker

Expec
ted
ratio a

Χ2 p-

GL

GL

GL

value b

P2 c

P6 c

P18 c

a
2 segregation ratio2of the marker minor allele in the offspring in function of
Expected
the observed dosage in the sequencing data of the parents, b p-value of the Χ2 test
performed to validate the goodness of fit of the segregation ratio of the tested markers
with the expected segregating ratio, c p-values of the association tests performed
between the marker results and the phenotypic data (Kruskal-Wallis tests). If several
years of phenotyping were performed, the average value across years was used for
the association tests.
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Supplementary files list
Supplementary files can be accessed at https://doi.org/10.17026/dans-2zf-pnd3
> Supplementary file 1 (Chapter5_S_file_1.xlsx)
Overview of the historical sources that provided phenotypic data on wart disease
resistance in the potato varieties used in our GWAS panels. These sources include
documents for National listing where VCU data were recorded, marketing brochures
from commercial breeders as well as scientific publications. Several sources use
different scales to describe the level of wart disease resistance. Quantitative scales
were harmonised to a common scale ranging from 1 = susceptible to 10 = resistant.
Qualitative data R and S were converted into 10 and 1 respectively. This allowed
compilation of the second tab sheet showing all records used to calculate a single
phenotypic score using REML. The third, fourth and fifth tab sheets contain the
genotypic data of the P2, P6 and P18 GWAS panels.
> Supplementary file 2 (Chapter5_S_file_2.xlsx)
Phenotypic and genotypic data of the five full-sib populations used in this study. Each
Excel sheet comprises the phenotypic data of all the tests performed, the genotypic
data of all the markers screened and information about the bulks composition.
> Supplementary file 3 (Chapter5_S_file_3.xlsx)
Composition on the variety and the Solanum panels. For each variety/accession, the
species, the ploidy, the year and the origin are given. For the accessions, the series
(according to (44)) are also given. The genotypic data of the markers screened in the
two panels are also given. When resistance to P1, P2, P6, P8 or P18 is known, it is
indicated (R = resistant, M = medium, S = susceptible).
> Supplementary file 4 (Chapter5_S_file_4.xlsx)
Are given in this file: the sequencing depth of all the sequenced samples in this study,
a description of the different CoSSA workflows and a summary of the CoSSA k-mers
subsets for all the workflows.
> Supplementary file 5 (Chapter5_S_file_5.xlsx)
Screening of the potato wart disease Sen genes specific k-mers in the panel from (23)
using CoSSA. a Proportion of the Sen genes specific k-mers shared between the positive
control and the variety/accession from (23). The positive controls for Sen1, Sen3, Sen4
and Sen5 are respectively Desiree and Kuras, Kuba, Axion and Aventra. In bold are
indicated the accessions that we consider containing the Sen gene according to this
table and the extra sheets.
Extra-sheets: K-mers specific to each of the four Sen genes (Sen1, Sen3, Sen4 and
Sen5) present in the varieties and accessions of (23) mapped to the potato reference
genome. The chromosomes were cut in bins of 100 Kb and the number of Sen specific
k-mers per bin was counted. The varieties positive for a specific Sen gene are
highlighted in green. The (fine)-mapped region of each Sen gene is highlighted in
yellow.
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Phytopathologists and breeders aiming at disease resistance in their crops will agree
that “betting against the pathogen” is an error not to be committed while studying
plant-pathogen interactions and breeding for resistance. Knowledge about the
pathogen infection process and about the host defence systems is the best weapon we
have against plant pathogens. My thesis is part of a larger project which main
objectives were the identification of S. endobioticum Avr genes and the identification
of the matching potato R genes, responsible for pathotype specific wart resistance. In
this thesis, we set out to identify the different wart disease resistance sources present
in the potato breeding gene pool by means of diversity panels and bi-parental mapping
populations. We implemented a novel approach, Comparative Subsequence Sets
Analysis (CoSSA), to identify haplotype specific variants and to design diagnostic
markers for marker assisted selection (MAS), an approach which can be applied to any
crop and any trait. CoSSA is of special value for heterozygous polyploids for which it
would otherwise be difficult to select for the right haplotype. We used CoSSA to map
and fine-map several major and minor effect resistance loci in different genetic
backgrounds. Markers diagnostic for resistance were designed and can be directly
integrated in potato breeding programs. We traced back the identified resistance loci
in pedigrees and distinguished different resistance sources. The knowledge acquired in
this thesis is essential for a better understanding of the mechanisms behind the
pathotype specific resistance, for the breeding of more efficient and durable
resistances, and for an improved management of the disease.

Sources of potato wart disease resistance
In chapters 2, 3 and 5, we set out to identify the different potato wart disease
resistance sources present in the breeding genepool. Thanks to the screening of variety
panels, we could identify the main resistance sources present in the Dutch, German
and Polish material. Knowing which varieties carry which resistance gene(s) is crucial
for breeders as it will help them making choices for their crosses and avoiding
redundancy. Without knowing which S. endobioticum R genes are present in which
variety, breeders can only rely on pedigree information to try to combine different
resistant sources in their breeding material.
Potato wart disease resistance sources in the breeding genepool
In my thesis, several potato wart disease resistance loci were identified in commercial
varieties and breeding clones. In chapter 2, we observed that Sen1, first identified by
(1) in a diploid population, was present in 56% of the GWAS panel varieties and in
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chapter 5, it was observed in 69% of the variety panel. Overall, in these two panels,
we observed that Sen1 was present in recent and old varieties, present in the breeding
programs of many countries (in Europe and America) and present in varieties bred for
different potato markets. Sen1 is, therefore, the main source of pathotype 1 (P1)
resistance in the potato breeding genepool. It is, however, not the only source of P1
resistance. Previously, a pathotype 1 resistance locus was identified on the south arm
of chromosome 4 (2), but we did not re-identify it with the GWAS, probably because it
is a rare source of P1 resistance. Other loci with a broader resistance pattern, such as
Sen2 (3), Sen3 (4) and Sen4 (chapter 5), might represent alternative sources of P1
resistance. In chapter 2, we hypothesised that another source of P1 resistance might
be present in the structure group composed of varieties with British origins. Indeed,
27 varieties from this group were resistant to P1 but did not contain the Sen1
associated GWAS marker PotVar0067008. The design of the new Sen1 flanking
markers in chapter 4 and the variety panel screening in chapter 5 showed that five
of these varieties hold Sen1. Analysis of the 22 remaining varieties may reveal if there
are one or more additional sources of P1 resistance in this material.
Resistance to the higher pathotypes is less frequent in the breeding material. For
instance, in the GWAS panel of chapter 5, we could find only 15 genotypes out of the
569 genotypes from (5) which were referenced as resistant to P18. Eight of these
varieties get their resistance from Sen4, one from Sen3 and one from Sen5. Sen4 is
the main source of resistance in the Dutch breeding material (Figure 1). Most of the
Dutch varieties holding Sen4 are varieties for starch production. Resistance to the
higher pathotypes of S. endobioticum is required for Dutch starch varieties as they are
grown in areas under quarantine surveillance. In the Dutch breeding material, we could
trace Sen4 back to AM78-3704 and Alcmaria as a source. In the German material, we
found Sen4 in Panda and in Hindenburg, which is in the pedigree of Panda. We
hypothesized that the German source of Sen4 is different from the Dutch source.
Indeed, Alcmaria and Hindenburg share only one ancestor in common far in their
pedigree: Erste von Fromsdorf, an old (1884) German variety (6) which was intensively
used in breeding and is, therefore, unlikely a source of wart disease resistance. If a
sample mistake for Hindenburg could be ruled out, we could make the hypothesis that
the German Sen4 source is Jubel, the male parent of Hindenburg, which was reported
as being resistant to wart disease and intensively used in German breeding programs
to create wart resistant varieties (7,8). It is not known, however, if Jubel and
Hindenburg are resistant to the higher pathotypes, so these hypotheses have to be
taken carefully and should be validated with phenotypic and genotypic assays. The
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main source of resistance to wart disease of the German and Polish varieties is Sen3
(Figure 1), which could be traced back to the variety Ora in chapter 3. The clone
BRA9089, the male parent of Ora (6), was reported by different authors as being
resistant to the higher pathotypes and used to breed resistant varieties (10–13).

Figure 1. Putative sources of potato wart disease resistance in the potato
breeding gene pool
The map shows the European countries in which S. endobioticum is present (orange).
Yellow dots = present, pink dot in Norway = transient. Adapted from (9) (updated 02-092019).

Despite the fact that we found the genotype labelled today as being BRA9089
susceptible to pathotypes 1, 2, 6 and 18 (P1, P2, P6 and P18) in chapter 3, I still
suspect the old BRA9089 to be the ancestor donor of Sen3. Surprisingly, although S.
endobioticum is not an issue in the USA, we found Sen3 in two American varieties
(Defender and Goldrush), both holding BRA9089 in their pedigree. Another source of
resistance to the higher pathotypes in the Dutch breeding material is Sen5 which was
traced back to the breeding clone VE71-105. This gene is very rare in the breeding
gene pool as we found it only in Aventra, Kanjer and VE71-105. The Sen2 gene
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identified by (3) has not been introduced yet in the potato breeding genepool. To
conclude, we identified different resistance sources present in the breeding gene pool.
This information is highly valuable for breeders to select non-overlapping sources of
resistance as well as to combine multiple sources to broaden the resistance spectrum,
and hence, to enhance the resistance levels against the complex higher pathotypes.
Origin of potato wart disease resistance sources
Because of the high frequency of Sen1 in the potato breeding genepool, it is not
possible to identify a common ancestor that introduced Sen1 in the pedigrees of Sen1
plants. In a previous study (14), 52 accessions from S. phureja, S. stenotomum, S.
tuberosum ssp. andigenum and S. tuberosum ssp. tuberosum were screened with the
Sen1 linked marker Nl25 (1). No association was observed of the marker with
taxonomy or geography. The two alleles of Nl25 were found in susceptible as well as
resistant accessions which shows the marker was not diagnostic in this material.
Resistance to P1 was found in all the species tested which were all cultivated species.
A broad panel of tuber-bearing Solanum species was phenotyped with P1 by (15) and
resistance was found in more than 18 different species. The abundance of Sen1 can
explain why we could not find proof for identity-by-descent (IBD) in the commercial
varieties. Also in our work, we found that Sen1 was already widely spread in the
cultivated potato ancestors. In chapter 5, we found Sen1 in one landrace from S.
tuberosum Chilotanum group (16) and in several accessions mainly from Argentina
and Bolivia, including five accessions from S. microdontum. This is interesting as group
Chilotanum is the ancestor of cultivated potato and S. microdontum was intensively
used to adapt cultivated potatoes to long days conditions (16). We can hypothesize
that Sen1 was introgressed “by chance” multiple times in the cultivated potato
ancestors, which explains its presence already in very old material and why it is not
possible to trace it back to a common ancestor.
The introgression of the genes bringing resistance to the higher pathotypes in the
breeding gene pool may have been deliberate, or a lucky coincidence that happened
during the introgression of resistances to other pathogens, or other traits like long day
adaptation. It is not clear yet from which species in its pedigree DG 97-264 inherited
Sen2 (3). According to the results obtained in chapter 5, I think Sen2 might be present
in the Acaulia, Demissa and Tuberosa series (17). The screening of Sen3 in the
accession panels in chapter 5 did not give clear insights about how Sen3 was
introgressed. Sen3 is IBD in all the varieties and its source is probably a S. tuberosum
landrace from the Chiloe island (ancestor of BRA9089) (6,11). Sen4, IBD in all the
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Dutch starch varieties, was found in four accessions from S. tuberosum ssp.
andigenum. The Dutch Sen4 could be traced back to Alcmaria which comes from a
cross between Sirtema and a descendent from Saskia and CPC1673-20 (adg) (6). We
showed that Sirtema does not hold Sen4 so CPC1673-20 is likely the Sen4 donor.
Resistance has been reported several times in the Andigenum group (10,11,15,18) and
wart resistance was observed in the clone CPC1673 which was used to introgress
resistance to nematodes (11). Several other varieties resistant to higher pathotypes
possess andigenum and CPC1673 background, i.e. Amalia (adg, CPC1673-24), Gelda,
Maja and Titana (11). It is not known if these varieties got their resistance through
Sen4 or another andigenum resistance locus. Sen5 could be unambiguously traced
back to VE71-105 and S. vernei which was already reported before as being a potential
source of wart disease resistance (18). Among the five S. vernei accessions from our
chapter 5 panel which were positive for the flanking marker of Sen5, two showed a
certain level of resistance to P2 and three to P18.
Unknown resistance sources in the breeding genepool
The GWAS panel from chapter 2 and the variety panel from chapter 5 revealed the
presence of additional unknown resistance sources already present in the breeding
material. For some of these varieties, intermediate or weak resistance can be due to
one of the QTLs that were identified in chapters 3 and 5 or from previous studies
(19–21). For the stronger resistances for which the resistance source is still unknown,
I performed a pedigree analysis (6) of the varieties and provided an overview of them
in Table 1. The species S. tuberosum ssp. andigena, S. demissum, S. edinense, S.
oplocense, S. phureja, S. tuberosum and S. vernei contributed greatly to the genetic
background of the varieties from Table 1. As mentioned previously, resistance to the
higher pathotypes was already observed in the Andigena group and in S. vernei.
As being part of the EPPO set, Belita harbours a strong resistance to pathotypes 1, 2,
6 and 18 but does not contain any of the known Sen genes. The resistance from Belita
and Plasettie (descendant of Belita) might come from S. vernei. Also, Saphir is well
known for its P1, P6 and P18 resistance. However, Saphir was negative for all tested
markers making it an additional resistance source. Saphir’s resistance was probably
inherited from the breeding clone MPI 44.1016/24 which harbours a strong resistance
to pathotypes 1, 2, 6 and 18 (11). The resistance of MPI44.1016/24 and Saphir
probably comes from S. acaule, as it was hypothesized by Ross (11). The susceptibility
of Saphir for P2 suggests that additional gene(s) from MPI 44.1016/24 are missing.
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Also, other varieties from the EPPO set, such as Delcora and Miriam contain resistance
loci which have not yet been mapped.
Several varieties which show resistance to pathotypes 2 and/or 6 are descendants of
the Dutch variety Astarte (Table 1) which shows resistance to pathotypes 1 and 18 and
a weak resistance to P2 and P6. Astarte might therefore be another source of wart
resistance in the breeding gene pool. Other varieties that are negative for the described
markers but expressing strong resistance to higher pathotypes are Caruso, Euroviva
and Otolia. The pedigrees of these varieties are not publicly available (6) so no
hypothesis can be made about their putative resistance source.
Table 1. Wart disease resistance sources that are not based on the Sen1, 2, 3,
4, 5 genes
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* pedigree unknown. acl: S. acaule, adg: S. tuberosum ssp. andigena, chc: S. chacoense,
dms: S. demissum, edn: S. edinense, hjt: S. hjertingii, mlt: S. multidissectum, opl: S.
oplocense, phu: S. phureja, spg: S. spegazzinii, sto: S. stoloniferum, tbr: S. tuberosum,
vrn: S. vernei.

Genes involved in potato wart disease resistance
Synchytrium endobioticum is an obligate biotrophic Chytrid fungus which needs to
enter the host cell to complete its life-cycle (18). The intracellular localisation of the
pathogen and the specific recognition of certain pathotypes in different host genotypes
evokes a gene-for-gene recognition system (22). S. endobioticum is probably sensed
by cytoplasmic immune receptors, better known under the name NLR (Nucleotide
binding and Leucine-rich Repeat) proteins. This is for instance the case for another
obligate biotrophic fungus, Melampsora lini, responsible for flax rust. Through its
specialized structures (haustoria), M. lini secretes Avr proteins which are translocated
into the cell and are recognised by the NLR L proteins (23,24). Recently, the first S.
endobioticum effector AvrSen1 (25), which triggers Hypersensitive Responses (HR) in
potato genotypes containing Sen1, has been identified. Its transient expression in Sen1
plants with or without a signal peptide showed that the recognition of AvrSen1 occurs
intracellularly.
Importance of TNL genes for potato wart disease resistance
In chapters 2 and 4, we mapped and fine-mapped Sen1 to a region corresponding to
the C76 R gene cluster (26) of the reference genome DM1-3 (DM) v4.03 (27,28) on
the north arm of chromosome 11 (Table 2). C76 contains eight putative TNL genes
(26). In chapter 3, we anchored the scaffold DMB734, containing three other putative
TNL genes, to this chromosome 11 region. Therefore, we early suspected Sen1 was a
TNL gene. We could confirm this hypothesis in chapter 4 with RNAi plants silenced for
these TNLs, which showed a significant reduction of the HR triggered by AvrSen1. The
candidate gene search resulted in the identification of two candidate TNL genes. In
chapter 3, we mapped Sen3 to the same TNL cluster as Sen1 and made the hypothesis
that Sen1 and Sen3 are very likely TNL genes, paralogs or even allelic variants of the
same TNL gene. In chapter 5 and in (20), the resistance locus with the strongest
effect in the SaKa1 population was mapped to the long arm of chromosome 1, between
72 Mb and 79 Mb. In DM, this region contains the cluster C5 (26) which is composed
of seven TNL genes.
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Table 2. Comparison of the different potato wart disease resistance
haplotypes mapped in this thesis with previous studies

Haplotype

Type of
gene

Chr

Position**

Resistance
pattern

R parent
donor

QTL

1

~ 72 - 80 Mb

P1, P2, P6, P18

Andante

QTL

1

~ 70 - 76 Mb

P1, P2, P6, P18

Andante

Sen5

Major
gene

5

[49.2 - 51.16 Mb]

P2, P6, P18

Aventra

Rse-VIIIbKuba

QTL

8

~ 44 - 47 Mb

P18

Kuba

QTL

8

south arm chr 8

P1, P2, P6, P18

Saturna,
Panda

QTL

9

~ 55 - 61.5 Mb

P18

Andante

QTL

9

~ 55 - 57 MB

P2, P6, P18

Ludmilla

11

[1.31 - 1.67 Mb]

P1

11

[1.26 - 1.52 Mb]

P1?, P2, P6,
P8?, P18

Desiree,
Kuras

QTL

11

~ 0 - 5 Mb

P2, P6, P18

Axion,
Aventra

Major
gene

11

[33.7 - 35.06 Mb]

P1, P2, P3, P6,
P8, P18, P39

DG 97-264

QTL

11

~ 0 - 31 Mb

P2, P6, P18

Andante

Major
gene

12

[48.5 - 51.5 Mb]

P2, P6, P18

Axion

QTL

12

full chr 12

P2, P6, P18

Karolin, Ps354

This study

Rse-IbAndante-a
Rse-IbAndante-c

Rse-IXaAndante
Rse-IXbLudmilla

Previous
study*

Rse-Ib-aa

RseVIIIac
Rse-IXaaa

Sen1

Sen1d

Sen3

Rse-XIaef

Rse-XIcVTN62.33.3
Sen2g
Rse-XIdAndante
Sen4
Rse-XIIae

Major
gene
Major
gene

Kuba

* The “Rse-chromosome number” naming is according to (21). A letter was added at the
end of the locus name to differentiate the different haplotypes identified. ** [ - ]: interval
of the closest flanking markers, ~ : peak interval in CoSSA results. Loci previously identified
by a (20), b (2), c (19), d (1), e (21), f (29), g (3).

TNL genes seem, therefore, to play an important role in resistance to S. endobioticum
and one could wonder if there is something in the lifestyle of S. endobioticum that
makes TNLs more effective compared to other R gene types. TNLs have been shown
to be involved in resistance to several pathogens such as bacteria, fungi, nematodes,
oomycetes and viruses. In potato, the three TNLs cloned so far are involved in
resistance to the potato virus Y (PVY) (30,31) and to G. rostochiensis (32). Also R
genes against other pathogens, such as P. infestans (33,34) or G. pallida (35), have
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been mapped to TNL clusters as well. So, at a first glance, it is not possible to highlight
a correlation between the NLR type and the recognition of a specific pathogen group.
The L locus of flax gives resistance to M. lini, an obligate biotrophic fungus (36), and
so far, all the cloned NLR genes involved in resistance to flax rust are TNLs (37). TNL
genes are also involved in resistance to the obligate biotrophic oomycete P. parasitica
in A. thaliana, however, CNLs and other gene classes such as receptor-like proteins
(RLPs) are also involved (38).
TNLs versus CNLs: Requirements for downstream signalling
If TNLs are more efficient than CNLs for the resistance to S. endobioticum, what could
be the reason? A substantial difference between TNLs and CNLs is the signalling
pathways recruited by the N-terminal domains. Since the first studies on the signalling
components of NLRs in the 1990’s, it has been shown that most CNLs require the NDR1
(Non-Race Specific Disease Resistance-1) protein (39,40) to activate immunity
whereas most TNLs require the EDS1 (Enhanced Disease Susceptibility 1) protein
(39,41). Recently, it has been shown that some NLR proteins require other NLR
proteins, called “helpers”, to transduce the defence signals. These NLR proteins have
evolved to work in pairs, one partner being the sensor NLR and the other the helper
NLR, or even in more complex networks involving more partners (42,43). The helper
proteins required by CNLs and TNLs can differ.
In Solanaceae, it has been shown that an important number of CNLs, such as for
example the P. infestans R genes R1, R8 and Rpi-blb2, require other CNL helper
proteins from the NRC (NLR-Required for Cell death) family (44–47). It is not yet
known if Solanaceae TNLs require these NRC helpers. In A. thaliana and in N.
benthamiana, the NRG1 (N Requirement Gene 1) protein from the RPW8-NLR type is
required by several TNLs for defence signalling (45,48,49). The ADR1 (Activated
Disease Resistance 1) type of CNLs are also NLR helpers having a role downstream
several TNLs (45,49). Interestingly, it was shown recently that NRG1s and ADR1s are
involved in two different parallel pathways downstream TNLs (45). Some CNLs showed
also an ADR1 (50,51) dependency or a weak NRG1 dependency (48). In potato, the
only study of the signalling pathway of a TNL gene showed that the PVY resistance TNL
gene Rysto is EDS1 and NRG1 dependent (52).
Recently, a great discovery has been made about the N-terminal CC domain function
and structure of the A. thaliana ZAR1 (Hopz-Activated Resistance 1) CNL (53). Upon
activation by the Xanthomonas campestris effector AvrAC, an inactive form of the CNL
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ZAR1 will undergo a structural remodelling and will form the wheel-like pentameric
ZAR1 resistosome with RKS1 (Resistance-related Kinase 1) and PBL2 (PBS1-like
protein 2). The five N-terminal α1 helices of the ZAR1 CC domains will form a funnel
which is required for cell death through its insertion in the plasma membrane and the
formation of a pore, toxic for the cell. There are other CNLs which are located at the
plasma membrane for which a similar mode of action is suspected. The N-terminal
domains of CNLs and TNLs are very different so TNLs likely trigger HR through a very
different system, or through an association with CNL helpers to form a similar celldeath triggering structure as the ZAR1 resistosome.
It would be of great interest to investigate the helper proteins required by the TNLs
involved in resistance to S. endobioticum. The recruitment of a certain type of helper
proteins might explain an advantage of TNLs over CNLs for resistance to the wart
disease. The recruitment of helpers from another genomic region might also explain
the background dependency of some resistance loci such as the Rse-Ib-Andante
chromosome 1 resistance locus from Andante in SaKa1 (chapter 5).
TNLs versus CNLs: subcellular localisation
Different compartmentalization of the plant NLRs might also explain why certain TNLs
and/or certain helpers are more efficient in resistance to S. endobioticum than others.
Indeed, it has been observed in several studies that some NLRs such as MLA10 (CNL)
in barley and RPS4 (TNL) in Arabidopsis, accumulate in the nucleus after activation by
their matching effector and this nuclear localization is necessary for the activation of
defences (54). On the other hand, Rx, a CNL giving extreme resistance to PVX in
potato, is inactivated when localized in the nucleus, the pathogen recognition and the
signalling pathways activation happen in the cytoplasm (55,56). Interestingly, a
localization at the plasma membrane is required for some NLRs to function (54). This
is the case for RPS5 and RPM1, two CNL proteins of Arabidopsis. This plasma
membrane localization is likely required because the matching pathogen effector
proteins also localize there and, in the case of CNLs such as ZAR1, because they form
a resistosome which triggers HR through the formation of a pore in the plasma
membrane. The protein sequence of AvrSen1 does not contain subcellular localization
signals (25). Therefore, the recognition of AvrSen1 by Sen1 and the recruitment of the
downstream signalling pathways probably occur in the cytoplasm, where AvrSen1 is
secreted by S. endobioticum. Interestingly, L6 and M, two TNL genes involved in
resistance to M. lini, localize respectively to the Golgi apparatus and to the tonoplast
membranes (57). It was shown that it is the N-terminal domain which is responsible
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for this localization, and the anchoring to the endomembranes which was required for
the protein stability. Is it necessary for the TNLs involved in S. endobioticum resistance
to possess N-terminal signal anchoring sequences for a better efficiency through an
improved stability? The cloning of the Sen genes, their (alternatively spliced) mRNAs
and a study of the proteins localization in the cell and their domains function should
answer these questions.
Recognition of S. endobioticum effectors by potato wart disease R genes
Sen1 and Sen3 are likely paralogs from similar TNLs clusters or allelic variants of the
same gene (chapters 3 and 4). Sen1 brings specific resistance to P1 isolates through
the recognition of AvrSen1. Sen3, however, possesses a broader recognition spectrum
as we showed it brings resistance to P2, P6 and P18, and most likely to P1 as well. The
recognition pattern of Sen3 could be due to the recognition of an effector highly
conserved between the pathotypes populations. Another possibility could be that Sen3
can bring resistance to P2, P6 and P18 through the recognition of an effector common
to these three pathotypes and that both Sen1 and Sen3 can bring resistance to P1
upon the recognition of AvrSen1. There are some examples in literature of different R
proteins which are able to detect the same effector protein. This is the case in the
pathosystem composed of B. napus and L. maculans, the hemibiotrophic ascomycete
responsible for blackleg. The two genes Rlm1 (not cloned) and LepR3 (RLP), located
on different chromosomes, can recognise the effector AvrLm1 (58). The effector
protein AvrLm4-7 is also detected by the two R genes Rlm4 and Rlm7 (59) which are
located in a same cluster (60). More recently, it was observed that Avr2, an effector
protein from P. infestans, can be detected by potato R genes from the R2 family (CNLs),
such as for instance Rpi-blb3, and Rpi-mcq1 (CNL) (61). The agroinfiltration of AvrSen1
in Sen3 and non-Sen3 plants could confirm the hypothesis of Sen3 being able to
recognize AvrSen1. If this hypothesis is true and if Sen3 is a unique gene (not closely
linked NLR paralogues), it would mean that Sen3 enables “dual specificity” recognition
of at least two different effectors from S. endobioticum. One well known example of a
gene enabling dual specificity is RPM1 which recognizes both AvrRpm1 and AvrB
effectors from Pseudomonas syringae (62). This dual specificity is enabled by the
“guardee” protein RIN4 which is required by RPM1 to bring resistance (63). Another
example of this dual specificity enabled by a guardee protein is Cf-2, in tomato, which
brings resistance to C. fulvum and G. rostochiensis. The apoplastic tomato protein Rcr3
is targeted by the C. fulvum effector Avr2 and the G. rostochiensis effector Gr-VAP1
(64). The activity of these effectors on Rcr3 is detected by Cf-2.(65,66). Again, the
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cloning of the Sen1 and Sen3 genes would provide very useful tools to further study
the recognition mechanism.
Also, knowing the recognition pattern of the different Sen genes will facilitate the
identification of the matching S. endobioticum Avr genes. AvrSen1 was identified
through comparative genomics between P1 and the higher pathotypes, the basic
premise being that the gene encoding AvrSen1 should be present in the sequenced P1
genomes but functionally or structurally absent from the higher pathotypes genomes
(25). I expect a similar comparative genomics strategy to work for AvrSen5 as well
(chapter 5). Sen5 is involved in resistance to P2, P6 and P18 but does not provide
resistance to P1. This strategy would also work to identify the effectors matching the
resistance genes present in Saphir (P1, P6, P18 resistant), Delcora and Miriam (both
P1, P2, P6 resistant) (Table 1), if their resistance is brought by a single gene. Regarding
Sen4, the complete resistance pattern is not known yet as only P2, P6 and P18 were
tested (chapter 5). We identified in chapter 5 two varieties which carry Sen4 without
Sen1 but one is scored as susceptible to P1 (Celandine) and the other resistant
(Panda). For Sen2 and Sen3, which provide a broad resistance spectrum, this
comparative genomics approach would not work as all isolates are expected to harbour
those Avrs. Novel approaches need to be designed to identify these Avrs conserved
between pathotypes.
In chapter 4, we used AvrSen1 to phenotype the Sen1 recombinants and the RNAi
plants silenced for the TNL clusters C76 and C77. This phenotyping method gave
unambiguous results and did not require the multiplication of tubers, while the
Spieckermann (67) and Glynne-Lemmerzahl (68,69) assays require a significant
number of tubers and at least two seasons of phenotyping to give reliable results.
Therefore, agroinfiltration of the Avrs as a phenotyping tool can speed up drastically
the wart disease resistance loci mapping and fine-mapping experiments. It could as
well be used to screen for resistant varieties, or wild potato relatives in order to select
for non-redundant resistance sources. Avr response screens are more cost intensive
than molecular markers, but can be considered in case molecular markers are not
available, not specific enough or too distant from the matching R gene.
Potato wart disease Quantitative Trait Loci: NLRs or different gene types
involved?
In this thesis, we identified qualitative effect loci such as Sen1 and Sen3, which are
members from the NLR family, and QTLs with different ranges of effects on resistance.
We can speculate about the kind of genes behind these QTLs. Sen4 and Sen5, identified
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in chapter 5, seem to have a more quantitative effect on resistance compared to
Sen1, Sen2 or Sen3, although they bring a good level of resistance. Sen4 was mapped
to the south arm of chromosome 12, between 48.5 Mb and 51.5 Mb. In the DM
reference genome, this region contains only one CNL gene (26) and one RLK (ReceptorLike Kinase) (70). I suspect however the Sen4 haplotype to be quite different from the
reference genome. The CoSSA performed in the AxV population resulted in a very
broad peak of k-mers between 10 Mb and 54 Mb. This broad peak can be explained by
a small number of recombination events in the resistant bulk in the haplotype in which
Sen4 was introgressed. We observed a low recombination frequency of the Sen4
haplotype also in the entire AxV population which might be explained by suppression
of recombination due to the introgression of a segment quite different from the other
haplotypes. This hypothesis must be tested in larger populations. It is therefore not
possible to make assumptions about the Sen4 candidate genes using DM, a de novo
assembly of this Sen4 haplotype would be necessary. Sen5 also showed a quantitative
effect on resistance in the AxD and KxA populations (chapter 5). We mapped Sen5 to
the south arm of chromosome 5, between 49.2 Mb and 51.16 Mb. In DM, this region
holds the NLR clusters C40 and C41 (26). The DM assembly of this region is suboptimal as it contains four gaps. Sen5 was probably introgressed in the breeding
genepool from S. vernei and only the de novo assembly of this haplotype would allow
to identify the candidate genes. In the SaKa1 population, two haplotypes from the
south arm of chromosome 1 were involved in resistance to P1, P2, P6 and P18 (chapter
5). This could be due to different genes involved in resistance to wart disease or to
several alleles from the same gene. In DM, this region contains the two R gene clusters
C4 and C5 (26), composed of two CNLs and seven TNLs respectively, and four RLKs
(70). The two CNL genes from cluster C4 are homologues of the NRC1 helper gene
which has been shown to be a signalling component required by cell surface immune
receptors, such as Cf-4 and Cf-9 (two RLPs), and by intracellular immune receptors
such as Rx and Mi-1.2 (two CNLs) (46). Silencing these NRC1 homologues in Saka1
descendants would reveal if they also have a “helper” role in resistance to S.
endobioticum and if they can explain the background dependency of the chromosome
1 main resistance locus from Andante.
In chapters 3 and 5, several minor effect QTLs which had an additive effect to the
major effect gene were identified. In the AxV, AxD and KxA populations of chapter 5,
one QTL, Rse-IXc-VTN62.33.3, on the north arm of chromosome 11, brought
resistance to some of the higher pathotypes. The recognition pattern was different
between the populations which could be due to recombinations, to a different genetic
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composition of the isolates used for the phenotyping, or to dependency on genetic
factors in the background of the plant. Indeed, Sen4 or Sen5 are also segregating in
these populations and the effect of these genes might be epistatic. The markers
designed on the Rse-IXc-VTN62.33.3 haplotype spanned a huge region so it is difficult
to make assumptions about the candidate genes behind it. In the SaKa1 population,
we found on the south arm of chromosome 9, around 60-61 Mb, Rse-IXa-Andante
which is involved in resistance to P18 only. The reference genome in this region is rich
in R gene clusters as clusters C64, C65 and C66, composed of CNLs and TNLs, are
located between 59.3 Mb and 61 Mb (26). Many R genes involved in resistance to
different pathogens such as P. infestans, nematodes or viruses, have been mapped
and/or cloned in this region. It is likely that one NLR gene from these clusters,
introgressed by chance while introgressing resistance to other pathogens, recognises
specifically an effector present in P18 isolates. In KxL (chapter 5), we identified RseVIIIb-Kuba on the south arm of chromosome 8 around 45 Mb which was also
specifically associated with P18 resistance. In DM, this region contains the NLR clusters
C59, C60 and C61 (26). Overall, these observations suggest that NLR genes might also
be candidate genes for the minor effect QTLs.
NLR genes are usually known to give a qualitative resistance upon specific recognition
of the matching pathogen Avr protein. There are, however, exceptions and it has
already been observed that NLR genes can bring incomplete or quantitative resistance
(71,72). If NLR genes are truly responsible for Rse-IXa-Andante and Rse-VIIIb-Kuba
minor effect QTLs giving P18 resistance, how to explain their weak effects compared
to Sen1 and Sen3? In the AvrSen1 paper (25), the AvrSen1 gene from different isolates
was PCR amplified and sequenced with long read technology to detect the proportion
of the different AvrSen1 variants in each isolate. All the reads obtained from two P1
isolates contained the wild-type of AvrSen1 which explains the qualitative resistance
brought by Sen1. To explain the major effect of Sen3 on P2, P6 and P18 resistance
and the minor effect of Rse-VIIIb-Kuba on P18, we can imagine that AvrSen3 is present
in a high frequency in the S. endobioticum population from the P2, P6 and P18 isolates
that were used for the phenotyping. The Avr matching Rse-VIIIb-Kuba, however, is
then expected to be present in a low frequency in the P18 isolate and absent from the
P2 and P6 isolates used. This suggests that P18 isolates possess a more diverse
repertoire of effectors than P2 and P6 isolates. Indeed, S. endobioticum mitochondrial
haplotype diversity within-isolates was much higher in P8, P18 and P38 isolates than
in isolates of P2 and P6 (73).
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Perspectives for potato wart disease resistance breeding and
management
S. endobioticum, being one of the most devastating quarantine diseases of potato,
requires that strict quarantine measures and clever management strategies are set.
The knowledge acquired in this thesis about the specific Avr proteins/R proteins
interaction responsible for pathotype specific resistances, the major and minor effect
resistance loci and the different resistance sources are strong weapons to improve wart
disease resistance breeding programs and the management of the pathogen.
The EPPO set does not encompass the R loci diversity present in the potato
breeding genepool
So far, there are no molecular diagnostic tools to discriminate between S. endobioticum
pathotypes. The pathotype identification is therefore made by means of biotests using
a differential set of potato varieties. For decades, European countries used different
sets of varieties for the pathotyping and used different naming systems for the
pathotypes which made the comparison between pathotypes impossible (74). In 2006,
Baayen proposed a standardisation of the pathotypes naming system and a
harmonisation for the set of varieties used, which is now called the EPPO set. The EPPO
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set was formerly composed of eleven varieties (75). Later, the EPPO set was updated:
the varieties Eersteling, Combi, Delcora, Miriam and Ulme were removed and the
varieties Evora, Irga, Talent, Ikar and Gawin were added (76). In the new EPPO set,
Ikar, Gawin and Karolin are redundant as they all possess Sen3 which confers them
resistance to P1, P2, P6 and P18 (chapter 5). Varieties Producent, Talent, Saphir and
Belita possess Sen1. The resistance source of Talent, Saphir and Belita is unknown and
does not come from Sen2, Sen4 or Sen5. Therefore, Sen2, Sen4 and Sen5 are not
represented in the EPPO set, neither the resistances present in Andante. The inclusion
of varieties holding these R genes would probably lead to the identification of new
pathotypes, thereby better reflecting the pathogen diversity that is around.
The identification of S. endobioticum Avr genes (25) could lead to a new pathotyping
system based on the R gene/Avr gene composition, such as for P. infestans (77). In
Table 3, I made an attempt for such a differential set. Ideally, each potato variety
should contain only one R gene. Based on this system, the isolates would be
characterised by a virulence pattern that better reflects Avr contents. Besides
inoculation tests, the presence of Avrs could be tested through PCR assays (Table 4).
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Table 4. Pathotype definition according to their Avr content
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Such a pathotyping system would fine-tune the management of the disease: knowing
the Avr composition of the isolates present in the field will allow to deploy an adapted
set of varieties containing the right combination of R genes and QTLs. Tables 3 and 4
contain only the major R loci and the corresponding most frequent Avrs, but minor
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effect loci and less frequent Avrs should be included as well and taken into account for
the choice of resistant varieties.
Stacking of major and minor effect loci
In chapter 5, we highlighted the importance of minor effect loci to bring full resistance
to the higher pathotypes, especially for P18. We ventured the hypothesis that the small
additive effect on resistance brought by some loci might be due to NLR genes which
detect an effector present in a low frequency in the S. endobioticum isolate used for
the phenotyping. Van de Vossenberg et al. (73) showed that the higher pathotypes
such as P8, P18 and P38 had a higher intra-isolate diversity than P1 or P2. So for
higher pathotypes, stacking of major and minor effect loci in the resistant varieties is
essential to bring full field resistance and to avoid a shift in the S. endobioticum
populations in the field. Indeed, if an isolate holds one Avr gene with a high frequency
and another Avr with a low frequency, and if potato varieties possessing only the R
gene matching the most frequent Avr are deployed, the S. endobioticum genotypes
that do not possess the detected Avr protein will multiply. After a few multiplication
cycles, the S. endobioticum population will become virulent on the potato varieties
deployed. In the AvrSen1 paper, such a shift was observed with a P1 isolate multiplied
on a partially resistant variety (25). Only two multiplications were necessary to obtain
a shift of the isolate population from a P1 to a P6. To avoid this kind of population shifts
and to guarantee an efficient and durable field resistance, breeders should focus on
the stacking of several R loci in their material, combining major and minor effect loci.
R genes pyramiding is a strategy which has been known for decades to enhance
resistance and resistance durability in crops. Few studies however have focused on the
interaction between R genes and the benefits or costs of these inter-genic interactions.
Our former hypothesis was that the stacking of major and minor effect loci would have
an additive effect thanks to the recognition of different Avrs present in the S.
endobioticum isolate. Another explanation of the positive effect of combining major
and minor effect loci could be inter-genic complementary interactions. It might be the
case for Rse-VIIIb-Kuba segregating in the KxL population (chapter 5). Indeed, the
effect of this locus on P18 resistance seems stronger when Sen3 is also present. I
performed an ANOVA to test the interaction between the two loci and this interaction
was significant (p-value < 0.01) which could reveal a beneficial interaction between
the two R genes. Such a beneficial inter-genic interaction has been recently studied in
Medicago truncatula between two R genes, AKR and AIN, bringing resistance to the
bluegreen aphid (78). Plants holding both genes show an additive effect on resistance.
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Moreover, AKR is epistatic over AIN as it reduces the negative growth phenotype which
is associated with AIN. This interaction between the two genes is mediated by a
crosstalk at the phytohormone level (78,79). Positive interactions between R genes
have also been observed in potato for resistance to nematodes (80) although the
molecular mechanisms behind that has not been described, but most likely has its
origin in the diversity within pathogen populations, similarly as my hypothesis for wart
disease resistance.
How to design diagnostic markers for the minor effect loci
In chapter 5, we designed haplotype specific markers associated with minor effect
loci. Because the effect of these loci is small, their fine-mapping and the design of
flanking diagnostic markers is difficult. A traditional strategy to fine-map such QTLs
would be to increase the size of the mapping population. Another strategy I propose
would be to enrich the S. endobioticum population used for the phenotyping for the
Avr matching the minor effect locus of interest. For instance, to fine-map Rse-VIIIbKuba improving resistance to P18 in the KxL population (chapter 5), I would
recommend to select KxL descendants that hold Sen3 but do not hold Rse-VIIIb-Kuba.
After a few multiplication rounds on these selected descendants of the P18 isolate we
initially used for the phenotyping in chapter 3, only the S. endobioticum genotypes
that do not hold AvrSen3 will be able to reproduce and there will be an enrichment of
the effector matching Rse-VIIIb-Kuba. A new phenotyping round of the KxL population
with the “trained” P18 isolate will end up in a stronger effect of this locus and an easier
mapping and fine-mapping. This strategy can be combined with the sequencing of the
genomes of initial and trained isolates to identify the Avrchr8 gene matching Rse-VIIIbKuba candidate R gene, which can then be applied through agroinfiltration, resulting
in unambiguous phenotypes.

R gene mapping and cloning strategies
In this thesis, we combined several tools such as GWAS, BSA and in silico BAC walking
for the mapping of several potato wart disease R genes, and for the fine-mapping and
candidate gene search of Sen1. Across these different studies, I encountered some
pitfalls such as ascertainment bias of SNP arrays and used efficient tools such as kmers. Here, I will address these different aspects and will discuss current strategies to
map and clone R genes in plants.
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The use of SNP arrays: limited genome coverage and ascertainment bias
In chapter 2 of this thesis, we performed a Genome Wide Association Study of potato
wart disease P1 resistance in the potato breeding genepool. The genotypic data used
in this GWAS was obtained by (5) using the 20K SNP SolSTW array. We identified a
peak of significantly associated markers on the north arm of chromosome 11, where
Sen1 had been previously identified (1). The significant markers were validated in two
populations. The most closely linked GWAS marker was however still 10 cM away from
Sen1. We inquired why we could not identify markers closer to Sen1 and why we did
not identify any Sen1 haplotype specific marker on the telomeric side of Sen1. We were
not hampered by ascertainment bias with the 20K SNP array as P1 resistance is
common in the potato breeding gene pool and several varieties used to identify the
130K variants in (81) are resistant to P1. Moreover, at least nine of these 84 varieties
hold Sen1: Adretta, Agria, Aveka, Avenance, Innovator, Kuras, Nomade, VE71-105
and VTN62-33-3 (see chapter 5). Still, among the 130K variants, none were located
between 814,888 bp and 1,416,133 bp which explains why we could not identify any
SNP marker upstream the R gene cluster C76 (26). Moreover, among the markers
designed upstream 2.7 Mb, none were from the Sen1 haplotype, which explains why
our closest marker was still 10 cM away from Sen1. So the obvious reason why our
markers were not fully diagnostic is because of the bait strategy used in (81). No baits
were designed in the Sen1 region, probably because the authors’ focus was not on
resistance genes and because they avoided to design baits in regions exhibiting
paralogous sequences in the genome, which is the case for R gene rich regions.
In chapter 5, we performed a GWAS as well in the potato breeding genepool but this
time for P2, P6 and P18 resistance. This GWAS allowed us to identify Sen4 and RseIXc-VTN62.33.3. The Sen4 SNPs were identified thanks to the cultivars Hindenburg
and VE70-9 in the set from (81). We know that other genes than Sen4 are present in
the breeding genepool so why could not we identify these other loci? In the 130K
variants set, markers were designed on the Sen5 haplotype thanks to the presence of
VE 71-105 in the discovery panel. We were, however, unable to identify Sen5 in the
GWAS, because Sen5 was too rare in the GWAS panels (only present in Aventra and
VE71-105). In chapters 3 and 5, we observed that Sen3 was the main wart disease
resistance source in the German and Polish breeding material. Sen3 was however not
found with the GWAS. This is obviously due to ascertainment bias. Indeed, no East
European variety was included in the discovery panels of (81,82). Therefore, the 20K
SNP array does not cover any East European haplotype and is unable to detect Sen3.
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Moreover, Ulme is the only Sen3 variety which was present in the GWAS panel so even
if the 20K SNP array was covering East European haplotypes, Sen3 would most
probably not have been found.
Towards an optimal R gene mapping and cloning strategy
To prevent ascertainment bias, we decided to use Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS)
data in further mapping studies performed in this thesis. In chapter 3, we developed
CoSSA (4), a novel set of workflows for genetic analyses of a trait of interest, that was
used to (fine-)map Sen1, Sen3, Sen4, Sen5 and minor effect QTLs in chapters 3, 4
and 5. In Figure 3, I made an overview of different strategies which can be used for R
gene mapping and cloning in plants. In this part of the discussion, I want to compare
these strategies with the one we used in chapter 4 to fine-map Sen1 and identify
candidate genes.
Overall, all the mapping strategies described in Figure 3 comprise the same steps which
are the mapping of the locus, the generation of a de novo assembly, the fine-mapping
and the candidate gene search. The different strategies can be divided in two
categories: biased for a specific gene family (e.g. NLRs, RLKs, RLPs etc.) and the
unbiased strategies which do not target any specific gene family. With respect to
ascertainment bias, the AgRenSeq (83), SMRT-RenSeq (84), HAWK (85) and CoSSA
(4) strategies, seem equally efficient because they are based on sequencing data.
Although, the complexity reduction in AgRenSeq and SMRT-RenSeq may introduce a
novel bias, in case the causal gene is not part of the targeted gene family. However,
the complexity reduction does offer the opportunity to overcome sequence coverage
limitations, especially for big or polyploid genomes. Linkage based QTL mapping
strategies, on the contrary, can be subjected to ascertainment bias as they often use
SNP arrays or previously designed markers for genotyping.
The choice of the best strategy depends then on the plant material used in the mapping
study. For diversity panels, the AgRenSeq and HAWK strategies, both relying on a kmer based association mapping approach, are suitable. AgRenSeq was shown to be
very efficient to identify and clone four stem rust R genes in Aegilops tauschii (83).
HAWK has not yet been applied to plants but was successful in identifying several
disease-associated sequences in human (85). In bi-parental populations, CoSSA and
RenSeq showed to be both efficient to map R genes. CoSSA seems however faster than
RenSeq as there is no need to design a bait library, the DNA library preparation is
cheaper, and the bioinformatics workflow is faster as there are no read mapping
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Figure 3. Overview of different strategies for the mapping and cloning of R
genes
To choose the optimal approach for a R gene mapping or cloning experiment, ones should
not consider the described approaches as fixed and should consider combining or interchanging the steps from different approaches. Although the AgRenSeq and SMRT-RenSeq
strategies were formerly developed to identify NLR genes, the bait library can be designed
to target any type of gene. RB: Resistant Bulk, SB: Susceptible bulk, HAWK: Hitting
Associations With K-mers, CoSSA: Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis, BAC: Bacterial
Artificial Chromosome. a (83), b (84), c (52), d (85), e this thesis, f (32), g (86), h (87), i (88).

and variant calling steps. For complex traits, the BSA (Bulked Segregant Analysis)
approach used with RenSeq and CoSSA should be replaced by linkage-based QTL
mapping. As discussed in chapter 3, we can imagine broader applications of CoSSA
and expand it to an association mapping type of approach. Instead of building bulks
composed of descendants from a bi-parental population, bulks composed of a broader
panel of genotypes with opposite phenotypes could be used. This approach would
however require the causal gene(s) to be identical-by-descent. Recently, a similar
approach was designed by (89). The authors sequenced the H1 and the R2 bulks,
composed each of 15 varieties holding the H1 nematode and the R2 late blight R genes
respectively. Three negative bulks composed each of 15 varieties which do not hold H1
nor R2 were also sequenced. SNPs with skewed frequencies between the bulks were
selected to design KASP markers diagnostic for the two R genes.
If one’s aim is to clone the targeted R gene and not only to design diagnostic markers,
the chosen mapping strategy should be followed by the generation of a de novo
assembly of the targeted region. To obtain a correct assembly of the targeted R gene
region, the classical approach was to generate BAC (Bacterial Artificial Chromosome)
libraries and engage a long, laborious, but efficient process of BAC walking or BAC
landing. In the study from (85), HAWK was used to identify k-mers linked with the trait
and they directly assembled these k-mers. This strategy has not been applied to R
gene cloning in plants yet but it would obviously be unsuccessful to assemble correctly
R gene clusters because repetitiveness cannot be resolved with short k-mers. In this
study, my first attempt to assemble the Sen1 haplotype, which was not included in this
thesis, was to extract the reads from the resistant parents of the AxDK population that
contain the Sen1 specific k-mers, and to assemble them de novo, as we did in chapter
3 in the reference-free CoSSA workflow. This assembly of short reads could be used
to design new markers to continue the fine-mapping but it was too scattered to identify
the candidate genes. Likewise, in the study from (84), short reads obtained with
RenSeq were assembled and the authors showed that the assembly of R gene clusters
using short reads can lead to chimeric genes. My second attempt, also not included in
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this thesis, was to make a hybrid assembly combining the short reads containing the
Sen1 specific k-mers and PacBio reads from another variety containing Sen1. The use
of long reads is an efficient strategy to solve paralogous and repetitive sequences such
as R genes rich regions, which cannot be solved with short reads. The sequencing
depth of the PacBio reads was however insufficient to assemble correctly the Sen1 R
gene cluster. The assembly was indeed very scattered and none of the scaffolds
contained more than one R gene. With their innovative SMRT-RenSeq approach, (84)
were more successful in assembling correctly the R gene cluster containing Rpi-amr3
with the use of PacBio reads combined with RenSeq. Finally, we used the phased de
novo assembly of a tetraploid variety containing our gene of interest Sen1 to pursue
the fine-mapping and perform the candidate gene search. This strategy was successful
in identifying Sen1 candidate genes in the fine-mapped region. It is difficult to compare
the efforts put in generating the assemblies from this study and the study of (84) as
we used a de novo assembly produced by NRGene (NRGene, Nes Ziona, Israel), and
we only had to correct manually the assembly of one candidate gene using Nanopore
data to validate that the gene model was correct. The PacBio assembly errors from
(84) had to be corrected manually using RenSeq short reads which seems a laborious
step. Even if Illumina paired end short reads and the 10X Genomics Chromium system
used in the NRGene assembly are less expensive than the PacBio technology, the
phased NRGene assembly is probably more expensive than the SMRT-RenSeq
assembly because the full genome was assembled and phased, and the assembly was
outsourced. The PacBio technology is still quite expensive, but with the RenSeq
genome complexity reduction, the costs can be reduced. The full phased de novo
assembly that we used has however the advantage to be useful for many more
purposes than the SMRT-RenSeq assembly.
To conclude, the R gene fine-mapping and cloning strategy I would recommend
depends on the data available. I recommend the use of CoSSA for the mapping and
fine-mapping of the gene as it is not biased toward a specific gene family, it can be
applied to crops for which a reference genome is not available, it is suitable for
polyploids and it is quick and cheap. For crops with a big genome, I would recommend
to combine CoSSA with a genome complexity reduction approach, such as RenSeq if
the targeted gene family is known, or other approaches which are not biased for
specific gene families. If an assembly such as the phased NRGene de novo assembly
is available for a variety containing the gene of interest, it is the preferred strategy to
pursue the candidate gene search as no additional costs are necessary. If none is
available, I would recommend to produce long reads for a genotype containing the
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gene of interest and to extract the reads to assemble using the resistance specific kmers identified with CoSSA. To reduce the costs of the long reads sequencing, a
complexity reduction approach can also be applied at this step.
‘Shared k-mers’: a powerful multi-purpose tool
CoSSA is based on the use of k-mers and set algebra to compare DNA sequences
between samples. Comparing directly the sequenced reads instead of k-mers would be
difficult because of their size and sequence errors. Cutting the reads into smaller kmers of unvarying size, counting them, storing them and comparing them are easy
tasks to perform by computers and unambiguous as exact matches are considered.
The advantage of using k-mers is therefore the computational simplicity and speed.
Another advantage that we highlighted in chapter 3 is that k-mers allow to work
without a reference genome, which is a huge advantage if no reference genome is
available or if the reference genotype is distant from the study material. During my
PhD, I became, however, quickly aware that the main advantage of working with kmers is the simple concept of ‘shared k-mers’, which is a very powerful tool that can
be used to answer a broad range of biological questions.
In chapters 3 and 5, we used the ‘shared k-mers’ concept, and even the ‘non-shared
k-mers’ concept to increase the haplotype specificity of the designed markers. We
indeed included susceptible varieties in the CoSSA workflow and removed from the
resistant haplotype specific k-mers, the k-mers shared with the susceptible varieties.
This simple step allows to quickly design diagnostic markers for use in MAS (Marker
Assisted Selection). As far as I know, this step was novel and not included in other
gene mapping strategies when we published CoSSA. Recently, the strategy developed
by (89) included a similar step as three pools composed each of 15 varieties negative
for the two targeted R genes were sequenced and used to increase the haplotype
specificity of the designed KASP markers. In chapters 3 and 5, we also used the
‘shared k-mers’ tool to validate the presence of a specific haplotype in pedigree clones
and panels of varieties and wild species. These experiments allowed us to trace back
the resistance source to ancestral donors but also to quickly check if a variety hold the
targeted R gene or not. We can imagine many other applications to the ‘shared k-mers’
tool such as for example studying the relatedness between species or varieties, or
more specific tasks such as finding unique 21-mers in candidate R genes to design
specific RNAi constructs for functional analyses. As more and more sequencing data
are publicly available, I expect the k-mer databases to grow, for research as well as
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commercial purposes, and the screening of molecular markers in the lab to be gradually
replaced by k-mers as in silico tags.

Final remarks
Breeding for resistant varieties and their clever deployment, by taking into account the
pathogen population composition, is the best weapon we have for disease management
in general. For efficient breeding programs, potato breeders need knowledge about the
different resistance sources that they can use, knowledge about how to use these
resistances, and diagnostic molecular markers to trace the resistance in their material.
In this thesis, several major and minor effect wart disease resistance loci were
identified. We designed haplotype specific flanking markers and validated their
diagnostic power in diversity panels representative of the potato breeding material.
Moreover, we identified the different resistance sources already present in the potato
breeding genepool which is a valuable achievement as it will facilitate the combination
of different resistant sources and avoid redundancy. The importance of combining
major and minor effect loci in resistant varieties was highlighted. It is indeed necessary
to bring full resistance to the higher pathotypes and avoid S. endobioticum population
shifts. We showed that TNL genes are involved in resistance to S. endobioticum which
brings new insights to better understand the host-pathogen interactions of this
pathosystem. The work presented in this thesis also contributed to improve and
simplify gene mapping strategies. The method we developed can be used for any trait
and for any crop as it does not require a reference genome and it is suitable for
polyploid genomes. Finally, this work brought new perspectives such as the
improvement of the pathotyping system, which currently does not cover the potato R
genes and the S. endobioticum Avr genes diversity, and the identification of unknown
resistance sources in the breeding genepool which will help to select suitable parents
for future mapping and breeding strategies.
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Summary
Potato wart disease, caused by the obligate biotrophic Chytrid fungus Synchytrium
endobioticum, is one of the most important quarantine diseases of potato. This disease
was named after the symptoms caused by the pathogen, which are the proliferation of
meristematic tissues leading to the formation of warts, mainly on the below-ground
sprouts of potato plants. The quarantine status of S. endobioticum is due to the
production of spores that can remain viable in the soil for more than 40 years, the lack
of chemical control and the severe yield losses. In Europe, more than 40 different
pathotypes of S. endobioticum have been recorded and only resistance to pathotype 1
is commonly deployed in the breeding germplasm. The breeding and cultivation of
potato varieties resistant to a wider spectrum of pathotypes is crucial for quarantine
practice to reduce the propagation of the pathogen. Therefore, the identification of
genes bringing resistance to the most frequent pathotypes of the pathogen and the
development of diagnostic markers for marker assisted selection (MAS) is urgently
needed.
In my PhD thesis, genes involved in resistance to pathotypes 1, 2, 6 and 18 of S.
endobioticum were identified to make an inventory of the different resistance sources
at hand for potato breeders. In the first part of my thesis, we investigated the
distribution of the pathotype 1 resistance in a variety panel representative of the potato
breeding material (Chapter 2). Breeding programs of the 20th century were very
successful in producing varieties resistant to pathotype 1 as 77% of the panel varieties
were found to be resistant. To identify markers linked with pathotype 1 resistance, we
used previously produced genotypic and phenotypic data to perform a Genome-Wide
Association Study (GWAS). The GWAS resulted in the identification of markers
associated with pathotype 1 resistance on the north arm of chromosome 11. In this
region, the major effect gene Sen1 was previously identified. Sen1 is the main source
of pathotype 1 resistance in the variety panel and no common ancestral donor could
be identified due to the inability to define identity-by-descent (IBD). As we faced
limitations to design markers fully diagnostic for pathotype 1 resistance using the
GWAS approach, we aimed to develop new tools to identify haplotype specific SNPs.
In Chapter 3, we developed a new set of workflows, called Comparative Subsequence
Sets Analysis (CoSSA), for the genetic analysis of traits of interest and the identification
of haplotype specific SNPs. CoSSA can be used for any crop as it is suitable for
polyploids and can be used with or without a reference genome. We applied CoSSA to
identify Sen3, a dominant gene conferring resistance to all tested pathotypes. Sen3
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was fine-mapped to the resistance gene cluster C76 on the north arm of chromosome
11. Furthermore, we used CoSSA for the fine-mapping of Sen1 (Chapter 4). Sen1 was
mapped to the same R gene cluster as Sen3. We performed a candidate gene analysis
and showed that Sen1 encodes a nucleotide-binding domain, leucine rich containing
(NLR) protein from the TNL group. The two identified candidate genes were cloned and
tested in complementation assays with AvrSen1, the S. endobioticum effector protein
which triggers Hypersensitive Responses (HR) in Sen1 plants. These findings will serve
as novel tools to study the interactions between potato and S. endobioticum.
In the last part of my thesis, we made an, as complete as possible at this moment,
inventory of the dominant potato wart disease resistance (Sen) genes and QTLs
present in the potato breeding germplasm. We combined the GWAS and CoSSA
strategies to identify two new major genes, Sen4 and Sen5, respectively located on
the south arm of chromosome 12 and the south arm of chromosome 5, which are
involved in resistance to pathotypes 2, 6 and 18 (Chapter 5). We also identified
several wart disease resistance QTLs which, in combination with the dominant genes,
can contribute to improve resistance to the higher pathotypes. To avoid any confusion
between the previously and newly identified QTLs, we introduced a new naming system
which allows to differentiate each resistant haplotype identified. Finally, we screened
a broad panel of potato varieties and wild Solanum species for the genes Sen1, Sen2,
Sen3, Sen4 and Sen5. As was already observed in Chapter 2, Sen1 was highly
frequent in the variety panel and it could not be traced back to a common ancestral
donor. This high frequency of Sen1 in the breeding genepool might be explained by
the fact that it was present in accessions from the Chilotanum group and from S.
microdontum, which were intensively used to adapt cultivated potato to long days
conditions. The main source of resistance to the higher pathotypes in the Dutch
breeding material is Sen4, which is IBD in every Dutch variety and can be traced back
to AM78-3704. The introgression of Sen4 in the breeding material has not been solved
yet, although we provide some hypotheses. The main source of resistance to the higher
pathotypes in the German and Polish material is Sen3 which is IBD in every positive
variety and can be traced back to the breeding clone BRA9089. Sen5, which can be
traced back to the breeding clone VE71-105, is rather scarce in breeding material and
originates from S. vernei. Sen2, which is also scarce in the breeding material, probably
originates from S. acaule, S. demissum or S. verrucosum.
To put it in a nutshell, a complete picture of the major potato wart disease resistance
sources present in the breeding germplasm is given in my thesis. Haplotype specific
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markers have been designed for all the major genes and QTLs mapped, which will
facilitate the breeding of resistant varieties. Finally, the development of CoSSA will
facilitate the mapping of traits of interest and the design of haplotype specific markers
for any crop.
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Took place in the scientific world of old
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►

►
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